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QUANTUM CAUSALITY, DECOHERENCE, TRAJECTORIES
AND INFORMATION
V P BELAVKIN
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the discovery of quanta
Abstract. A history of the discovery of “new” quantum mechanics and the
paradoxes of its probabilistic interpretation are briefly reviewed from the mod-
ern point of view of quantum probability and information. The modern quan-
tum theory, which has been developed during the last 20 years for treatment of
quantum open systems including quantum noise, decoherence, quantum diffu-
sions and spontaneous jumps occurring under continuous in time observation,
is not yet a part of the standard curriculum of quantum physics. It is ar-
gued that the conventional formalism of quantum mechanics is insufficient for
the description of quantum events, such as spontaneous decays say, and the
new experimental phenomena related to individual quantum measurements,
but they all have received an adequate mathematical treatment in quantum
stochastics of open systems.
Moreover, the only reasonable probabilistic interpretation of quantum me-
chanics put forward by Max Born was in fact in irreconcilable contradiction
with traditional mechanical reality and causality. This led to numerous quan-
tum paradoxes, some of them due to the great inventors of quantum theory
such as Einstein and Schro¨dinger. They are reconsidered in this paper from
the point of view of quantum information.
The development of quantum measurement theory, initiated by von Neu-
mann, indicated a possibility for resolution of this interpretational crisis by
divorcing the algebra of the dynamical generators and the algebra of the ac-
tual observables, or beables. It is shown that within this approach quantum
causality can be rehabilitated in the form of a superselection rule for compati-
bility of the past beables with the potential future. This rule, together with the
self-compatibility of the measurements insuring the consistency of the histories,
is called the nondemolition, or causality principle in modern quantum theory.
The application of this rule in the form of the dynamical commutation relations
leads to the derivation of the von Neumann projection postulate, and also to
the more general reductions, instantaneous, spontaneous, and even continuous
in time. This gives a quantum stochastic solution, in the form of the dynamical
filtering equations, of the notorious measurement problem which was tackled
unsuccessfully by many famous physicists starting with Schro¨dinger and Bohr.
It has been recently proved that the quantum stochastic model for the
continuous in time measurements is equivalent to a Dirac type boundary-value
problem for the secondary quantized input ”offer waves from future” in one
extra dimension, and to a reduction of the algebra of the consistent histories
of past events to an Abelian subalgebra for the “trajectories of the output
particles”. This supports the corpuscular-wave duality in the form of the
thesis that everything in the future are quantized waves, everything in the
past are trajectories of the recorded particles.
.
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1. Introduction
In 1918 Max Planck was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for his quantum
theory of blackbody radiation or as we would say now, quantum theory of thermal
noise based on the hypothesis of energy discontinuity. Invented in 1900, it inspired
an unprecedented revolution in both physical science and philosophy of the 20th
century, with an unimaginable deep revision in our way of thinking.
In 1905 Einstein, examining the photoelectric effect, proposed a quantum theory
of light, only later realizing that Planck’s theory made implicit use of this quantum
light hypothesis. Einstein saw that the energy changes in a quantum material
oscillator occur in jumps which are multiples of ω. Einstein received Nobel prize in
1922 for his work on the photoelectric effect.
In 1912 Niels Bohr worked in the Rutherford group in Manchester on his theory
of the electron in an atom. He was puzzled by the discrete spectra of light which is
emitted by atoms when they are subjected to an excitation. He was influenced by
the ideas of Planck and Einstein and addressed a certain paradox in his work. How
can energy be conserved when some energy changes are continuous and some are
discontinuous, i.e. change by quantum amounts? Bohr conjectured that an atom
could exist only in a discrete set of stable energy states, the differences of which
amount to the observed energy quanta. Bohr returned to Copenhagen and pub-
lished a revolutionary paper on the hydrogen atom in the next year. He suggested
his famous formula
Em − En = ~ωmn
from which he derived the major laws which describe physically observed spectral
lines. This work earned Niels Bohr the 1922 Nobel Prize about 105 Swedish Kroner.
Thus before the rise of quantum mechanics 75 years ago, quantum physics had
appeared first in the form of quantum stochastics, i. e. the statistics of quantum
thermal noise and rules for quantum spontaneous jumps which are often called the
“old quantum theory”, but in fact the occurrence of the discontinuous quantum
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jumps as individual events have never been explained by the “new” time-continuous
quantum mechanics.
Quantum theory is the greatest intellectual achievements of the past century.
Since the discovery of quanta by Max Planck exactly 100 years ago on the basis
of spectral analysis of quantum thermal noise, and the wave nature of matter, it
has produced numerous paradoxes and confusions even in the greatest scientific
minds such as those of Einstein, de Broglie, Schro¨dinger, and it still confuses many
contemporary philosophers and scientists who fail to accept the Aristotle’s super-
additivity law of Nature. Rapid development of the beautiful and sophisticated
mathematics for quantum mechanics and the development of its interpretation by
Bohr, Born, Heisenberg, Dirac, von Neumann and many others who abandoned
traditional causality, were little help in resolving these paradoxes despite the aston-
ishing success in the statistical prediction of the individual quantum phenomena.
Both the implication and consequences of the quantum theory of light and matter,
as well as its profound mathematical, conceptual and philosophical foundations are
not yet understood completely by the majority of quantum physicists.
Specialists in different narrow branches of mathematics and physics rarely un-
derstand quantum theory as a common thread which runs through everything. The
creators of quantum mechanics, the theory invented for interpretation of the dynam-
ical laws of fundamental particles, were unable to find a consistent interpretation of
it since they were physicists with a classical mathematical education. After invent-
ing quantum mechanics they spent much of their lives trying to tackle the Problem
of Quantum Measurement, the “only remaining problem” of quantum theory – the
problem of its consistent interpretation. Modern quantum phenomenology deals
with individual quantum events such as quantum diffusions and jumps which sim-
ply do not exist in the orthodox quantum mechanics. There is no place for quantum
events neither in the existing quantum field theories nor in the projects of quantum
gravity. Moreover, as we shall see, there can’t be any, even “hidden variable” so-
lution of the problem of a consistent statistical interpretation of quantum causality
in the orthodox quantum theory. But without such interpretation even the unified
quantum field theory and gravity would stay ‘a thing in itself’ as a quantum me-
chanics of the closed universe without a possibility of any kind of quantum future
prediction based on the results of past observations.
In this paper we review the most obscure sides of quantum systems theory which
are related to quantum causality and its implications for the time arrow, dynamical
irreversibility, consistent histories and prediction of future. These sides traditionally
considered by mathematical physicists as ‘ill-defined’, are usually left to quantum
philosophers and theoreticians for vague speculations. Most theoretical physicists
have a broad mathematical education, but it tends to ignore two crucial aspects
for the solution of these problems – information theory and statistical conditioning.
This is why most of theoretical physicists are not familiar with the mathematical
development for solving all these questions which has been achieved in quantum
probability, information and quantum mathematical statistics during last 25 years.
Surely the “professional theoretical physicists ought to be able to do better” (cited
from J Bell, [1], p. 173).
As we shall show, the solution to this most fundamental problem of quantum
theory can be found in the framework of quantum probability as the rigorous con-
ceptual basis for the algebraic quantum systems theory which is a part of a unified
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mathematics and physics rather than quantum mechanics, and an adequate frame-
work for the treatment of both classical and quantum systems in a unified way.
We shall prove that the problem of quantum measurement has a solution in this
framework which admits the existence of infinite systems and superselection rules,
some of them are already wellused in the algebraic quantum physics. This can be
achieved only by imposing a new superselection rule for quantum causality called
the nondemolition principle [2] which can be short-frased as ‘The past is classical,
and it is consistent with the quantum future’. This future-past superselection rule
defines the time arrow which leads to a certain restriction of the general relativity
principle and the notion of local reality, the profound philosophical implications of
which should yet be analyzed. We may conjecture that the difficulties of quantum
gravity are fundamentally related to the orthodox point of view that it should be a
unification, or consistent with the general relativity and the quantum theory, with-
out taking into account the implications imposed by the causality superselection
rule on these theories. In any unified quantum theory with a consistent interpre-
tation addressing modern physics there should be a place for quantum events and
Bell’s beables as elements of classical reality and quantum causality. Without this
it will never be tested experimentally: any experiment deals with the statistics of
random events as the only elements of reality, and any reasonable physical theory
should admit the predictions based on the statistical causality.
The new infinity and superselection arise with the unitary dilation constructed
in this paper for the dynamical derivation of the projection or any other reduction
postulate which is simply interpreted as the Bayesian statistical inference for the
posterior states based on the prior information in the form of the classical mea-
surement data and the initial quantum state. Such quantum statistical inference
called quantum filtering has no conceptual difficulty for the interpretation: it is
understood as the prior-posterior transition from quantum possibilities to classical
actualities exactly in the same way as it is understood in classical statistics where
there is no problem of measurement. Indeed, the collapse of the prior (mixed) state
to the posterior (pure) state after the measurement in classical probability is only
questioned by those who don’t understand that this is purely in the nature of in-
formation: it is simply the result of inference due to the gaining information about
the existing but a priori unknown pure state. The only distinction of the classical
theory from quantum is that the prior mixed states cannot be dynamically achieved
from pure initial states without a procedure of either statistical or chaotic mixing.
In quantum theory, however, the mixed, or decoherent states can be dynamically
induced on a subsystem from the initial pure disentangled states of a composed
system simply by a unitary transformation. And the quantum statistical inference
(filtering) can result effectively in the “collapse” of a pure initial state to the pos-
terior state corresponding to the result of the measurement (This never happens in
classical statistics: a pure prior state induced dynamically by a pure initial state
doesn’t collapse as it coincide with the posterior pure state as the predetermined
result of the inference with no gain of information about the a priori known pure
state.)
The main aim of this paper is to give a comprehensive review of the recent
progress in this modern quantum theory now known also as quantum stochastics
from the historical perspective of the discovery the deterministic quantum evolu-
tions by Heisenberg and Schro¨dinger to the stochastic evolutions of quantum jumps
and quantum diffusion in quantum noise. We will argue that this is the direction in
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which quantum theory would have developed by the founders if the mathematics of
quantum stochastics had been discovered by that time. After resolving the typical
paradox of the Schro¨dinger’s cat by solving as suggested the related instantaneous
quantum measurement problem we move to the dynamical reduction problems for
the sequential and time-continuous measurements.
In order to appreciate the mathematical framework and rigorous formulations
for resolving these fundamental problems of quantum theory it is quite instructive
to start with the typical practical problems of the dynamical systems theory, such
as quantum sequential measurements, quantum statistical prediction and quantum
feedback control in real time. These problems were indeed set up and analyzed
even in the continuous time in the framework of quantum theory first for the lin-
ear quantum dynamical systems (quantum open oscillators) over 20 years ago in
[3, 4] pioneering the new quantum stochastic approach, and they have been now
developed in full generality within this modern rigorous approach to quantum open
systems.
We shall concentrate on the modern quantum stochastic approach to quantum
consistent histories, quantum trajectories and quantum diffusions originated in
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In its linear renormalized version this approach
gives the output statistics of quantum continuous measurements as a result of the
solution of a stochastic differential equation. This allows the direct application
of quantum conditioning and filtering methods to tackle the dynamical problem of
quantum individual dynamics under continual (trajectorial) measurement. Here we
refer mainly to the pioneering and original papers on quantum diffusions in which
the relevant quantum structures as mathematical notions and methods were first
invented. Most of these results were rigorously proved and published in the math-
ematical physics literature and is not well known for the larger physical audience.
We shall give a brief account of the relevant mathematics which plays the same
role for quantum stochastics as did the classical differential calculus for Newtonian
dynamics, and concentrate on its application to the dynamical solution of quantum
measurement problems [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], rather than give the full account of
all related theoretical papers which use more traditional ”down to earth” methods.
Among these we would like to mention the papers on quantum decoherence [21,
22], dynamical state reduction program [23, 24], consistent histories and evolutions
[25, 26], spontaneous localization and events [27, 28], restricted and unsharp path
integrals [29, 30] and their numerous applications to quantum countings, jumps
and trajectories in quantum optics and atomic physics [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38]. Most of these papers develop a phenomenological approach which is based on
a non-Hamiltonian “instrumental” linear master equation giving the statistics of
quantum measurements, but is not well adapted for the description of individual
and conditional behavior under the continuous measurements. Pearl and Gisin
took an opposite, nonlinear, initially even deterministic approach for the individual
evolutions, without considering the statistics of measurements [23, 24, 39].
During the 90’s many ”new” quantum theories appeared in the theoretical and
applied physics literature, in particular, the quantum state diffusion theory [40, 41],
where the nonlinear quantum filtrering stochastic equations for diffusive measure-
ments have been used without even a reference to the continuous measurements,
and quantum trajectories in quantum optics [42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 46], where the sto-
chastic solutions to quantum jump equations have been constructed even without
a reference to quantum stochastic filtering equations. However the transition from
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nonlinear to linear stochastic equations and the quantum stochastic unitary mod-
els for the underlying Hamiltonian microscopic evolutions remain unexplained in
these papers. Moreover, most of these papers claim primarity or universality of
the stochastic evolution but treat very particular phenomenological models which
are based only on the counting, or sometimes diffusive (homodyne and heterodyne)
models of quantum noise and output process, and reinvent many notions such as
quantum conditioning and adaptedness with respect to the individual trajectories,
without references to the general quantum stochastic measurement and filtering
(conditioning) theory. An exception occurred only in [47, 48], where our quantum
stochastic filtering theory which had been developed for these purposes in the 80’s,
was well understood both at a macroscopic and microscopic level. This explains
why a systematic review of this kind is needed.
In order to appreciate the quantum drama which has been developing through
the whole century, it seems useful to give a account of the discovery of quantum
mechanics and its probabilistic interpretation at the 20th of the past century. This
is briefly done in the first sections Chapter 1. More about the discovery of the “old”
and “new” quantum mechanics starting from the Plank’s quanta [49] and thei rela-
tion to the modern theory of quantum noise and applications to quantum bits one
can find in [50]. Readers who are not interested in the historical perspective of this
subject and paradoxes of its interpretation are advised to start with the Chapter
2 dealing with the famous problem of quantum measurement. The specialists who
are familiar with this might still find intersting a review on quantum stochastics,
causality, consistent trajectories, continual measurements, quantum jumps and dif-
fusions, and will find the origin and explanation of these modern quantum theories
in the last sections.
2. Quantum Mechanics, Probabilities and Paradoxes
If anyone says he can think about quantum problems without getting
giddy, that only shows he has not understood the first thing about them
– Max Planck.
2.1. At the Origin of Quantum Mechanics.
The whole is more than the sum of its parts – Aristotle.
This is the famous superadditivity law from Aristotle’s Metaphysics which stud-
ies ‘the most general or abstract features of reality and the principles that have
universal validity’. Certainly in this broad definition quantum physics is the most
essential part of metaphysics.
Quantum theory is a mathematical theory which studies the most fundamental
features of reality in a unified form of waves and matter, it raises and solves the most
fundamental riddles of Nature by developing and utilizing mathematical concepts
and methods of all branches of modern mathematics, including probability and sta-
tistics. Indeed, it began with the discovery of new laws for ‘quantum’ numbers, the
natural objects which are the foundation of pure mathematics. (‘God made the
integers; the rest is man’s work’ – Kronecker). Next it invented new applied math-
ematical methods for solving quantum mechanical matrix and partial differential
equations. Then it married probability with algebra to obtain unified treatment of
waves and particles in nature, giving birth to quantum probability and creating new
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branches of mathematics such as quantum logics, quantum topologies, quantum ge-
ometries, quantum groups. It inspired the recent creation of quantum analysis and
quantum calculus, as well as quantum statistics and quantum stochastics.
2.1.1. The discovery of matrix mechanics. In 1925 a young German theoretical
physicist, Heisenberg, gave a preliminary account of a new and highly original
approach to the mechanics of the atom [51]. He was influenced by Niels Bohr
and proposed to substitute for the position coordinate of an electron in the atom
complex arrays
qmn (t) = qmne
iωmnt
oscillating with Bohr’s frequencies ωmn = ~
−1 (Em − En). He thought that they
would account for the random jumps Em 7→ En in the atom corresponding to the
spontaneous emission of the energy quanta ~ωmn. His Professor, Max Born, was
a mathematician who immediately recognized an infinite matrix algebra in Heisen-
berg’s multiplication rule for the tables Q (t) = [qmn (t)]. The classical momentum
was also replaced by a similar matrix,
P (t) =
[
pmne
iωmnt
]
,
as the Planck’s electro- magnetic quanta were thought being induced by oscillator
equations
d
dt
qmn (t) = iωmnqmn (t) ,
d
dt
pmn (t) = iωmnpmn (t) .
These equations written in terms of the matrix algebra as
d
dt
Q(t) =
i
~
[H,Q(t)] ,
d
dt
P (t) =
i
~
[H,P (t)] ,(2.1)
now are known as the Heisenberg equations, where H called the Hamiltonian, is the
diagonal matrix E = [Enδmn], and [H,B] denotes the matrix commutator HB−BH.
In order to achieve the correspondence with the classical mechanics, their young
colleague Jordan suggested to postulate the canonical (Heisenberg) commutation
relations
[Q (t) ,P (t)] = i~I,(2.2)
where I is the unit matrix [δmn], [52]. This made the equations (2.1) formally
equivalent to the Hamiltonian equations
d
dt
Q(t) = Hp (Q (t,P (t))) ,
d
dt
P (t) = −Hq (Q (t) ,P (t)) ,
but the derivatives Hp, Hq of the Hamiltonian function H (q, p) were now replaced
by the appropriate matrix-algebra functions of the noncommuting P and Q such
that H (Q,P) = H. For the non-relativistic electron in a potential field φ this
yielded the Newton equation
m
d2
dt2
Q(t) = −∇φ (Q (t)) ,(2.3)
but with the non-commuting initial conditions Q (0) and ddtQ(0) =
1
mP (0), where
the potential force is replaced by the corresponding matrix function of Q = [qmn].
Thus the new, quantum mechanics was first invented in the form of matrix me-
chanics, emphasizing the possibilities of quantum transitions, or jumps between the
stable energy states En of an electron. However there was no mechanism suggested
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to explain the actualities of these spontaneous transitions in the continuous time.
In 1932 Heisenberg was awarded the Nobel Prize for his pioneering work on the
mathematical formulation of the new physics.
Conceptually, the new atomic theory was based on the positivism of Mach as it
operated not with real space-time but with only observable quantities like atomic
transitions. However many leading physicists were greatly troubled by the prospect
of loosing reality and deterministic causality in the emerging quantum physics.
Einstein, in particular, worried about the element of ‘chance’ which had entered
physics. In fact, this worries came rather late since Rutherford had introduced a
spontaneous effect when discussing radio-active decay in 1900.
2.1.2. The discovery of wave mechanics. In 1923 de Broglie, inspired by the works
of Einstein and Planck, extended the wave-corpuscular duality also to material
particles. He used the Hamilton-Jacobi theory which had been applied both to
particles and waves. In 1928 de Broglie received the Nobel Prize for this work.
In 1925, Schro¨dinger gave a seminar on de Broglie’s material waves, and a mem-
ber of the audience suggested that there should be a wave equation. Within a few
weeks Schro¨dinger found his celebrated wave equation, first in a relativistic, and
then in the non-relativistic form [53]. Instead of seeking the classical solutions to
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
H
(
q,
~
i
∂
∂q
lnψ
)
= E
he suggested finding those wave functions ψ (q) which satisfy the linear equation
H
(
q,
~
i
∂
∂q
)
ψ = Eψ(2.4)
(It coincides with the former equation only if the Hamiltonian function H (q, p) is
linear with respect to p but not for the non-relativistic H (q, p) = 12mp
2 + φ (q)).
Schro¨dinger published his revolutionary wave mechanics in a series of six papers
[54] in 1926 during a short period of sustained creative activity that is without
parallel in the history of science. Like Shakespeare, whose sonnets were inspired
by a dark lady, Schro¨dinger was inspired by a mysterious lady of Arosa where
he took ski holidays during the Christmas 1925 but ‘had been distracted by a few
calculations’. This was the second formulation of the new quantum theory, which he
successfully applied to the Hydrogen atom, oscillator and other quantummechanical
systems, solving the corresponding Sturm-Liouville boundary-value problems of
mathematical physics. The mathematical equivalence between the two formulations
of quantum mechanics was understood by Schro¨dinger in the fourth paper where
he suggested the non-stationary wave equation written in terms of the Hamiltonian
operator H = H
(
q, ~i
∂
∂q
)
for the complex time-dependent wave-function ψ (t, q)
simply as
i~
∂
∂t
ψ (t) = Hψ (t) ,(2.5)
and he also introduced operators associated with each dynamical variable.
Unlike Heisenberg and Born’s matrix mechanics, the general reaction towards
wave mechanics was immediately enthusiastic. Plank described Schro¨dinger’s wave
mechanics as ‘epoch-making work’. Einstein wrote: ‘the idea of your work springs
from true genius...’. Next year Schro¨dinger was nominated for the Nobel Prize, but
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he failed to receive it in this and five further consecutive years of his nominations
by most distinguished physicists of the world, the reason behind his rejection being
‘the highly mathematical character of his work’. Only in 1933 did he receive his
prize, this time jointly with Dirac, and this was the first, and perhaps the last, time
when the Nobel Prize for physics was given to true mathematical physicists.
Following de Broglie, Schro¨dinger initially thought that the wave function cor-
responds to a physical vibration process in a real continuous space-time because
it was not stochastic, but he was puzzled by the failure to explain the blackbody
radiation and photoelectric effect from this wave point of view. In fact the wave
interpretation applied to light quanta leads back to classical electrodynamics, as
his relativistic wave equation for a single photon coincides mathematically with the
classical wave equation. However after realizing that the time-dependent ψ in (2.5)
must be a complex function, he admitted in his fourth 1926 paper [54] that the
wave function ψ cannot be given a direct interpretation, and described the wave
density |ψ|2 = ψψ¯ as a sort of weight function for superposition of point-mechanical
configurations.
Although Schro¨dinger was a champion of the idea that the most fundamental
laws of the microscopic world are absolutely random even before he discovered wave
mechanics, he failed to see the probabilistic nature of ψψ¯. Indeed, his equation was
not stochastic, and it didn’t account for the individual random jumps Em → En of
the Bohr-Heisenberg theory but rather opposite, it did prescribe the preservation
of the eigenvalues E = En.
For the rest of his life Schro¨dinger was trying to find apparently without a success
a more fundamental equation which would be responsible for the energy transitions
in the process of measurement of the quanta ~ωmn. As we shall see, he was right
assuming the existence of such equation.
2.1.3. Interpretations of quantum mechanics. The creators of the rival matrix quan-
tum mechanics were forced to accept the simplicity and beauty of Schro¨dinger’s
approach. In 1926 Max Born put forward the statistical interpretation of the wave
function by introducing the statistical means
〈X〉 =
∫
ψ¯ (x) xψ (x) dx
for Hermitian dynamical variables X in the physical state, described in the eigen-
representation of X by a complex function ψ (x) normalized as 〈I〉 = 1. Thus he
identified the quantum states with one-dimensional subspaces of a Hilbert space H
corresponding to the normalized ψ defined up to a complex factor eiθ. This was
developed in Copenhagen and gradually was accepted by almost all physicists as
the “Copenhagen interpretation”. Born by education was a mathematician, but
he received the Nobel Prize in physics for his statistical studies of wave functions
later in 1953 as a Professor of Natural Philosophy at Edinburgh. Bohr, Born and
Heisenberg considered electrons and quanta as unpredictable particles which cannot
be visualized in the real space and time.
The most outspoken opponent of a/the probabilistic interpretation was Einstein.
Albert Einstein admired the new development of quantum theory but was suspi-
cious, rejecting its acausality and probabilistic interpretation. It was against his
scientific instinct to accept statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics as a
complete description of physical reality. There are famous sayings of his on that
account:
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‘God is subtle but he is not malicious’, ‘God doesn’t play dice’
During these debates on the probabilistic interpretation of quantum mechanics of
Einstein between Niels Bohr, Schro¨dinger often sided with his friend Einstein, and
this may explain why he was distancing himself from the statistical interpretation
of his wave function. Bohr invited Schro¨dinger to Copenhagen and tried to con-
vince him of the particle-probabilistic interpretation of quantum mechanics. The
discussion between them went on day and night, without reaching any agreement.
The conversation, however deeply affected both men. Schro¨dinger recognized the
necessity of admitting both wave and particles, but he never devised a comprehen-
sive interpretation rival to Copenhagen orthodoxy. Bohr ventured more deeply
into philosophical waters and emerged with his concept of complementarity:
Evidence obtained under different experimental conditions cannot be
comprehended within a single picture, but must be regarded as comple-
mentary in the sense that only the totality of the phenomena exhausts
the possible information about the objects.
In his later papers Schro¨dinger accepted the probabilistic interpretation of ψψ¯,
but he did not consider these probabilities classically, instead he interpreted them
as the strength of our belief or anticipation of an experimental result. In this
sense the probabilities are closer to propensities than to the frequencies of the
statistical interpretation of Born and Heisenberg. Schro¨dinger had never accepted
the subjective positivism of Bohr and Heisenberg, and his philosophy is closer to
that called representational realism. He was content to remain a critical unbeliever.
There have been many other attempts to retain the deterministic realism in the
quantum world, the most extravagant among these being the ensemble-world inter-
pretations of Bohm [56] and Everett [57]. The first interpretational theory, known
as the pilot-wave theory, is based on the conventional Schro¨dinger equation which
is used to define the flow of a classical fluid in the configuration space. The predic-
tions of this classical macroscopic theory coincide with the statistical predictions of
the orthodox quantum theory only for the ensembles of coordinate-like observables
with the initial probability distribution over the many worlds given by the initial
pilot wave. Other observables like momenta which are precisely determined at each
point by the velocity of this fluid, have no uncertainty under the fixed coordinates.
This is inconsistent with the prediction of quantum theory for individual systems,
and there is no way to incorporate the stochastic dynamics of sequentially mon-
itored individual quantum particles in the single world into this fluid dynamics.
Certainly this is a variation of the de Broglie-Schro¨dinger old interpretation, and
it doesn’t respect the Bell’s first principle for the interpretational theories “that it
should be possible to formulate them for small systems” [1], p. 126.
The Everett’s many-world interpretation also assumes that the classical config-
urations at each time are distributed in the comparison class of possible worlds
worth probability density ψψ¯. However no continuity between present and past
configurations is assumed, and all possible outcomes of their measurement are real-
ized every time, each in a different edition of the continuously multiplying universe.
The observer in a given brunch of the universe is aware only of what is going on
in that particular branch, and this results in the reduction of the wave-function.
This would be macroscopically equivalent to the pilot-wave theory if the de Broglie-
Schro¨dinger-Bohm fluid dynamics could be obtained as the average of wave equa-
tions over all brunches. An experienced statistician would immediately recognize
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in this many-world interpretation an ensemble model for a continuously branch-
ing stochastic process, and would apply the well-developed stochastic analysis and
differential calculus to analyze this dynamical model. However no stochastic equa-
tion for a continuously monitored branch was suggested in this theory, although
there should be many if at all, corresponding to many possible choices of classical
configurations (e.g. positions or momenta) for a single many-world Schro¨dinger
equation.
Living simultaneously in many worlds would have perhaps certain advatages,
but from the philosophical and practical point of view, however, to have an infinite
number (continuum product of continua?) of real worlds at the same time without
their communication seems not better than to have none. As Bell wrote in [1], p.
134: “to have multiple universes, to realize all possible configurations of particles,
would have seemed grotesque”. Even if such a weighted many-world dynamical
theory had been developed to a satisfactory level, it would have been reformulated in
terms of well-established mathematical language as a stochastic evolutionary theory
in the single world with the usual statistical interpretation. In fact, the stochastic
theory of continuously observed quantum systems has been already derived, not
just developed, in full generality and rigor in quantum stochastics, and it will be
presented in the last sections. But first we shall demonstrate the underlying ideas
on the elementary single-transition level.
2.2. Uncertaities and Quantum Probabilities.
In mathematics you don’t understand things. You just get used to them
- John von Neumann.
In 1932 von Neumann put quantum theory on firm theoretical basis by setting
the mathematical foundation for new, quantum, probability theory, the quantita-
tive theory for counting non commuting events of quantum logics. This noncom-
mutative probability theory is based on essentially more general axioms than the
classical (Kolmogorovian) probability of commuting events, which form common
sense Boolean logic, first formalized by Aristotle. The main idea of this theory
is based upon the empirical fact that the maximal number of alternatives in each
experiment over a quantum system is smaller than the quantum probability dimen-
sionality of the system, i.e. the dimensionality of the linear space of all propensities,
or empirical frequencies defining the quantum state. Unlike in the classical world
were the maximal number of alternatives always coincides with the dimensionality
of the probability space. Actually the quantum dimensionality squares the classi-
cal one, is the sum of such squares for the hybrid systems, and this defines every
quantum probability space as the space of density matrices rather than space of
density functions.
Quantum probability has been under extensive development during the last 30
years since the introduction of algebraic and operational approaches for treatment
of noncommutative probabilities, and currently serves as the mathematical basis for
quantum stochastics and information theory. Unfortunately its recent development
was more in parallel with classical probability theory rather than with physics, and
many mathematical technicalities of quantum calculi prevented its acceptance in
physics.
In the next section we shall demonstrate the main ideas of quantum probability
arising from the application of classical probability theory to quantum phenomena
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on the simple quantum systems. The most recent mathematical development of
these models and methods leads to a profound stochastic theory of quantum open
systems with many applications including quantum information, quantum mea-
surement, quantum filtering and prediction and quantum feedback control, some of
them are presented in the last sections.
2.2.1. Heisenberg uncertainty relations. In 1927 Heisenberg derived [58] his famous
uncertainty relations
∆Q∆P ≥ ~/2, ∆T∆E ≥ ~/2(2.6)
which gave mathematical support to the revolutionary complementary principle of
Bohr. As Dirac stated:
Now when Heisenberg noticed that, he was really scared.
The first relation can be easily understood in the Schro¨dinger representations
Q = x, P = ~i
∂
∂x in terms of the standard deviations
∆Q =
〈
Q˜2
〉1/2
, ∆P =
〈
P˜2
〉1/2
,(2.7)
where Q˜ = Q− 〈Q〉 I and P˜ = P− 〈P〉 I have the same commutator
[
Q˜, P˜
]
= ~i I as
Q and P. To this end one can use the Schwarz inequality
〈
Q˜2
〉〈
P˜2
〉
≥
∣∣∣〈Q˜P˜〉∣∣∣2
and that ∣∣∣〈Q˜P˜〉∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣Im〈Q˜P˜〉∣∣∣ = 1
2
∣∣∣〈[Q˜, P˜]〉∣∣∣ = ~
2
.
.
The second uncertainty relation, which was first stated by analogy of t with x
and of E with P, cannot be proved in the same way as the time operator T does
not exist in the Schro¨dinger’s Hilbert space H of wave functions ψ (x). So, it is
usually interpreted in terms of the time ∆T required for a quantum nonstationary
state with spread in energy ∆E to evolve to an orthogonal and hence distiguishable
state [59]. However it can also be proved [60, 61] in terms of the standard deviation
∆T of the optimal statistical estimate for the time t of the wave packet in the
Schro¨dinger’s picture ψ (t− s) with respect to an unknown initial t0 = s, with
the energy spread ∆E. The similar problem for the shift parameter q in the wave
packet ψ (x− q) defines the optimal estimate as the measurement of the coordinate
operator Q = x. Although the optimal estimation of t cannot be treated as the
usual quantum mechanical measurement of a self-adjoint operator inH, the optimal
estimation can been realized [62] by the measurement of the self-adjoint operator
T = s in an extended (doubled) Hilbert state space H =H⊕H of all the functions
Ψ (t, s) = ψ (t− s)⊕ ϕ (t− s) = Ψ (0, s− t) , ψ, ϕ ∈ H.
Note that such extension is simply a new reducible representation (time representa-
tion) of the quantum system in which the Hamiltonian H is the momentum operator
E = ~i
∂
∂s along the time coordinate s if the initial states Ψ (0) are restricted to the
embedded subspaceH by the initial data constraint Ψ (0, s) = ψ (−s) (ϕ = 0). This
subspace is not invariant under the (measurement of) T, and after this measurement
it should be projected back onto H .
Einstein launched an attack on the uncertainty relation at the Solvay Congress
in 1927, and then again in 1930, by proposing cleverly devised thought experiments
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which would violate this relation. Most of these imaginary experiments were de-
signed to show that interaction between the microphysical object and the measuring
instrument is not so inscrutable as Heisenberg and Bohr maintained. He suggested,
for example, a box filled with radiation with a clock described by the pointer coor-
dinate x. The clock is designed to open a shutter and allow one photon to escape at
the time T. He argued that the time of escape and the photon energy E can both
be measured with arbitrary accuracy by measuring the pointer coordinate and by
weighing the box before and after the escape as the difference of the weights y.
After proposing this argument Einstein is reported to have spent a happy evening,
and Niels Bohr an unhappy one. However after a sleepless night Bohr showed next
morning that Einstein was wrong. Mathematically Bohr’s explanation of the Ein-
stein experiment can be expressed as the usual measurement of two compatible
variables x and y of the of the total system under the question by the following
simple‘signal plus noise’ formula
X = s+Q, Y =
~
i
∂
∂s
− P,(2.8)
where Q and P are the position and momentum operators of the compensation
weight under the box. Here the measuring quantity X , the pointer coordinate
of the clock, realizes an unsharp measurement of the self-adjoint time operator
T = s representing the time in the extended Hilbert space H, and the observable
Y realizes the indirect measurement of photon energy E = i~ ∂∂s in H. Due to
the initial independence of the weight, the commuting observables X and Y in the
Einstein experiment will have even greater uncertainty
∆X∆Y = ∆T∆E+∆Q∆P ≥ ~(2.9)
than that predicted by Heisenberg uncertainty ∆T∆E ≥ ~/2 as it is the sum with
∆Q∆P ≥ ~/2. This uncertainty remains obviously valid if the states ψ ∈ H of the
‘extended photon’ are restricted to only physical photon states ψ ∈ H corresponding
to the positive spectrum of E.
2.2.2. Nonexistence of hidden variables. Einstein hoped that eventually it would
be possible to explain the uncertainty relations by expressing quantum mechanical
observables as functions of some hidden variables λ in deterministic physical states
such that the statistical aspect will arise as in classical statistical mechanics by
averaging these observables over λ.
Von Neumann’s monumental book [63] on the mathematical foundations of quan-
tum theory was therefore a timely contribution, clarifying, as it did, this point.
Inspired by Lev Landau, he introduced, for the unique characterization of the sta-
tistics of a quantum ensemble, the statistical density operator ρ which eventually,
under the name normal, or regular state, became a major tool in quantum statis-
tics. He considered the linear space L of all bounded Hermitian operators L = L†
as potential observables in a quantum system described by a Hilbert space H of
all normalizable wave functions ψ. Although von Neumann considered any com-
plete inner product complex linear space as the Hilbert space, it is sufficient to
reproduce his analysis for a finite-dimensional H. He defined the expectation 〈L〉
of each L ∈ L in a state ρ by the linear functional L 7→ 〈L〉 of the regular form
〈L〉 = TrLρ, where Tr denotes the linear operation of trace applied to the product
of all operators on the right. He noted that in order to have positive probabilities
for the potential quantum mechanical events E as the expectations 〈E〉 of yes-no
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observables described by the Hermitian projectors E ∈ L (i.e. with {0, 1} spec-
trum), and probability one for the identity event I = 1 described by the identity
operator I ,
Pr {E = 1} = TrEρ ≥ 0, Pr {I = 1} = Trρ = 1,(2.10)
the statistical operator ρ must be positive-definite and have trace one. Then he
proved that any linear (and even any additive) physically continuous functional L 7→
〈L〉 is regular, i.e. has such trace form. He applied this technique to the analysis of
the completeness problem of quantum theory, i.e. whether it constitutes a logically
closed theory or whether it could be reformulated as an entirely deterministic theory
through the introduction of hidden parameters (additional variables which, unlike
ordinary observables, are inaccessible to measurements). He came to the conclusion
that
the present system of quantum mechanics would have to be objectively
false, in order that another description of the elementary process than
the statistical one may be possible
(quoted on page 325 in [63])
To prove this theorem, von Neumann showed that there is no such state which
would be dispersion-free simultaneously for all possible quantum events E ∈ L
described by all Hermitian projectors E2 = E. For each such state, he argued,〈
E2
〉
= 〈E〉 = 〈E〉2(2.11)
for all such E would imply that ρ = O (O denotes the zero operator) which cannot
be statistical operator as TrO = 0 6= 1. Thus no state can be considered as a mixture
of dispersion-free states, each of them associated with a definite value of hidden
parameters. There are simply no such states, and thus, no hidden parameters. In
particular this implies that the statistical nature of pure states, which are described
by one-dimensional projectors ρ = Pψ corresponding to wave functions ψ, cannot
be removed by supposing them to be a mixture of dispersion-free substates.
It is widely believed that in 1966 John Bell showed that von Neuman’s proof
was in error, or at least his analysis left the real question untouched [64]. To dis-
credit the von Neumann’s proof he constructed an example of dispersion-free states
parametrized for each quantum state ρ by a real parameter λ for a simplest quan-
tum system corresponding to the two dimensional H =h (we shall use the little
h ≃ C2 for this simplest state space and Pauli matrix calculus in notation of the
Appendix 1). He succeeded to do this by weakening the assumption of the addi-
tivity for such states, requiring it only for the commuting observables in L, and by
abandoning the linearity of the constructed expectations in ρ. There is no reason,
he argued, to keep the linearity in ρ for the observable eigenvalues determined by
λ and ρ, and to demand the additivity for non-commuting observables as they are
not simultaneously measurable: The measured eigenvalues of a sum of noncommut-
ing observables are not the sums of the eigenvalues of this observables measured
separately. For each spin-operator L = σ (l) given by a 3-vector l ∈ R3 as in the
Appendix 1 Bell found a discontinuous family sλ (l) of dispersion-free values ±l,
l = |l|, parameterized by |λ| ≤ 1/2, which reproduce the expectation 〈σ (l)〉 = l · r
in the pure quantum state described by a unit polarization vector r in R3 when
uniformly averaged over the λ.
Although the Bell’s analysis of the von Neumann theorem is mathematically
incomplete as it ignores physical continuity which was assumed by von Neumann
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in his definition of physical states, this is not the main reason for failure of the Bell’s.
The reason for failure of the Bell’s and others hidden variable arguments is given in
the Appendix 1 where is shown that all dispersion free states even if they existed,
not just the one constructed by Bell for the exceptional case dim h = 2, cannot
be extended to the quantum composed systems. All hidden variable theories are
incompatible with quantum composition principle which multiples the dimensionally
of the Hilbert space by the dimensionality of the state-vector space of the additional
quantum system. In higher dimensions of H all such irregular states are ruled out by
Gleason’s theorem [65] who proved that there is no even one additive zero-one value
probability function if dimH > 2. In order that a hidden variable description of the
elementary quantum process may be possible, the present postulates of quantum
mechanics such as the composition principle would have to be objectively false.
2.2.3. Complementarity and common sense. In view of the decisive importance of
this analysis for the foundations of quantum theory, Birkhoff and von Neumann [66]
setup a system of formal axioms for the calculus of logico-theoretical propositions
concerning results of possible measurements in a quantum system described by a
Hilbert space H. They started by formalizing the calculus of quantum propositions
corresponding to the potential idealized events E described by orthoprojectors in
H, the projective operators E = E2 which are orthogonal to their complements
E⊥ = I−E in the sense E†E⊥ = O, where O denotes the multiplication by 0. The
set P (H) of all othoprojectors, equivalently defined by
E† = E†E = E,
is the set of all Hermitian projectors E ∈ L as the only observables with two
eigenvalues {1, 0} (“yes” and “no”). Such calculus coincides with the calculus of
linear subspaces e ⊆ H including 0-dimensional subspaceO, in the same sense as the
common sense propositional calculus of classical events coincides with the calculus
in a Boolean algebra of subsets E ⊆ Ω including empty subset ∅. The subspaces e
are defined by the condition e⊥⊥ = e, where e⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement
{φ ∈ H : 〈φ|ψ〉 = 0, ψ ∈ e} of e, and they uniquely define the propositions E as the
orthoprojectors P (e) onto the ranges
e = rangeE := EH(2.12)
of E ∈ P (H). In this calculus the logical ordering E ≤ F implemented by the
algebraic relation EF = E coincides with
rangeE ⊆ rangeF,
the conjunction E ∧ F corresponds to the intersection,
range (E ∧ F ) = rangeE ∩ rangeF,
however the disjunction E ∨ F is represented by the linear sum e+ f of the corre-
sponding subspaces but not their union
rangeE ∪ rangeF ⊆ range (E ∨ F ) ,
and the smallest orthoprojector O corresponds to zero-dimensional subspace O =
{0} but not the empty subset ∅ (which is not linear subspace). Note that although
range (E + F ) = e + f for any E,F ∈ P (H), the operator E + F is not the
orthoprojector E ∨ F corresponding to e + f unless EF = O. This implies that
the distributive law characteristic for propositional calculus of classical logics no
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longer holds. However it still holds for the compatible propositions described by
commutative orthoprojectors due to the orthomodularity property
E ≤ I − F ≤ G =⇒ (E ∨ F ) ∧G = E ∨ (F ∧G) .(2.13)
Actually as we shall see, a propositions E can become an event if and only if it
may serve as a condition for any other proposition F . In terms of the natural order
of the propositions this can be written as
E⊥ ∧ F = I− E ∧ F ∀F,(2.14)
where E⊥ = I − E, and it is equivalent to the compatibility EF = FE of the
event-orthoprojector E with any other orthoprojector F of the system.
For each regular state corresponding to a density operator ρ, one can obtain the
probability function 〈E〉 = TrEρ on P (H) called the quantum probability measure.
It can also be defined as a function
P (e) = Pr {P (e) = 1} = 〈P (e)〉(2.15)
on the set E of all subspaces e ofH. It is obviously positive, P (e) > 0, with P (O) = 0,
normalized, P (H) = 1, and additive but only for orthogonal e and f:
e ⊥ f⇒ P (e+ f) = P (e) + P (f) .
These properties are usually taken as definition of a probabilistic state on the
quantum logic E . Note that not any ortho-additive function P is a priori regular, i.e.
induced by a density operator ρ on E as P (e) = TrP (e) ρ. However Gleason proved
[65] that every ortho-additive normalized function E → [0, 1] is regular in this sense
if 2 < dimH<∞ (he proved this also for the case dimH = ∞ under the natural
assumption of countable ortho-additivity, and it is also true for dimH = 2 under
the quantum composition assumption, see the Appendix 1). Any statistical mixture
of such (regular) probability functions is obviously a (regular) probability function,
and the extreme functions of this convex set correspond to the pure (regular) states
ρ = ψψ†.
Two propositions E,F are called complementary if E ∨F = I, orthocomplemen-
tary if E + F = I, incompatible or disjunctive if E ∧ F = O, and contradictory
or orthogonal if EF = O. As in the classical, common sense case, logic contra-
dictory propositions are incompatible. However incompatible propositions are not
necessary contradictory as can be easily seen for any two nonorthogonal but not
coinciding one-dimensional subspaces. In particular, in quantum logics there exist
complementary incompatible pairs E,F , E ∨ F = I, E ∧ F = O which are not
ortho-complementary in the sense E + F 6= I, i.e. EF 6= O (this would be impos-
sible in the classical case). This is a rigorous logico-mathematical proof of Bohr’s
complementarity.
As an example, we can consider the proposition that a quantum system is in
a stable energy state E, and an incompatible proposition F , that it collapses at
a given time t, say. The incompatibility E ∧ F = O follows from the fact that
there is no state in which the system would collapse preserving its energy, however
these two propositions are not contradictory (i.e. not orthogonal, EF 6= O): the
system might not collapse if it is in other than E stationary state (remember the
Schro¨dinger’s earlier belief that the energy law is valid only on average, and is
violated in the process of radiation).
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In 1952 Wick, Wightman, and Wigner [67] showed that there are physical sys-
tems for which not every orthoprojector corresponds to an observable event, so that
not every one-dimensional orthoprojector ρ = Pψ corresponding to a wave function
ψ is a pure state. This is equivalent to the admission of some selective events which
are dispersion-free in all pure states. Jauch and Piron [68] incorporated this situa-
tion into quantum logics and proved in the context of this most general approach
that the hidden variable interpretation is only possible if the theory is observably
wrong, i.e. if incompatible events are always contradictory.
Bell criticized this as well as the Gleason’s theorem, but this time his arguments
were not based even on the classical ground of usual probability theory. Although
he explicitly used the additivity of the probability on the orthogonal events in his
counterexample for H = C2, he questioned : ‘That so much follows from such
apparently innocent assumptions leads us to question their innocence’. (p.8 in [1]).
In fact this was equivalent to questioning the additivity of classical probability
on the corresponding disjoint subsets, but he didn’t suggest any other complete
system of physically reasonable axioms for introducing such peculiar “nonclassical”
hidden variables, not even a single counterexample to the orthogonal nonadditivity
for the simplest case of quantum bit H = h. Thus Bell implicitly rejected classical
probability theory in the quantum world, but he didn’t want to accept quantum
probability as the only possible theory for explaining the microworld.
2.3. Entanglement and Quantum Causality.
The nonvalidity of rigorous causality is necessary and not just consis-
tently possible. - Heisenberg.
Thus deterministic causality was questioned by Heisenberg when he analyzed his
uncertainty relations. The general consensus among quantum physicists was that
there is no positive answer to this question. Max Born even stated:
One does not get an answer to the question, what is the state after
collision? but only to the question, how probable is a given effect of the
collision?
Einstein was deeply concerned with loss of reality and causality in the treatment
of quantum measuring process by Heisenberg and Born. In [70] he suggested a
gedanken experiment, now known as EPR paradox. Schro¨dinger’s remained un-
happy with Bohr’s reply to the EPR paradox, Schro¨dinger’s own analysis was:
It is pretty clear, if reality does not determine the measured value, at
least the measurable value determines reality.
In this section we develop this idea of Schro¨dinger applying it to his explanatory
model for the EPR paradox, now is well-know as the Cat of Schro¨dinger. We shall
see how the entanglement, decoherence and the collapse problem can be derived
for his cat from purely dynamical arguments of Schro¨dinger, extending his model
to a semi-infinite string of independent cats interacting with a single atom at the
boundary of the string by a unitary scattering. We shall see that in such extended
system the measurable value (cat is dead or alive) indeed determines reality by
simple inference (Bayes conditioning) in the same way as it does in usual classical
statistical theory. We shall see that this is possible only due to the Schro¨dinger’s
superselection rule which determines his measurable state as reality, i.e. as a clas-
sical bit system state with the only two values. This is the only way to keep the
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causality in its weakest, statistical form Later we shall see that quantum causality
in the form of a superselection rule is in fact the new postulate of quantum theory
which does not contradict to the present formalism and resolves the paradoxes of
its statistical interpretation.
2.3.1. Spooky action at distance. After his defeat on uncertainty relations Einstein
seemed to have become resigned to the statistical interpretation of quantum theory,
and at the 1933 Solvay Congress he listened to Bohr’s paper on completeness of
quantum theory without objections. In 1935, he launched a brilliant and subtle
new attack in a paper [70] with two young co-authors, Podolski and Rosen, which
has become of major importance to the world view of physics. They stated the
following requirement for a complete theory as a seemingly necessary one:
Every element of physical reality must have a counterpart in the physical
theory.
The question of completeness is thus easily answered as soon as soon as we are
able to decide what are the elements of the physical reality. EPR then proposed a
sufficient condition for an element of physical reality:
If, without in any way disturbing the system, we can predict with cer-
tainty the value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of
physical reality corresponding to this quantity.
Then they designed a thought experiment the essence of which is that two quan-
tum “bits”, particle spins of two electrons say, are brought together to interact,
and after separation an experiment is made to measure the spin orientation of one
of them. The state after interaction is such that the measurement value υ = ± 12 of
one particle uniquely determines the spin z-orientation σ = ∓ 12 of the other particle
indipendently of its initial state. EPR apply their criterion of local reality: since the
value of σ can be predicted by measuring υ without in any way disturbing σ, it must
correspond to an existing element of physical reality determining the state. Yet the
conclusion contradicts a fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics, according
to which the sign of spin is not an intrinsic property of a complete description of
the spin by state but is evoked only by a process of measurement. Therefore, EPR
conclude, quantum mechanics must be incomplete, there must be hidden variables
not yet discovered, which determine the spin as an intrinsic property. It seems
Einstein was unaware of the von Neumann’s hidden variable theorem, although
they both had positions at the Institute for Advanced Studies at Princeton (being
among the original six mathematics professors appointed there in 1933).
Bohr carefully replied to this challenge by rejecting the assumption of local physi-
cal realism as stated by EPR [71]: ‘There is no question of a mechanical disturbance
of the system under investigation during the last critical stage of the measuring pro-
cedure. But even at this stage there is essentially a question of an influence on the
very conditions which define the possible types of predictions regarding the future
behavior of the system’. This influence became notoriously famous as Bohr’s spooky
action at a distance. He had obviously meant the semi-classical model of measure-
ment, when one can statistically infer the state of one (quantum) part of a system
immediately after observing the other (classical) part, whatever the distance be-
tween them. In fact, there is no paradox of “spooky action at distance” in the
classical case. The statistical inference, playing the role of such immediate action,
is simply based on the Bayesian selection rule of a posterior state from the prior
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mixture of all such states, corresponding to the possible results of the measurement.
Bohr always emphasized that one must treat the measuring instrument classically
(the measured spin, or another bit interacting with this spin, as a classical bit),
although the classical-quantum interaction should be regarded as quantum. The
latter follows from non-existence of semi-classical Poisson bracket (i.e. classical-
quantum potential interaction) for finite systems. Schro¨dinger clarified this point
more precisely then Bohr, and he followed in fact the mathematical pattern of von
Neumann measurement theory.
2.3.2. Releasing Schro¨dinger’s cat. Motivated by EPR paper, in 1935 Schro¨dinger
published a three part essay [72] on ‘The Present Situation in Quantum Mechanics’.
He turns to EPR paradox and analyses completeness of the description by the wave
function for the entangled parts of the system. (The word entangled was introduced
by Schro¨dinger for the description of nonseparable states.) He notes that if one
has pure states ψ (σ) and χ (υ) for each of two completely separated bodies, one
has maximal knowledge, ψ1 (σ, υ) = ψ (σ)χ (υ), for two taken together. But the
converse is not true for the entangled bodies, described by a non-separable wave
function ψ1 (σ, υ) 6= ψ (σ)χ (υ):
Maximal knowledge of a total system does not necessary imply maximal
knowledge of all its parts, not even when these are completely separated
one from another, and at the time can not influence one another at all.
To make absurdity of the EPR argument even more evident he constructed
his famous burlesque example in quite a sardonic style. A cat is shut up in a
steel chamber equipped with a camera, with an atomic mechanism in a pure state
ρ0 = Pψ which triggers the release of a phial of cyanide if an atom disintegrates
spontaneously, and this proposition is represented by a one-dimensional projector
F . It is assumed that it might not disintegrate in a course of an hour t = 1 with
probability Tr (EPψ) = 1/2, where E = I − F . If the cyanide is released, the cat
dies, if not, the cat lives. Because the entire system is regarded as quantum and
closed, after one hour, without looking into the camera, one can say that the entire
system is still in a pure state in which the living and the dead cat are smeared out
in equal parts.
Schro¨dinger resolves this paradox by noting that the cat is a macroscopic ob-
ject, the states of which (alive or dead) could be distinguished by a macroscopic
observation as distinct from each other whether observed or not. He calls this ‘the
principle of state distinction’ for macroscopic objects, which is in fact the postulate
that the directly measurable system (consisting of the cat) must be classical:
It is typical in such a case that an uncertainty initially restricted to an
atomic domain has become transformed into a macroscopic uncertainty
which can be resolved through direct observation.
The dynamical problem of the transformation of the atomic, or “coherent” un-
certainty, corresponding to a probability amplitude ψ (σ), into a macroscopic un-
certainty, corresponding to a mixed state ρ, is called quantum decoherence prob-
lem. Thus he suggested that the solution of EPR paradox is in non-equivalence
of two spins in this thought experiment, one being observed and thus must be
open macroscopic subsystem, and the other, nonobserved, can stay microscopic
and closed. This was the true reason why he replaced the observed spin by the
classical two state cat, and the other by an unstable atom as a quantum model of
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a two level closed system. The only problem was to construct the corresponding
classical-quantum transformation in a consistent way.
In order to make this idea clear, let us formulate the dynamical Schro¨dinger’s
cat problem in the purely mathematical way. For the notational simplicity instead
of the values ±1/2 for the spin-variables σ and υ we shall use the indexing values
τ, υ ∈ {0, 1} describing the states of a “bit”, the ”atomic” system of the classical
information theory.
Consider the atomic mechanism as a quantum “bit” with Hilbert space h = C2,
the pure states of which are described by ψ-functions of the variable τ ∈ {0, 1}, i.e.
by 2-columns with scalar (complex) entries ψ (τ ) = 〈τ |ψ defining the probabilities
|ψ (τ )|2 of the quantum elementary propositions corresponding to τ = 0, 1. If atom
is disintegrated, ψ = |1〉 corresponding to τ = 1, if not, ψ = |0〉 corresponding to
τ = 0. The Schro¨dinger’s cat is a classical bit with only two pure states υ ∈ {0, 1}
which can be identified with the Kro¨nicker delta probability distributions δ0 (υ)
when alive (υ = 0) and δ1 (υ) when dead (υ = 1). These pure and even mixed
states of the cat can also be described by the complex amplitudes χ (υ) = 〈υ|χ
as it were initially quantum bit. However the 2-columns χ are uniquely defined
by the probabilities |χ (υ)|2 not just up to a phase constant as in the case of the
atom (only constants commute with all atomic observables B ∈ L on the Hilbert
space h), but up to a phase function of υ (the phase multiplier of χ ∈ g, g = C2
commuting with all cat observables c (υ)) if the cat is considered as being classical.
Initially the cat is alive, so its amplitude defined as χ0 = |0〉 up to a phase function
by the probability distribution δ0 ≡ δ on {0, 1}, is equal 1 if υ = 0, and 0 if υ = 1
as 〈υ|0〉 = δ0 (υ).
The dynamical interaction in this semiclassical system can be described by the
unitary transformation
S = E ⊗ 1ˆ + F ⊗ σ1 = σ
X⊗1ˆ
1(2.16)
in h ⊗ g as it was purely quantum composed system. Here σ1 is the unitary flip-
operator σ1χ (υ) = χ (υ △ 1) in g, where υ △ τ = |υ − τ | = τ △ υ is the difference
(mod 2) on {0, 1}, and X = 0E + 1F is the orthoprojector F in h. This is the only
meaningful interaction affecting the cat but not the atom after the hour in a way
suggested by Schro¨dinger,
S [ψ ⊗ χ] (τ , υ) := 〈τ , υ|S (ψ ⊗ χ) = ψ (τ )χ ((υ △ τ)) ,
where 〈τ , υ| = 〈τ | ⊗ 〈υ|. Applied to the initial product-state ψ0 = ψ ⊗ δ corre-
sponding to χ0 = δ it has the resulting probability amplitude
ψ1 (τ , υ) = ψ (τ ) δ (υ△ τ) = 0 if τ 6= υ.(2.17)
Because the initial state δ is pure for the cat considered either as classical bit or
quantum, the initial composed state ψ0 = ψ ⊗ δ is also pure even if this system is
considered as semiquantum, corresponding to the Cartesian product (ψ, 0) of the
initial pure classical υ = 0 and quantum states ψ ∈ h. Despite this fact one can
easily see that the unitary operator S induces in H = h⊗ g the mixed state for the
quantum-classical system, although it is still described by the vector ψ1 = Sψ0 ∈ H
as the wave function ψ1 (τ , υ) of the “atom+cat” corresponding to ψ0 = ψ ⊗ δ.
Indeed, the potential observables of such a system at the time of observation
t = 1 are all operator-functionsX of υ with valuesX (υ) in Hermitian 2×2-matrices,
represented as block-diagonal (τ , υ)-matrices Xˆ = [X (υ) δυυ′ ] of the multiplication
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X (υ)ψ1 (·, υ) at each point υ ∈ {0, 1}. This means that the amplitude ψ1 (and its
density matrix ω = Pψ1) induces the same expectations〈
Xˆ
〉
=
∑
υ
ψ1 (υ)
†X (υ)ψ1 (υ) =
∑
υ
TrX (υ) ̺ (υ) = TrXˆ ˆ̺(2.18)
as the block-diagonal density matrix ˆ̺ = [̺ (υ) δυυ′ ] of the multiplication by
̺ (υ) = F (υ)PψF (υ) = π (υ)PF (υ)ψ
where π (υ) = |ψ (υ)|2, F (υ) = Pδυ is the projection operator E if υ = 0 and F if
υ = 1:
[F (υ)ψ] (τ ) = δ (υ△ τ )ψ (τ ) = ψ (υ) δυ (τ ) ,(2.19)
and PF (υ)ψ = Pδυ is also projector onto δυ (·) = δ (· △ υ). The 4 × 4-matrix ˆ̺ is a
mixture of two orthogonal projectors Pδυ ⊗ Pδυ , υ = 0, 1:
ˆ̺ = [Pδυδ
υ
υ′π (υ)] =
1∑
υ=0
π (υ)Pδυ ⊗ Pδυ .
The only remaining problem is to explain how the cat, initially interacting with
atom as a quantum bit described by the algebra A = B (g) of all operators on g,
after the measurement becomes classical, described by the commutative subalgebra
C = D (g) of all diagonal operators on g. As will be shown in the next section
even, this can be done in purely dynamical terms if the system ”atom plus cat” is
extended to an infinite system by adding a quantum string of ”incoming cats” and a
classical string of ”outgoing cats” with a potential interaction (2.16) with the atom
at the boundary. The free dynamics in the strings is modeled by the simple shift
which replaces the algebra A of the quantum cat at the boundary by the algebra C
of the classical one, and the total discrete-time dynamics of this extended system is
induced on the infinite semi-classical algebra of the ”atom plus strings” observables
by a unitary dynamics on the extended Hilbert space H = H⊗H0. Here H = h⊗ g,
and H0 is generated by the orthonormal infinite products |τ∞0 , υ
∞
0 〉 = ⊗|τ i, υi〉 for
all the strings of quantum τ∞0 = (τ1, τ2, . . . ) and classical υ
∞
0 = (υ1, υ2, . . . ) bits
with almost all (but finite number) of τn and υm being zero. In this space the total
dynamics is described by the single-step unitary transformation
U : |τ0, υ〉 ⊗ |τ ⊔ τ
∞
0 , υ
∞
0 〉 7→ |τ0, τ0 + τ〉 ⊗ |τ
∞
0 , υ ⊔ υ
∞
0 〉,(2.20)
incorporating the shift and the scattering S, where τ + υ is the sum mod 2 (which
coincides with τ △ υ = |τ − υ|), and
|τ∞0 , υ ⊔ υ
∞
0 〉 = |τ1, τ2, . . . 〉 ⊗ |υ, υ1, υ2, . . . 〉, τ , υ ∈ {0, 1}
are the shifted orthogonal vectors which span the whole infinite Hilbert product
space H0 = ⊗r>0Hr of Hr = hr ⊗ gr (the copies of the four-dimensional Hilbert
space H). Thus the states |τ∞0 , υ
∞
0 〉 = |τ
∞
0 〉 ⊗ |υ
∞
0 〉 can be interpreted as the
products of two discrete waves interacting only at the boundary via the atom.
The incoming wave |τ∞0 〉 is the quantum probability amplitude wave describing the
state of ”input quantum cats”. The outgoing wave |υ∞0 〉 is the classical probability
amplitude wave describing the states of ”output classical cats”.
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2.3.3. The measurement problem. Inspired by Bohr’s complementarity principle,
von Neumann proposed even earlier the idea that every quantum measuring pro-
cess involves an unanalysable element. He postulated [63] that, in addition to the
continuous causal propagation ψ (0) 7→ ψ (t) of the wave function generated by
the Schro¨dinger equation, the function ψ undergoes a discontinuous, irreversible
instantaneous change due to an action of the observer on the object preparing the
measurement at the time t. Just prior to the reading of measurement result of an
event F , disintegration of the atom, say, the quantum pure state σ = Pψ changes
to the mixed one
ρ = λPEψ + µPFψ = EσE + FσF,(2.21)
where E = I − F is the orthocomplement event, and
λ = ‖Eψ‖2 = TrEρ, µ = ‖Fψ‖2 = TrFρ.
are the probabilities of E and F . Such change is projective as shown in the second
part of this equation, and it is called the von Neumann projection postulate.
This linear irreversible decoherence process should be completed by the nonlin-
ear, acausal random jump to one of the pure states
ρ 7→ PEψ, or ρ 7→ PFψ(2.22)
depending on whether the tested event F is false (the cat is alive, ψ0 = λ
−1/2Eψ),
or true (the cat is dead, ψ1 = µ
−1/2Fψ). This final step is the posterior prediction,
called filtering of the decoherent mixture of ψ0 and ψ1 by selection of only one
result of the measurement, and is an unavoidable element in every measurement
process relating the state of the pointer of the measurement (in this case the cat) to
the state of the whole system. This assures that the same result would be obtained
in case of immediate subsequent measurement of the same event F . The resulting
change of the prior wave-function ψ is described up to normalization by one of the
projections
ψ 7→ Eψ, ψ 7→ Fψ
and is sometimes called the Lu¨ders projection postulate [73].
Although unobjectionable from the purely logical point of view the von Neumann
theory of measurement soon became the target of severe criticisms. Firstly it seams
radically subjective, postulating the spooky action at distance in a purely quantum
system instead of deriving it. Secondly the von Neumann analysis is applicable to
only the idealized situation of discrete instantaneous measurements.
The first objection can be regarded as a result of misinterpretation of the projec-
tion postulate σ 7→ ρ which can be avoided by its more adequate formulation in the
”Heisenberg picture” for any atomic observable B as the transformation B 7→ A,
A = EBE + FBF, B ∈ B (h) ,(2.23)
where B (h) is the algebra of operators on h. Note that this transformation is irre-
versible, so the ”Heisenberg” and ”Schro¨dinger” pictures for measurements are no
longer unitary equivalent as the matter of choice of the mathematically equivalent
representations as it is in the case of the conservative (reversible) dynamical trans-
formations. However these two pictures are physically (statistically) equivalent as
they give the same prediction of the expectations just prior the measurement:
TrBσ = 〈ψ|EAE + FAF |ψ〉 = TrAρ.
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Indeed, thus reformulated, the projection postulate can be interpreted as the
reduction of the set of all potential observables to only those compatible with the
measurement in the result of the preparation of this measurement. There is nothing
subjective in this, the states σ = Pψ describing the reality by wave functions ψ prior
the measurement are not changed, and the reduction of potential observables is
merely a rule to satisfy the Bohrs complementarity for the given measurement.
However after the reduction of quantum potentialities to only those which are
compatible with the measurement, the pure state σ becomes mixed even without
the change of ψ, and this state can be described not only by the prior density
operator Pψ but by the mixture ρ in (2.21) of the posterior PEψ and PFψ such that
TrAPψ = TrAρ for all reduced observables A.
As we already mentioned when discussing the EPR paradox, the process of fil-
tering ρ 7→ PF (υ)ψ is free from any conceptual difficulty if it is understood as the
statistical inference about a mixed state in an extended stochastic representation
of the quantum system as a part of a semiclassical one, based upon the results υ of
observation in its classical part. As we shall see in the next section this is as simple
as the transition from the prior to posterior classical probabilities by the condition-
ing upon the results of statistical inference. Note that in classical statistics due to
complete commutativity such conditioning is always possible, and this is why there
is no measurements problem in classical physics.
In the previous section we mentioned that the amount of commutativity which
is necessary to derive the projection postulate as the result of inference, can be
dynamically achieved by extending the system to the infinity. In the next section
we shall show how to do this in the general case, but here let us demonstrate this for
the dynamical model of ”cat”, identifying the quantum system in question with the
Schro¨dinger’s atom. The event E (the atom exists) will correspond then to υ = 0
(the cat is alive), E = F (0), and the complementary event will be F = F (1).
Consider the semi-classical string of ”incoming and outgoing cats” as the quan-
tum and classical bits moving freely in the opposite directions along the discrete co-
ordinate r ∈ N. The Hamiltonian interaction of the quantum (incoming) cats with
the atom at the boundary r = 0 is described by the unitary scattering (2.16). The
whole system is described by the unitary transformation (2.20) which induces an
injective endomorphism ϑ (A) = U †AU on the infinite product algebra A = A⊗A0
of the atom-cat observables Xˆ ∈ A at r = 0 and other quantum-classical cats
A0 = ⊗r>0Ar. Here A = B (h)⊗C is the block-diagonal algebra of operator-valued
functions {0, 1} ∋ υ 7→ X (υ) describing the observables of the string boundary on
the Hilbert space h⊗ g, where h = C2 = g, and Ar = B (hr)⊗ Cr are copies of A0
represented on tensor products hr ⊗ gr of the copies hr = C2 = gr at r > 0.
The input quantum probability waves |τ∞0 〉 = ⊗r>0|τ r〉 describe initially dis-
entangled pure states on the noncommutative algebra B (H0) = ⊗r>0B (hr) of
”incoming quantum cats” in H0 = ⊗r>0hr , and the output classical probability
waves |υ∞0 〉 = ⊗r>0|υr〉 describe initially pure states on the commutative alge-
bra C0 = ⊗r>0Cr of ”outgoing classical cats” in G0 = ⊗r>0gr. At the boundary
r = 0 there is a transmission of information from the quantum algebra B (H) on
H = h ⊗ H0 to the classical one C = C ⊗ C0 on G = g ⊗ G0 which is induced by
the Heisenberg transformation ϑ : A 7→ A. Note that although the Schro¨dinger
transformation U is reversible on H = H⊗ G, U−1 = U †, and thus the Heisenberg
endomorphism ϑ is one-to-one on the semi-commutative algebra A = B (H) ⊗ C ,
it describes an irreversible dynamics because the image subalgebra ϑ (A) = U †AU
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of the algebra A does not coincide with A ⊂ B (H). The initially distinguishable
pure states on A may become identical and mixed on the smaller algebra U †AU ,
and this explains the decoherence.
Thus, this dynamical model explains that the origin of the von Neumann irre-
versible decoherence σ = Pψ 7→ ρ of the atomic state is in the ignorance of the
result of the measurement described by the partial tracing over the cat’s Hilbert
space g = C2:
ρ = Trgˆ̺ =
1∑
υ=0
π (υ)Pδυ = ̺ (0) + ̺ (1) ,(2.24)
where ̺ (υ) = |ψ (υ)|2 Pδυ . It has entropy S (ρ) = −Trρ log ρ of the compound state
ˆ̺ of the combined semi-classical system prepared for the indirect measurement of
the disintegration of atom by means of cat’s death:
S (ρ) = −
1∑
υ=0
|ψ (υ)|2 log |ψ (υ)|2 = S (ˆ̺)
It is the initial coherent uncertainty in the pure quantum state of the atom described
by the wave-function ψ which is equal to one bit in the case |ψ (0)|2 = 1/2 = |ψ (1)|2.
Each step of the unitary dynamics adds this entropy to the total entropy of the
state on A at the time t ∈ N, so the total entropy produced by this dynamical
decoherence model is equal exactly t.
The described dynamical model of the measurement interprets filtering ρ 7→ συ
simply as the conditioning
συ = ̺ (υ) /π (υ) = Pδυ(2.25)
of the joint classical-quantum state ̺ (·) with respect to the events F (υ) by the
Bayes formula which is applicable due to the commutativity of actually measured
observables C ∈ C (the life observables of cat at the time t = 1) with any other
potential observable of the combined semi-classical system.
Thus the atomic decoherence is derived from the unitary interaction of the quan-
tum atom with the cat which should be treated as classical due to the projection
superselection rule in the ”Heisenberg” picture of von Neumann measurement. The
spooky action at distance, affecting the atomic state by measuring υ, is simply the
result of the statistical inference (prediction after the measurement) of the atomic
posterior state συ = Pδυ : the atom disintegrates if and only if the cat is dead.
A formal derivation of the von-Neumann-Lu¨ders projection postulate and the
decoherence in the case of more general (discrete and continuous) spectra by explicit
construction of unitary transformation in the extended semi-classical system as
outlined in [2, 75] is given in the next section. An extension of this analysis to
quantum continuous time and spectra will also be considered in the last sections.
3. The Dynamical Solution for Quantum Measurement
How wonderful we have met with a paradox, now we have some hope of
making progress - Niels Bohr.
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3.1. Instantaneous Quantum Measurements.
If we have to go on with these dammed quantum jumps, then I’m sorry
that I ever got involved - Schro¨dinger.
In this Chapter we present the main ideas of modern quantum measurement
theory and the author’s views on the quantum measurement problem which might
not coincide with the present scientific consensus that this problem is unsolvable
in the standard framework, or at least unsolved [74]. It will be shown that there
exists such solution along the line suggested by the great founders of quantum
theory Schro¨dinger, Heisenberg and Bohr. We shall see that von Neumann only
partially solved this problem which he studied in his Mathematical Foundation of
Quantum Theory [63], and that the direction in which the solution might be found
was envisaged by the modern quantum philosopher J Bell [1].
Here we develope the approach suggested in the previous section for solving the
famous Schro¨dinger’s cat paradox. We shall see that even the most general quan-
tum decoherence and wave packet reduction problem for an instantaneous or even
sequential measurements can be solved in a canonical way which corresponds to
adding a single initial cat’s state. This resolves also the other paradoxes of quan-
tum measurement theory in a constructive way, giving exact nontrivial models for
the statistical analysis of quantum observation processes determining the reality
underlying these paradoxes. Conceptually it is based upon a new idea of quan-
tum causality as a superselection rule called the Nondemolition Principle [2] which
divides the world into the classical past, forming the consistent histories, and the
quantum future, the state of which is predictable for each such history. This new
postulate of quantum theory making the solution of quantum measurement pos-
sible can not be contradicted by any experiment as we prove that any sequence of
usual, “demolition” measurements based on the projection postulate or any other
phenomenological measurement theories is statistically equivalent, and in fact can
be dynamically realized as a simultaneous nondemolition measurement in a canon-
ically extended infinite semi-quantum system. The nondemolition models give ex-
actly the same predictions as the orthodox, “demolition” theories, but they do not
require the projection or any other postulate except the causality (nondemolition)
principle.
3.1.1. Generalized reduction and its dilation. Von Neumann’s projection postulate,
even reformulated in Heisenberg picture, is only a phenomenological reduction prin-
ciple which requires a dynamical justification. Before formulating this quantum
measurement problem in the most interesting time-continuous case, let us consider
how the reduction principle can be generalized to include not only discrete but also
continuous measurement spectra for a single time t.
The generalized reduction of the wave function ψ (x), corresponding to a com-
plete measurement with discrete or even continuous data y, is described by a
function V (y) whose values are linear operators h ∋ ψ 7→ V (y)ψ for each y
which are not assumed to be isometric on the quantum system Hilbert space h,
V (y)
†
V (y) 6= I, but have the following normalization condition. The resulting
wave-function
ψ1 (x, y) = [V (y)ψ] (x)
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is normalized with respect to a given measure µ on y in the sense∫∫
|[V (y)ψ] (x)|2 dλxdµy =
∫
|ψ (x)|2 dλx
for any probability amplitude ψ normalized with respect to a measure λ on x. This
can be written as the isometry condition V†V = I of the operator V : ψ 7→ V (·)ψ
in terms of the integral∫
y
V (y)
†
V (y) dµy = I, or
∑
y
V (y)
†
V (y) = I.(3.1)
with respect to the base measure µ which is usually the counting measure, dµy = 1
in the discrete case, e.g. in the case of two-point variables y = υ (EPR paradox,
or Schro¨dinger cat with the projection-valued V (υ) = F (υ)). The general case of
orthoprojectors V (y) = F (y) corresponds to the Kro¨nicker δ-function V (y) = δXy
of a self-adjoint operator X on h with the discrete spectrum coinciding with the
measured values y.
As in the simple example of the Schro¨dinger’s cat, the unitary realization of such
V can always be constructed in terms of a unitary transformation on an extended
Hilbert space h⊗ g and a normalized wave function χ◦ ∈ g. It is easy to find such
unitary dilation of any reduction family V of the form
V (y) = e−iE/~exp
[
−X
d
dy
]
ϕ (y) = e−iE/~F (y) ,(3.2)
given by a normalized wave-function ϕ ∈ L2 (G) on a cyclic group G ∋ y (e.g.
G = R or G = Z). Here the shift F (y) = ϕ (y −X) of χ◦ = ϕ by a measured
operator X in h is well-defined by the unitary shifts exp
[
−x ddy
]
in g = L2 (G) in
the eigen-representation of any selfadjoint X having the spectral values x ∈ G, and
E = E† is any free evolution action after the measurement. As was noted by von
Neumann for the case G = R in [63], the operator S = exp
[
−X ddy
]
is unitary in
h⊗g, and it coincides on ψ⊗ϕ with the isometry F = S (I⊗ ϕ) on each ψ ∈ h such
that the unitary operator W = e−iE/~S dilates the isometry V = e−iE/~F in the
sense
W (ψ ⊗ χ◦) = e−iE/~S (ψ ⊗ ϕ) = e−iE/~Fψ, ∀ψ ∈ h.
The wave function χ◦ = ϕ defines the initial probability distribution |ϕ (y)|2 of the
pointer coordinate y which can be dispersionless only if ϕ is an eigen-function of
the pointer operator Y = yˆ (multiplication operator by y in g) corresponding to
a discrete spectral value y◦ as a predetermined initial value of the pointer, y◦ = 0
say. This corresponds to ortho-projectors V (y) = δXy = F (y) (E = O) indexed by
y from a discrete cycle group, y ∈ Z for the discrete X having eigenvalues x ∈ Z
say. Thus the projection postulate is always dilated by such shift operator S with
χ◦ (y) = δ0y given as the eigen-function ϕ (y) = δ
0
y corresponding to the initial value
y = 0 for the pointer operator Y = yˆ in g = L2 (Z) (In the case of the Schro¨dinger’s
cat U was simply the shift W (mod 2) in g = L2 (0, 1) := C2).
There exist another, canonical construction of the unitary operator W with the
eigen-vector χ◦ ∈ g for a ‘pointer observable’ Y in an extended Hilbert space g
even if y is a continuous variable of the general family V (y). More precisely, it can
always be represented on the tensor product of the system space h and the space
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g = C⊕L2µ of square-integrable functions χ (y) defining also the values χ (y
◦) ∈ C at
an additional point y◦ 6= y corresponding to the absence of a result y and χ◦ = 1⊕0
such that
〈x|V (y)ψ = (〈x| ⊗ 〈y|)W (ψ ⊗ χ◦) , ∀ψ ∈ h(3.3)
for each measured value y 6= y◦.
Now we prove this unitary dilation theorem for the general V (y) by the explicit
construction of the matrix elements Wyy′ in the unitary block-operator W =
[
Wyy′
]
defined as (I⊗ 〈y|)W (I⊗ |y′〉) by
ψ†Wyy′ψ
′ =
(
ψ† ⊗ 〈y|
)
W
(
ψ′ ⊗ |y′〉
)
,
identifying y◦ with 0 (assuming that y 6= 0, e.g. y = 1, . . . , n). We shall use the
short notation f = L2µ for the functional Hilbert space on the measured values y
and χ◦ = |y◦〉 (=|0〉 if y◦ = 0) for the additional state-vector χ◦ ∈ g, identifying
the extended Holbert space g = C ⊕ f with the space L2µ⊕1 of square-integrable
functions of all y by the extention µ⊕ 1 of the measure µ at y◦ as dµy◦ = 1.
Indeed, we can always assume that V (y) = e−iE/~F (y) where the family F is
viewed as an isometry F : h → h ⊗ f corresponding F†F = I (not necessarily of the
form F (y) = χ◦ (y −X) as in (3.2)). Denoting e−iE/~F as the column of Wy0 , y 6= 0,
and e−iE/~F† as the raw of W0y, y 6= 0, we can compose the unitary block-matrix[
Wyy′
]
:= e−iE/~
[
O F†
F I⊗ 1ˆ− FF†
]
, I⊗ 1ˆ =
[
Iδyy′
]y 6=0
y′ 6=0
(3.4)
describing an operatorW =
[
Wyy′
]
on the product h⊗g, where g = C⊕f, represented
ash⊕ (h⊗ f), f = L2µ. It has the adjoint W
† = eiE/~We−iE/~, and obviously
(I⊗ 〈y|)W (I⊗ |0〉) = V (y) , ∀y 6= 0.
The unitarity W−1 = W† of the constructed operator W is the consequence of
the isometricity F†F = I and thus the projectivity
(
FF†
)2
= FF† of FF† and of
I⊗ 1ˆ− FF†:
W†W =
 F†F F† (I⊗ 1ˆ− FF†)(
I⊗ 1ˆ− FF†
)
F FF† + I⊗ 1ˆ− FF†
 = [ I O
O I⊗ 1ˆ
]
.
In general the observation may be incomplete: the data y may be the only
observable part of a pair (z, y) defining the stochastic wave propagator V (z, y) .
Consider for simplicity a discrete z such that
V †V :=
∑
z
∫
V (z, y)
†
V (z.y) dµy = I.
Then the linear unital map on the algebra B (h)⊗C of the completely positive form
π (gˆB) =
∑
z
∫
g (y)V (z, y)
†
BV (z.y) dµy ≡ M [gπ (B)]
describes the ”Heisenberg picture” for generalized von Neumann reduction with an
incomplete measurement results y. Here B ∈ B (h), gˆ is the multiplication operator
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by a measurable function of y defining any system-pointer observable by linear
combinations of B (y) = g (y) B, and
π (y,B) =
∑
z
V (z, y)†BV (z, y) , M [B (y)] =
∫
B (y) dµy.
The function y 7→ π (y) with values in the completely positive maps B 7→ π (y,B), or
operations, is the basic tool in the operational approach to quantum measurements.
Its adjoint
π∗ (σ) =
∑
z
V (y, z)σV (y, z)
†
dµy = π
∗ (y, σ) dµy,
is given by the density matrix transformation and it is called the instrument in the
phenomenological measurement theories. The operational approach was introduced
by Ludwig [80], and the mathematical implementation of the notion of instrument
was originated by Davies and Lewis [81].
An abstract instrument now is defined as the adjoint to a unital completely
positive map π for which π∗y (σ) is a trace-class operator for each y, normalized
to a density operator ρ =
∫
dπ∗y (σ). The quantum mixed state described by the
operator ρ is called the prior state, i.e. the state which has been prepared for the
measurement. A unitary dilation of the generalized reduction (or “instrumental”)
map π was constructed by Ozawa [82], but as we shall now see, this, as well as
the canonical dilation (3.4), is only a preliminary step towards the its quantum
stochastic realization allowing the dynamical derivation of the reduction postulate
as a result of the statistical inference as it was suggested in [2].
3.1.2. The future-past boundary value problem. The additional system of the con-
structed unitary dilation for the measurement propagator V (y) represents only the
pointer coordinate of the measurement apparatus y with the initial value y = y◦
(= 0 corresponding to χ◦ = |0〉). It should be regarded as a classical system (like
the Schro¨dinger’s cat) at the instants of measurement t > 0 in order to avoid the
applying of the projection postulate for inferences in the auxiliary system. Indeed,
the actual events of the measurement can be only those propositions E in the ex-
tended system which may serve as the conditions for any other proposition F as a
potential in future event, otherwise there can’t be any causality even in the weak,
statistical sense. This means that future states should be statistically predictable
in any prior state of the system in the result of testing the measurable event E by
the usual conditional probability (Bayes) formula
Pr {F = 1|E = 1} = Pr {E ∧ F = 1} /Pr {E = 1} ∀F,(3.5)
and this predictability, or statistical causality means that the prior quantum prob-
ability Pr {F} ≡ Pr {F = 1} must coincide with the statistical expectation of F as
the weighted sum
Pr {F |E}Pr {E}+ Pr
{
F |E⊥
}
Pr
{
E⊥
}
= Pr {F}
of this Pr {F |E} ≡ Pr {F = 1|E = 1} and the complementary conditional proba-
bility Pr
{
F |E⊥
}
= Pr {F = 1|E = 0}. As one can easily see, this is possible if and
only if (2.14) holds, i.e. any other future event-orthoprojector F of the extended
system must be compatible with the actual event-orthoprojector E.
The actual events in the measurement model obtained by the unitary dilation
are only the orthoprojectors E = I⊗ 1ˆ∆ on h⊗ g corresponding to the propositions
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”y ∈ ∆” where 1ˆ∆ is the multiplication by the indicator 1∆ for a measurable on the
pointer scale subset ∆. Other orthoprojectors which are not compatible with these
orthoprojectors, are simply not admissible as the questions by the choice of time
arrow. This choice restores the quantum causality as statistical predictability, i.e.
the statistical inference made upon the sample data. And the actual observables
in question are only the measurable functions g (y) of y 6= y◦ represented on f =
L2 (µ) by the commuting operators gˆ of multiplication by these functions, 〈y|gˆχ =
g (y)χ (y). As follows from W00 = O, the initial value y
◦ = 0 is never observed at
the time t = 1:
‖ψ1 (0)‖
2
= ‖(I⊗ 〈0|)W (ψ ⊗ |0〉)‖2 =
∥∥W00ψ∥∥2 = 0, ∀ψ ∈ h
(that is a measurable value y 6= y◦ is certainly observed at t = 1). These are the only
appropriate candidates for Bell’s ”beables”, [1], p.174. Indeed, such commuting
observables, extended to the quantum counterpart as G0 = I ⊗ gˆ on h ⊗ f, are
compatible with any admissible question or observable B on h represented with
respect to the output states ψ1 = Wψ0 at the time of measurement t = 1 by
an operator B1 = B ⊗ 1ˆ on h ⊗ f. The probabilities (or, it is better to say, the
propensities) of all such questions are the same in all states whether an observable
G0 was measured but the result not read, or it was not measured at all. In this
sense the measurement of G0 is called nondemolition with respect to the system
observables B1, they do not demolish the propensities, or prior expectations of B.
However as we shall show now they are not necessary compatible with the same
operators B of the quantum system at the initial stage and currently represented
as WB0W
† on ψ1, where B0 = B⊗ 1ˆ is the Schro¨dinger representation of B at the
time t = 0 on the corresponding input states ψ0 = W
†ψ1 in h⊗ g .
Indeed, we can see this on the example of the Schro¨dinger cat, where W is the
flip S in g = C2 (shift mod 2). In this case the operators the operators gˆ1 in the
Heisenberg picture G = S†G0S are represented on h ⊗ g as the diagonal operators
G = [g (τ + υ) δττ ′δ
υ
υ′ ] of multiplication by g (τ + υ), where the sum τ + υ = |τ − υ|
is modulo 2. Obviously they do not commute with B0 unless B is also a diagonal
operator fˆ of multiplication by a function f (τ ), in which case
[B0,G]ψ0 (τ , υ) = [f (τ ) , g (τ + υ)]ψ0 (τ , υ) = 0, ∀ψ0 ∈ h⊗ g.
The restriction of the possibilities in a quantum system to only the diagonal oper-
ators B = fˆ of the atom which would eliminate the time arrow in the nondemoli-
tion condition, amounts to the redundancy of the quantum consideration: all such
(possible and actual) observables can be simultaneously represented as classical
observables by the measurable functions of (τ , υ).
Thus the constructed semiclassical algebra B− = B (h) ⊗ C of the Schro¨dinger’s
atom and the pointer (dead or alive cat) is not dynamically invariant in the sense
that transformed algebra W†B−W does not coincide and is not a part of B− but of
B+ = B (h)⊗B (g). This is also true in the general case, unless all the system-pointer
observables in the Heisenberg picture are still decomposable,
W† (B⊗ gˆ)W =
∫
|y〉g (y)B (y) 〈y|dµy,
which would imply W†BW ⊆ B. (Such dynamical invariance of the decomposable
algebra , given by the operator-valued functions B (y), can be achieved by this
unitary dilations only in trivial cases.) This is why the von Neumann type dilation
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(2.16), and even more general dilations (3.4), or [82, 2] cannot yet be considered as
the dynamical solution of the instantaneous quantum measurement problem which
we formulate in the following way.
Given a reduction postulate defined by an isometry V on h into h ⊗ g, find
a triple (G,A,Φ◦) consisting of Hilbert space G = G− ⊗ G+ embedding the Hilbert
spaces f =L2µ by an isometry into G+, an algebra A = A−⊗A+ on G with an Abelian
subalgebra A− = C generated by an observable (beable) Y on G−, and a state-vector
Φ◦ = Φ◦− ⊗ Φ
◦
+ ∈ G such that there exist a unitary operator U on H =h ⊗ G
which induces an endomorphism on the product algebra B =B (h)⊗A in the sense
U †AU ∈ B for all B ∈ B, with
π (gˆ ⊗ B) := (I⊗ Φ◦)† U † (B⊗ g (Y ))U (I⊗ Φ◦) = M
[
gV †BV
]
for all B ∈ B (h) and measurable functions g of Y , where M [B] =
∫
B (y)µy.
As it was pointed out in [3], it is always possible to achieve this dynamical in-
variance by extending the classical measurement apparatus’ to an infinite auxiliary
semi-classical system. It has been done in the previous section for the Schro¨dinger’s
atom and cat, and here we sketch this construction for the general unitary dilation
(3.4). (The full proof is given in the Appendix 2.)
It consists of five steps. The first, preliminary step of a unitary dilation for the
isometry V has been already described in the previous subsection.
Second, we construct the triple (G,A,Φ◦). Denote by gs, s = ±0,±1, . . . (the
indices ±0 are distinct and ordered as −0 < +0) the copies of the Hilbert space
g = C ⊕ f in the dilation (3.4) represented as the functional space L2µ on the
values of y including y◦ = 0, and Gn = g−n ⊗ g+n, n ≥ 0. We define the Hilbert
space of the past G− and the future G+ as the state-vector spaces of semifinite
discrete strings generated by the infinite tensor products Φ− = χ−0 ⊗ χ−1 ⊗ . . .
and Φ+ = χ+0⊗χ+1⊗ . . . with all but finite number of χs ∈ gs equal to the initial
state χ◦s, the copies of χ
◦ = |0〉 ∈ g. Denoting by As the copies of the algebra B (g)
of bounded operators if s ≥ +0, of the diagonal subalgebra D (g) on g if s ≤ −0,
and An = A−n ⊗ A+n we construct the algebras of the past A− and the future
A+ and the whole algebra A. A± are generated on G± respectively by the diagonal
operators fˆ−0 ⊗ fˆ−1 ⊗ . . . and by X+0 ⊗ X+1 ⊗ . . . with all but finite number of
fˆs ∈ As, s < 0 and Xs ∈ As, s > 0 equal the identity operator 1ˆ in g. Here
fˆ stands for the multiplication operator by a function f of y ∈ R, in particular,
yˆ is the multiplication by y, with the eigen–vector χ◦ = |0〉 corresponding to the
eigen-value y◦ = 0. The Hilbert space G− ⊗ G+ identified with G = ⊗Gn, the
decomposable algebra A− ⊗ A+ identified with A = ⊗An and the product vector
Φ− ⊗ Φ+ identified with Φ = ⊗φn ∈ G, where φn = χ−n ⊗ χ+n ≡ χ−nχ+n with
all χs = χ
◦ stand as candidates for the triple (G,A,Φ). Note that the eigen-vector
Φ◦ = ⊗φ◦n with all φ
◦
n = χ
◦ ⊗ χ◦ corresponds to the initial eigen-state y◦ = 0 of
all observables Y±n = 1ˆ0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ 1ˆn−1 ⊗ yˆ± ⊗ 1ˆn+1⊗ in G, where 1ˆ = 1ˆ− ⊗ 1ˆ+,
yˆ− = yˆ ⊗ 1ˆ+, yˆ+ = 1ˆ− ⊗ yˆ and 1ˆ±n are the identity operators in g±n.
Third, we define the unitary evolution on the product space h ⊗ G of the total
system by
U : ψ ⊗ χ−χ+ ⊗ χ−1χ+1 · · · 7→W
(
ψ ⊗ χ+
)
χ+1 ⊗ χ−χ+2 · · · ,(3.6)
incorporating the right shift in G−, the left shift in G+ and the conservative bound-
ary condition W : h ⊗ g+ → h ⊗ g− given by the unitary dilation (3.4). We have
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obviously
(I⊗ 〈y−, y+, y−1, y+1 . . . |)U
(
I⊗ |y0−, 0, y
0
−1, 0 . . . 〉
)
= · · · δ
y+1
0 δ
y+
0 V (y−) δ
y−1
y0
−
δ
y−2
y0
−1
· · ·
so that the extended unitary operator U still reproduces the reduction V (y) in the
result y 6= y◦ of the measurement Y = Y−0 in a sequence (Y−0, Y+0, Y−1Y+1, . . . )
with all other ys being zero y
◦ = 0 with the probability one for the initial ground
state Φ◦ of the connected string.
Fourth, we prove the dynamical invariance U † (B (h)⊗ A)U ⊆ B (h) ⊗ A of the
decomposable algebra of the total system, incorporating the measured quantum
system B (h) as the boundary between the quantum future (the right string consid-
ered as quantum, A+ = B (G+)) with the classical past (the left string considered
as classical, A− = D (G−) ). This follows straightforward from the definition of U
U † (B⊗ gˆ−X+ ⊗ gˆ−1X+1 · · · )U = gˆ−1W
† (B⊗ gˆ−)W ⊗ gˆ−2X+ · · ·
due to W† (B⊗ gˆ)W ∈ B (h) ⊗ B (g) for all gˆ ∈ D (g). However this algebra
representing the total algebra B (h)⊗A on h⊗G is not invariant under the inverse
transformation, and there in no way to achieve the inverse invariance keeping A
decomposable as the requirement for statistical causality of quantum measurement
if W (B⊗X)W† /∈ B (h)⊗D (g) for some B ∈ B (h) and X ∈ B (g):
U (B⊗ gˆ−X+ ⊗ gˆ−1X+1 · · · )U
† = W(B⊗X+)W
†X+1 ⊗ gˆ−X+2 · · · .
And the fifth step is to explain on this dynamical model the decoherence phe-
nomenon, irreversibility and causality by giving a constructive scheme in terms of
equation for quantum predictions as statistical inferences by virtue of gaining the
measurement information.
Because of the crucial importance of these realizations for developing understand-
ing of the mathematical structure and interpretation of modern quantum theory,
we need to analyze the mathematical consequences which can be drawn from such
schemes.
3.1.3. Decoherence and quantum prediction. The analysis above shows that the
dynamical realization of a quantum instantaneous measurement is possible in an
infinitely extended system, but the discrete unitary group of unitary transforma-
tions U t, t ∈ N with U1 = U induces not a group of Heisenberg authomorphisms
but an injective irreversible semigroup of endomorphisms on the decomposable al-
gebra B = B (h) ⊗ A of this system. However it is locally invertible on the center
of the algebra A in the sense that it reverses the shift dynamics on A0]:
T−t (I⊗ Ys)Tt := I⊗ Ys−t = U
t (I⊗ Ys)U
−t, ∀s ≤ −0, t ∈ N.(3.7)
Here Y−n = 1ˆ
⊗n ⊗ yˆ− ⊗ In, where In = ⊗k>n1ˆk, and T−t = (T )
t
is the power of
the isometric shift T : Φ− 7→ χ◦⊗Φ− on G− extended to the free unitary dynamics
of the whole system as
T : ψ ⊗ χ−χ+ ⊗ χ−1χ+1 · · · 7→ ψ ⊗ χ+χ+1 ⊗ χ−χ+2 · · · .
The extended algebra B is the minimal algebra containing all consistent events
of the history and all admissible questions about the future of the open system
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under observation initially described by B (h). Indeed, it contains all Heisenberg
operators
B (t) = U−t (B⊗ I)U t, Y− (t) = U
−t (I⊗ Y−0)U
t, ∀t > 0
of B ∈ B (h), and these operators not only commute at each t, but also satisfy the
nondemolition causality condition
[B (t) , Y− (r)] = 0, [Y− (t) , Y− (r)] = 0, ∀t ≥ r ≥ 0.(3.8)
This follows from the commutativity of the Heisenberg string operators
Yr−t (t) = U
−t (I⊗ Yr−t)U
t = Y− (r)
at the different points s = r − t < 0 coinciding with Ys (r − s) for any s < 0 be-
cause of (3.7), and also from the commutativity with B (t) due to the simultaneous
commutativity of all Ys (0) = I ⊗ Ys and B (0) = B ⊗ I. Thus all output Heisen-
berg operators Y− (r), 0 < r ≤ t at the boundary of the string can be measured
simultaneously as Y−n (t) = Y− (t− n) at the different points n < t, or sequentially
at the point s = −0 as the commutative nondemolition family Y
t]
0 =
(
Y 1, . . . , Y t
)
,
where Y r = Y− (r). This defines the reduced evolution operators
V
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= V
(
yt
)
V
(
yt−1
)
· · ·V
(
y1
)
, t > 0
of a sequential measurement in the system Hilbert space h with measurement data
y
t]
0 = {(0, t] ∋ r 7→ y
r}. One can prove this (see the Appendix 2) using the filtering
recurrency equation
ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= V (yt)ψ
(
t− 1, y
t−1]
0
)
, ψ (0) = ψ(3.9)
for ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= V
(
t, y
t]
0
)
ψ and for Ψ (t) = U t
(
ψ ⊗ Φ− ⊗ Φ◦+
)
, where ψ ∈ h, and
V (yt) is defined by(
I⊗ 〈y
t]
−∞| ⊗ 〈y
∞
t |
)
UΨ(t− 1) = V (yt)ψ
(
t− 1, y
t−1]
0
)
〈δ
y∞
t
0 y
0]
−∞|Φ−.
Moreover, any future expectations in the system, say the probabilities of the
questions F (t) = U−t (F ⊗ I)U t, t ≥ s given by orthoprojectors F on h, can be
statistically predicted upon the results of the past measurements of Y− (r), 0 < r ≤ t
and initial state ψ by the simple conditioning
Pr
{
F (t) |E
(
dy1 × · · · × dyt
)}
=
Pr
{
F (t) ∧ E
(
dy1 × · · · × dyt
)}
Pr {E (dy1 × · · · × dyt)}
.
Here E is the joint spectral measure for Y 1, . . . , Y t, and the probabilities in the
numerator (and denominator) are defined as∥∥F (t)E (dy1 × · · · × dyt) (ψ ⊗ Φ◦)∥∥2 = ∥∥∥Fψ (t, yt]0 )∥∥∥2 dµy1 · · ·dµyt
(and for F = I) due to the commutativity of F (t) with E−. This implies the usual
sequential instrumental formula
〈B〉
(
t, y
r]
0
)
=
ψ†π
(
t, y
r]
0 ,B
)
ψ
ψ†π
(
t, y
r]
0 , I
)
ψ
= M
[
ψ†
y
t]
0
(t) Bψ
y
t]
0
(t) |y
r]
0
]
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for the future expectations of B (t) conditioned by Y− (1) = y
1, . . . , Y− (s) = y
s for
any t > r. Here ψ
y
t]
0
(t) = ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
/
∥∥∥ψ (t, yt]0 )∥∥∥, and
π
(
t, y
r]
0 ,B
)
=
∫
· · ·
∫
V
(
t, y
r]
0 , y
t]
r
)†
BV
(
t, y
r]
0 , y
t]
r
)
dµyr+1 · · · dµyt
is the sequential reduction map V
(
t, y
t]
0
)†
BV
(
t, y
t]
0
)
defining the prior probability
distribution
P
(
dy
t]
0
)
= ψ†π
(
t, y
t]
0 , I
)
ψdµ
y
t]
0
=
∥∥∥ψ (t, yt]0 )∥∥∥2 dµy1 · · ·dµyt
integrated over y
t]
r if these data are ignored for the quantum prediction of the state
at the time t > r.
Note that the stochastic vector ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
, normalized as∫
· · ·
∫ ∥∥∥ψ (t, yt]0 )∥∥∥2 dµy1 · · · dµyt = 1
depends linearly on the initial state vector ψ ∈ h. However the posterior state
vector ψ
y
t]
0
(t) is nonlinear, satisfying the nonlinear stochastic recurrency equation
ψ
y
t]
0
(t) = V
y
t−1]
0
(
t, yt
)
ψ
y
t−1]
0
(t− 1) , ψ (0) = ψ,(3.10)
where V
y
t−1]
0
(t, yt) =
∥∥∥V (t− 1, yt−1]0 )ψ∥∥∥V (yt−1]) / ∥∥∥V (t, yt]0 )ψ∥∥∥.
In particular one can always realize in this way any sequential observation of
the noncommuting operators Bt = e
iE/~B0e
−iE/~ given by a selfadjoint operator
B0 with discrete spectrum and the energy operator E in h. It corresponds to
the sequential collapse given by V (y) = δB00 e
−iE/~. Our construction suggests
that any demolition sequential measurement can be realized as the nondemolition
by the commutative family Y− (t), t > 0 with a common eigenvector Φ
◦ as the
pointers initial state, satisfying the causality condition (3.8) with respect to all
future Heisenberg operators B (t) . And the sequential collapse (3.10) follows from
the usual Bayes formula for conditioning of the compatible observables due to the
classical inference in the extended system. Thus, we have solved the sequential
quantum measurement problem which can rigorously be formulated as
Given a sequential reduction family V
(
t, y
t]
0
)
, t ∈ N of isometries resolving the
filtering equation (3.9) on h into h ⊗ f⊗t, find a triple (G,A,Φ) consisting of a
Hilbert space G = G− ⊗ G+ embedding all tensor products f
⊗t of the Hilbert spaces
f =L2µ by an isometry into G+, an algebra A = A− ⊗ A+ on G with an Abelian
subalgebra A− = C generated by a compatible discrete family Y
0]
−∞ = {Ys s ≤ 0} of
the observables (beables) Ys on G−, and a state-vector Φ
◦ = Φ◦−⊗Φ
◦
+ ∈ G such that
there exist a unitary group U t on H =h⊗G inducing a semigroup of endomorphisms
B ∋ B 7→ U−tBU t ∈ B on the product algebra B =B (h)⊗ A (3.7on A, with
πt (gˆ−t ⊗ B) = (I⊗ Φ
◦)
†
U−t
(
g−t
(
Y
0]
−t
)
⊗ B
)
U t (I⊗ Φ◦) = M
[
gV (t)
†
BV (t)
]
for any B ∈ B (h) and any operator gˆ−t = gˆ−t
(
Y
0]
−t
)
∈ C represented as the shifted
function gˆ−t
(
y
0]
−t
)
= g
(
y
t]
0
)
of Y
−0]
−t = (Y1−t, . . . , Y0) on G by any measurable
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function g of y
t]
0 = (y1, . . . , yt) with arbitrary t > 0, where
M
[
gV (t)
†
BV (t)
]
=
∫
· · ·
∫
g
(
y
t]
0
)
V
(
t, y
t]
0
)†
BV
(
t, y
t]
0
)
dµy1 · · · dµyt .
Note that our construction of the solution to this problem admits also the time
reversed representation of the sequential measurement process described by the
isometry V. The reversed system leaves in the same Hilbert space, with the same
initial state-vector Φ◦ in the auxiliary space G, however the reversed auxiliary
system is described by the reflected algebra A˜ = RAR where the reflection R is
described by the unitary flip-operator R : Φ− ⊗ Φ+ 7→ Φ+ ⊗ Φ− on G = G− ⊗ G+.
The past and future in the reflected algebra A˜ = A+⊗A− are flipped such that its
left subalgebra consists now of all operators on G−, A˜− = B (G) ⊃ A− and its right
subalgebra is the diagonal algebra A˜+ = D (G+) ⊂ A+ on G+. The inverse operators
U t, t < 0 induce the reversed dynamical semigroup of the injective endomorphisms
B 7→ U−tBU t which leaves invariant the algebra B˜ = B (h) ⊗ A˜ but not B. The
reversed canonical measurement process is described by another family Y∞[+0 = (Y+t)
of commuting operators Y+t = RY−tR in A˜+, and the Heisenberg operators
Y+ (t) = Ys (t− s) = RY− (−t)R, t < 0, s > 0,
are compatible and satisfy the reversed causality condition
[B (t) , Y+ (r)] = 0, , [Y+ (t) , Y+ (r)] = 0, ∀t ≤ r ≤ 0.
It reproduces another, reversed sequence of the successive measurements
V ∗
(
t, y0[t
)
= V ∗ (yt)V
∗ (yt+1) · · ·V
∗ (y−1) , t < 0,
where V ∗ (y) = (I⊗ 〈y|)W−1 (I⊗ |0〉) depends on the choice of the unitary dilation
W of V. In the case of the canonical dilation (3.4) uniquely defined up to the
system evolution between the measurements, we obtain V ∗ (y) = F (y) eiE/~. If
the system the Hamiltonian is time-symmetric, i.e. E = E in the sense Eψ¯ =
Eψ with respect to the complex (or another) conjugation in h, and if F (y) =
e−iE/~F (y˜) eiE/~, where y 7→ y˜ is a covariant flip, ˜˜y = y (e.g. y˜ = y, or reflection of
the measurement data under the time reflection t 7→ −t), then V ∗ (y) = V (y˜). This
means that the reversed measurement process can be described as time-reflected
direct measurement process under the ∗-conjugation ψ∗ (y) = ψ¯ (y˜) in the space
h ⊗ f. And it can be modelled as the time reflected direct nondemolition process
under the involution J (ψ ⊗ Φ) = ψ¯ ⊗RΦ∗ induced by χ∗ (y) = χ¯ (y˜) in g with the
flip-invariant eigen-value y◦ = 0 and |0〉∗ = |0〉 corresponding to the real ground
state χ◦ (y) = δ0y.
Thus, the choice of time arrow, which is absolutely necessary for restoring sta-
tistical causality in quantum theory, is equivalent to a superselection rule. This
corresponds to a choice of the minimal algebra B ⊂ B (H) generated by all admis-
sible questions on a suitable Hilbert space H of the nondemolition representation
for a process of the successive measurements. All consistent events should be drown
from the center of B: the events must be compatible with the questions, otherwise
the propensities for the future cannot be inferred from the testing of the past. The
decoherence is dynamically induced by a unitary evolution from any pure state on
the algebra B corresponding to the initial eigen-state for the measurement appa-
ratus pointer which is described by the center of B. Moreover, the reversion of the
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time arrow corresponds to another choice of the admissible algebra. It can be im-
plemented by a complex conjugation J on H on the transposed algebra B˜ = JBJ
. Note that the direct and reversed dynamics respectively on B and on B˜ are only
endomorphic, and that the invertible authomorphic dynamics induced on the total
algebra B (H) = B∨ B˜ does not reproduce the decoherence due to the redundancy
of one of its part for a given time arrow t.
As Lawrence Bragg, another Nobel prize winner, once said, everything in the
future is a wave, everything in the past is a particle.
3.2. Quantum Jumps as a Boundary Value Problem.
Have the ‘jump’ in the equations and not just the talk - J Bell.
Perhaps the closest to the truth was Bohr when he said that it ‘must be possible
so to describe the extraphysical process of the subjective perception as if it were in
reality in the physical world’. He regarded the measurement apparatus, or meter, as
a semiclassical object which interacts with the world in a quantum mechanical way
but is essentially classical: it has only commuting observables - pointers. It relates
the reality to a subjective observer as the classical part of the classical-quantum
closed mechanical system. Thus Bohr accepted that not all the world is quantum
mechanical, there is a classical part of the physical world, and we belong partly to
this classical world.
In the previous section we have already shown how to realize this program as
a discrete time boundary value problem of unitary interaction of the classical past
with the quantum future. This however gives little for explanation of quantum
jumps because any, even the Schro¨dinger unitary evolution in discrete time is
described by jumps. Schro¨dinger himself tried unsuccessfully to derive the time
continuous jumps from a boundary value problem between past and future for a
maybe more general than his equation which would be relativistic and with infinite
degrees of freedom. Here we shall see that in order to realize this program one
should indeed consider a quantum field Dirac type boundary value problem, and
the quantum stochastic models of jumps correspond to its ultrarelativistic limit.
In realizing this program I will start along the line suggested by John Bell [1] that
the “development towards greater physical precision would be to have the ‘jump’ in
the equations and not just the talk – so that it would come about as a dynamical
process in dynamically defined conditions.”
3.2.1. Stochastic decoherence equation. The generalized wave mechanics which en-
ables us to treat the quantum spontaneous events, unstable systems and processes
of time-continuous observation, or in other words, quantum mechanics with tra-
jectories ω = (xt), was discovered only quite recently, in [7, 9, 89]. The basic
idea of the theory is to replace the deterministic unitary Schro¨dinger propagation
ψ 7→ ψ (t) by a linear causal stochastic one ψ 7→ ψ (t, ω) which is not necessarily
unitary for each history ω, but unitary in the mean square sense, M
[
‖ψ (t)‖2
]
= 1,
with respect to a standard probability measure µ (dω) for the measurable history
subsets dω. The unstable quantum systems can also be treated in the stochastic for-
malism by relaxing this condition by allowing the decreasing survival probabilities
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M
[
‖ψ (t)‖2
]
≤ 1. Due to this the positive measures
P (t, dω) = ‖ψ (t, ω)‖2 µ (dω) , µ˜ (dω) = lim
t→∞
P (t, dω)
are normalized (if ‖ψ‖ = 1) for each t, and are interpreted as the probability mea-
sure for the histories ωt = {(0, t] ∋ r 7→ xr} = x
t]
0 .of the output stochastic process
xt with respect to the measure µ˜. In the same way as the abstract Schro¨dinger
equation can be derived from only unitarity of propagation, the abstract decoher-
ence wave equation can be derived from the mean square unitarity in the form of a
linear stochastic differential equation. The reason that Bohr and Schro¨dinger didn’t
derive such an equation despite their firm belief that the measurement process can
be described ‘as if it were in reality in the physical world’ is that the appropriate
(stochastic and quantum stochastic) differential calculus had not been yet devel-
oped early in that century. As classical differential calculus has its origin in classical
mechanics, quantum stochastic calculus has its origin in quantum stochastic me-
chanics. A formal algebraic approach to this new calculus, which was developed in
[7, 83], is presented in the Appendix 2.
Assuming that the superposition principle also holds for the stochastic waves
such that ψ (t, ω) is given by a linear stochastic propagator V (t, ω), let us derive the
general linear stochastic wave equation which preserves the mean-square normaliza-
tion of these waves. Note that the abstract Schro¨dinger equation i~∂tψ = Eψ can
also be derived as the general linear deterministic equation which preserves the nor-
malization in a Hilbert space h. For the notational simplicity we shall consider here
only the a finite-dimensional maybe complex trajectories xt = (xtk), k = 1, . . . , d,
the infinite-dimensional trajectories (fields) with even continuous index k can be
found elsewhere (e.g. in [7, 83]). It is usually assumed that the these xtk as in-
put stochastic processes have stationary independent increment dxtk = x
t+dt
k − x
t
k
with given expectationsM [dxtk] = λkdt. The abstract linear stochastic decoherence
wave equation is written then as
dψ (t) +
(
λ2
2
R +
i
~
E
)
ψ (t) dt = Lkψ (t) dxtk, ψ (0) = ψ.
Here E is the system energy operator (the Hamiltonian of free evolution of the
system), R = R† is a selfadjoint operator describing a relaxation process in the
system, Lk are any operators coupling the system to the trajectories xk, and we
use the Einstein summation rule Lkxk =
∑
Lkxk ≡ Lx, λ
2 = λkλk with λ
k = λ¯k.
In order to derive the relations between these operators which will imply the mean-
square normalization of ψ (t, ω), let us rewrite this equation in the standard form
dψ (t) + Kψ (t) dt = Lkψ (t) dytk, K =
λ2
2
R +
i
~
E− Lλ,(3.11)
where ytk = x
t
k − tλk are input noises as zero mean value independent increment
processes with respect to the input probability measure µ. Note that these noises
will become the output information processes which will have dependent increments
and correlations with the system with respect to the output probability measure
µ˜ = P (∞, dω). If the Hilbert space valued stochastic process ψ (t, ω) is normalized
in the mean square sense for each t, it represents a stochastic probability amplitude
ψ (t) as an element of an extended Hilbert space H0 = h ⊗ L2µ. The stochastic
process t 7→ ψ (t) describes a process of continual decoherence of the initial pure
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state ρ (0) = Pψ into the mixture
ρ (t) =
∫
Pψ
ω
(t)P (t, dω) = M
[
ψ (t)ψ (t)†
]
of the posterior states corresponding to ψω (t) = ψ (t, ω) / ‖ψ (t, ω)‖, where M de-
notes mean with respect to the measure µ. Assuming that the conditional expec-
tation 〈dy¯tkdy
t
k〉t in〈
d
(
ψ†ψ
)〉
t
=
〈
dψ†dψ + ψ†dψ + dψ†ψ
〉
t
= ψ†
(
Lk† 〈dy¯kdyk〉t L
k −
(
K+K†
)
dt
)
ψ
is dt (as in the case of the standard independent increment processes with y¯ = y
and (dy)
2
= dt+ εdyt, see the Appendix 3), the mean square normalization in the
differential form
〈
d
(
ψ†ψ
)〉
t
= 0 (or
〈
d
(
ψ†ψ
)〉
t
≤ 0 for the unstable systems) can
be expressed [9, 11] as K+K† ≥ L†L. In the stable case this defines the self-adjoint
part of K as half of L†L, i.e.
K =
1
2
L†L +
i
~
H, L†L =
∑
k
Lk†Lk ≡ LkL
k
where H = H† is the Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian in this equation when L = 0. One
can also derive the corresponding Master equation
d
dt
ρ (t) + Kρ (t) + ρ (t)K† = Lkρ (t) Lk
for mixing decoherence of the initially pure state ρ (0) = ψψ†, as well as a stochastic
nonlinear wave equation for the dynamical prediction of the posterior state vector
ψω (t), the normalization of ψ (t, ω) at each ω.
3.2.2. Quantum jumps and unstable systems. Actually, there are two basic standard
forms [89, 90] of such stochastic wave equations, corresponding to two basic types
of stochastic integrators with independent increments: the Brownian standard type
xtk ≃ b
t
k, and the Poisson standard type x
t
k ≃ n
t
k with respect to the basic measure
µ, see the Appendix 3. We shall start with the Poisson case of the identical ntk
having all the expectationsMntk = νt and characterized by a very simple differential
multiplication table
dntk (ω) dn
t
l (ω) = δ
k
l dn
t
l (ω)
as it is for the only possible values dntk = 0, 1 of the counting increments at each
time t. By taking all xtk = n
t
k/ν
1/2 such that they have the expected rates λk = ν
1/2
we can get the standard Poisson noises ytk = x
t
k − ν
1/2t ≡ mtk with respect to the
input Poisson probability measure µ = Pm, described by the multiplication table
dmkdml = δ
l
k
(
dt+ ν−1/2dmk
)
, dmkdt = 0 = dtdmk,
Let us set now in our basic equation (3.11) the Hamiltonian H = ~
(
K−K†
)
/2i
and the coupling operators Lk of the form
Lk = λ(Ck − I), H = E+ i
ν
2
(
Ck − Ck
)
,
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with the coupling constant λ = ν1/2 and Ck ≡ C†k given by the collapse operators
Ck (e.g. orthoprojectors, or contractions, C
†
kCk ≤ I). This corresponds to the
stochastic decoherence equation of the form
dψ (t) +
(
ν
2
R +
i
~
E
)
ψ (t) dt =
(
Ck − I
)
ψ (t) dntk, ψ (0) = ψ,(3.12)
where R ≥ C†C − I, or in the standard form (3.11) with ytk = m
t
k. In the stable
case when R = C†C− I this was derived from a unitary quantum jump model for
counting nondemolition observation in [9, 91]. It correspond to the linear stochastic
decoherence Master-equation
d̺ (t) +
[
G̺ (t) + ̺ (t)G† − ν̺ (t)
]
dt =
[
Ck̺ (t) C
k − ̺ (t)
]
dntk, ̺ (0) = ρ,
for the not normalized (but normalized in the mean) density matrix ̺ (t, ω), where
G = ν2CkC
k+ i
~
E (it has the form ψ (t, ω)ψ (t, ω)
†
in the case of a pure initial state
ρ = ψψ†).
The nonlinear filtering equation for the posterior state vector
ψω (t) = ψ (t, ω) / ‖ψ (t, ω)‖
has in this case the following form [90]
dψω +
(
ν
2
(
CkC
k −
∑∥∥∥C†kψω∥∥∥2)+ i~E
)
ψωdt =
(
C†k/
∥∥∥C†kψω∥∥∥− I)ψωdnt,ρk,ω ,
(3.13)
where ‖ψ‖ = 〈ψ|ψ〉1/2 (see also [85] for the infinite-dimensional case). It corre-
sponds to the nonlinear stochastic Master-equation
dρω +
[
Gρω + ρωG
† − νρωTrC
kρωCk
]
dt =
[
CkρωCk/TrC
kρωCk − ρ
]
dnt,ρk,ω
for the posterior density matrix ρω (t) which is the projector Pω (t) = ψω (t)ψω (t)
†
for the pure initial state ρω (0) = Pψ. Here n
ρ
k (t, ω) = n
t,ρ(t)
k,ω are the output
counting processes which are described by the history probability measure
P (t, dω) = π (t, ω)µ (dω) , π (t, ω) = Tr̺ (t, ω)
with the increment dnρk (t) independents of n
ρ
k (t) under the condition ρω (t) = ρ
and the conditional expectations
M [dnρk (t) |ρω (t) = ρ] = νTrC
†
kρCkdt
which are ν
∥∥∥C†kψ∥∥∥2 dt for ρ = Pψ . The derivation and solution of this equation was
also considered in [84], and its solution was applied in quantum optics in [42, 46].
This nonlinear quantum jump equation can be written also in the quasi-linear
form [89, 90]
dψω (t) + K˜ (t)ψω (t) dt = L
k (t)ψω (t) dm˜
t,ρ
k,ω,(3.14)
where m˜ρk (t, ω) = m˜
t,ρ(t,ω)
k,ω are the innovating martingales with respect to the out-
put measure which is described by the differential
dm˜ρk (t) = ν
−1/2
∥∥∥C†kψω (t)∥∥∥−1 dnρk (t)− ν1/2 ∥∥∥C†kψω (t)∥∥∥ dt
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with ρ = Pψ for ψ = ψω (t) and the initial m˜
ρ
k (0) = 0, the operator K˜ (t) similar to
K has the form
K˜ (t) =
1
2
L˜ (t)
†
L˜ (t) +
i
~
H˜ (t) ,
and H˜ (t) , L˜ (t) depend on t (and ω) through the dependence on ψ = ψω (t):
L˜k = ν1/2
(
C†k −
∥∥∥C†kψ∥∥∥) , H˜ = E + ν2i (Ck − C†k) ∥∥∥C†kψ∥∥∥ .
The latter form of the nonlinear filtering equation admits the central limit ν →∞
corresponding to the standard Wiener case when ytk = w
t
k,
dwkdwl = δ
l
kdt, dwkdt = 0 = dtdwk,
with respect to the limiting input Wiener measure µ. If Lk and H do not depend
on ν, i.e. Ck and E depend on ν as
Ck = I + ν
−1/2Lk, E = H+
ν1/2
2i
(
L†k − Lk
)
,
then m˜ρk (t)→ w˜
t
k, where the innovating diffusion process w˜
t defined as
dw˜tk (ω) = dw
t
k (ω)− 2Re
〈
ψω (t) |L
†
kψω (t)
〉
dt,
are also standard Wiener processes but with respect to the output probability
measure µ˜ (dω) = µ (dω˜) due to
dw˜kdw˜l = δ
l
kdt, dw˜kdt = 0 = dtdw˜k.
.If ‖ψω (t)‖ = 1 (which follows from the initial condition ‖ψ‖ = 1), the stochastic
operator-functions L˜k (t), H˜ (t) defining the nonlinear filtering equation have the
limits
L˜k = Lk − Re
〈
ψ|Lkψ
〉
, H˜ = H +
i
2
(
L†k − Lk
)
Re
〈
ψ|Lkψ
〉
.
The corresponding nonlinear stochastic diffusion equation
dψω (t) + K˜ (t)ψω (t) dt = L˜
k (t)ψω (t) dw˜
t
k
was first derived in the general multi-dimensional density-matrix form
dρω +
[
Kρω + ρωK
† − LkρωLk
]
dt =
[
Lkρω + ρωL
k† − ρωTr
(
Lk + Lk†
)
ρω
]
dw˜tk
for the renormalized density matrix ρω = ρ (ω) /Trρ (ω) in [7, 13] from the micro-
scopic reversible quantum stochastic unitary evolution models by the quantum fil-
tering method. The general microscopic derivation for the case of multi-dimensional
complete and incomplete measurements and solution in the linear-Gaussian case is
given in [86]. It has been recently applied in quantum optics [43, 44, 45, 47] for the
description of counting, homodyne and heterodyne time-continuous measurements
introduced in [91]. It has been shown in [95, 96] that the nondemolition observation
of such a particle is described by filtering of the quantum noise which results in
the continual collapse of any initial wave packet to the Gaussian stationary one
localized at the position posterior expectation.
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The connection between the above diffusive nonlinear filtering equation and our
linear decoherence Master-equation
d̺ (t) +
[
K̺ (t) + ̺ (t)K† − Lk̺ (t) Lk
]
dt =
[
Lk̺ (t) + ̺ (t) Lk†
]
dwtk, ̺ (0) = ρ,
for the stochastic density operator ̺ (t, ω), defining the output probability density
Tr̺ (t, ω), was well understood and presented in [12, 47, 48]. However it has also
found an incorrect mathematical treatment in recent Quantum State Diffusion the-
ory [92] based on the case ε = 0 of our filtering equation (this particular nonlinear
filtering equation is empirically postulated as the ‘primary quantum state diffu-
sion’, and its more fundamental linear version dψ + Kψdt = Lkψdwk is ‘derived’
in [92] simply by dropping the non-linear terms without appropriate change of the
probability measures for the processes y˜k = w˜k and yk = wk). The most general
stochastic decoherence Master equation is given in the Appendix 3.
3.2.3. The derivation of jumps and localizations. Here we give the solution of the
quantum jump problem for the stochastic model described by the equation (3.12) in
the case C†C ≤ I, R = 0 which corresponds to the Hamiltonian evolution between
the jumps with energy operator E, and the jumps are cased only by the spontaneous
decays or measurements. When C†C = I, the quantum system certainly decays at
the random moment of the jump dntk = 1 to one of the m products ending in
the state Ckψ/
∥∥Ckψ∥∥ from any state ψ ∈ h with the probability ∥∥Ckψ∥∥2, or one
of the measurement results k = 1, . . . ,m localizing the product is gained at the
random moment of the spontaneous disintegration. The spontaneous evolution
and its unitary quantum stochastic dilation was studied in details in [97]. When
C†C < I, the unstable system does not decay to one of the measurable products
with the probability ‖ψ‖2−‖Cψ‖2, or no result is gained at the jump. This unstable
spontaneous evolution and its unitary quantum stochastic dilation was considered
in details for one dimensional case m = 1 in [98].
First, we consider the operator C as a construction (or isometry if C†C = I)
from h into h ⊗ f, where f = Cm. We dilate this C in the canonical way to the
selfadjoint scattering operator
S =
 − (I− C†C)1/2 C†
C
(
I⊗ 1ˆ− CC†
)1/2
 ,(3.15)
where I ⊗ 1ˆ is the identity operator in h ⊗ f, and C† is the adjoint construction
h⊗ f→ h and CC† is a positive construction (orthoprojector C†C = I) in this space.
The unitarity S† = S−1 of the operator S = S† in the space g = C ⊕ f = C1+m is
easily proved as
S2 =
[ (
I− C†C
)
+C†C O
O CC† +
(
I⊗ 1ˆ− CC†
) ]
=
[
I O
O I⊗ 1ˆ
]
by use of the identity
(
I⊗ 1ˆ− CC†
)1/2
C = C
(
I− C†C
)1/2
. The operators Ck =
Sk0 are obtained from S as the partial matrix elements (I⊗ 〈k|) S (I⊗ |0〉) corre-
sponding to the transition of the auxiliary system (pointer) form the initial state
|0〉 = 1 ⊕ 0 to one of the measured orthogonal states 0 ⊕ |k〉, k = 1, . . . ,m in the
extended space g.
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Second, we consider two continuous seminfinite strings indexed by s = ±r, where
r > 0 is any real positive number (one can think that s is the coordinate on the
right or left semistrings on the real line without the point s = 0). Let us denote by
g⊗ = g1⊗g2⊗ . . . ≡ ⊗gn the infinite tensor product generated by ⊗χn with almost
all components χn ∈ gn = g equal to ϕ = |0〉 as they were defined in the Section
5.2. We shall consider right-continuous amplitudes Φ (υ) with values in g⊗ for all
infinite increasing sequences υ = {r1, r2, . . . }, rn−1 < rn having a finite number
nt (υ) = |υ ∩ [0, t)| of elements r ∈ υt in the finite intervals [0, t) for all t > 0 such
that f (rn) ∈ gn if Φ (υ) = ⊗f (rn). Let us also define the Hilbert space L2µ⊗ g
⊗ of
the square-integrable functions υ 7→ Φ (υ) in the sense
‖Φ‖2 =
∫
〈Φ (υ) |Φ (υ)〉dµνυ ≡ M
(
‖Φ (·)‖2
)
<∞
with respect to the standard Poisson measure µνυ = Pm with the constant intensity
ν on R+. In other words we consider a countable number of the similar auxiliary
systems (Schro¨dinger cats, bubbles or other pointers) described by the identical
state spaces gn as independent randomly distributed on R+ with the average num-
ber ν on any unit interval of the string. Let G± = L2µ ⊗ g
⊗
± be two copies of
such space, one for the past, another for the future, and let G = L2µ ⊗ G
⊗ with
G = g−⊗ g+ be canonically identified with the space G− ⊗G+ of square-integrable
with µν−⊗µ
ν
+ functions Φ (υ−, υ+) having the values in g
⊗
−⊗ g
⊗
+. In particular, the
ground state described by the constant function Φ◦ (υ) = ⊗φ◦n, where φ
◦ = ϕ⊗ ϕ,
is identified with Φ◦−⊗Φ
◦
+, where Φ
◦
± (υ) = ⊗ϕn. In order to maintain the quantum
causality we shall select a decomposable algebra A− ⊗ A+ of the string with left
string being classical, described by the commutative algebra A− = D (G−), and the
right string being quantum, described by the commutant A+ of the Abelian algebra
L∞µ of random scalar functions f : υ+ 7→ C represented by multiplication operators
fˆ on G+. More precisely, A± are the von Neumann algebras generated respec-
tively on G± by the functions υ± 7→ A (υ±) with operator values A (υ+) ∈ A
⊗
+ and
A (υ−) ∈ A
⊗
−, where A
⊗
+ = ⊗B (gn) is the algebra of all bounded operators B (g
⊗)
corresponding to A+ = B
(
C1+m
)
, and A⊗− = ⊗D (gn) is its diagonal subalgebra
D (g⊗) corresponding to A− = D
(
C1+m
)
. The canonical triple (G,A,Φ◦) is the
appropriate candidate for the dynamical dilation of quantum jumps in the unstable
system described by our spontaneous localization equation.
Third, we construct the time-continuous unitary group evolution which will dy-
namically induce the spontaneous jumps in the interaction representation at the
boundary of the string. Let Tt be the one parametric continuous unitary group on
G = G− ⊗ G+ describing the free evolution by right shifts Φt (ω) = Φ (ω − t) when
Φ (υ−, υ+) is represented as Φ (ω) with (−υ−)∪ (+υ+) ⊂ R for the two sided string
parametrized by R ⊃ ω. (As in the discrete time case the corresponding Hilbert
space G for such Φ will be denote as G0] ⊗ G0 with G0 = G+ and G0] obtained by
the reflection of G−). This can be written as
TtΦ (υ−, υ+) = Φ
(
υt−, υ
t
+
)
,
where υt± = ± [([(−υ−) ∪ (+υ+)]− t) ∩ R±]. Let us denote the selfadjoint gener-
ator of this free evolution on G by P such that Tt = e
−iP t/~. This P is the first
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order operator
PΦ (υ−, υ+) =
~
i
 ∑
r+∈υ+
∂
∂r+
−
∑
r−∈υ−
∂
∂r−
Φ (υ−, υ+)(3.16)
on R+ which is well defined on the differentiable functions Φ (υ) which are constants
for almost all r ∈ υ. It is selfadjoint on a natural domain D0 in G corresponding to
the boundary condition Φ (0 ⊔ υ−, υ+) = Φ (υ−, 0 ⊔ υ+) for all υ± > 0, where
Φ (0 ⊔ υ−, υ+) = lim
rց0
Φ (r ⊔ υ−, υ+) , Φ (υ−, 0 ⊔ υ+) = lim
rց0
Φ (υ−, r ⊔ υ+)
as induced by the continuity condition at s = 0 on the whole R. Here r ⊔ υ is
adding a point r /∈ υ to the ordered sequence υ = {0, r1, . . . }, and 0 ⊔ υ± can
be formally treated as adding two zeroth s = ±0 to {±r1,±r2, . . . } such that
−r < −0 < +0 < +r for all r > 0. Note that the Hamiltonian −P , not +P
corresponds to the right free evolution in positive arrow of time in which the states
Φ (υ+) describe the incoming “from the future” quantized waves, and the states
Φ (υ−) describe the outgoing “to the past” classical particles. This is a relativistic
many particle Dirac type Hamiltonian on the half of the line R corresponding to
zero particle mass and the orientation of spin along R, and it has unbounded from
below spectrum. However as we showed in [99, 100], the Heisenberg free evolution
corresponding to this shift can be obtained as a WKB approximation in the ultra-
relativistic limit 〈p〉 → ∞ of any free evolution with a positive single particle
Hamiltonian, ε (p) = |p| say. The unitary group evolution U t corresponding to the
scattering interaction at the boundary with the unstable system which has its own
free evolution described by the energy operator E can be obtained by resolving the
following generalized Schro¨dinger equation
∂
∂t
Ψt (υ−, υ+) +
i
~
(E⊗ I)Ψt (υ−, υ+) =
∑
r∈υ+
∂
∂r
−
∑
r∈υ−
∂
∂r
Ψt (t, υ−, υ+)
(3.17)
in the Hilbert space H = h⊗ G, with the following boundary condition
Ψt (0 ⊔ υ−, υ+) = S0Ψ
t (υ−, 0 ⊔ υ+) , ∀t > 0, υ± > 0.(3.18)
Here S0 is the boundary action of S defined by S0Ψ(0 ⊔ υ) = S [ψ ⊗ ϕ] ⊗ Φ (υ)
on the products Ψ (0 ⊔ υ) = ψ ⊗ ϕ ⊗ Φ (υ). Due to the unitarity of the scat-
tering matrix S this simply means ‖Ψ(0 ⊔ υ−, υ+)‖ = ‖Ψ(υ−, 0 ⊔ υ+)‖, that is
Dirac current has zero value at the boundary r = 0. Note that this natural
Dirac boundary condition corresponds to an unphysical discontinuity condition
Ψ (−0 ⊔ ω) = (S⊗ I)Ψ (+0 ⊔ ω) at the origin s = 0 when the doubled semi-string
is represented as the two-sided string on R.
Fourth, we have to solve this equation, or at least to prove that it has a unitary so-
lution which induces the injective Heisenberg dynamics on the algebraB = B (h)⊗A
of the combined system with the required properties U−tBU t ⊆ B. The latter can
be done by proof that the Hamiltonian in the equation (3.17) is selfadjoint on a
natural domain corresponding to the perturbed boundary condition (3.18). It has
been done by finding the appropriate domain for the perturbed Hamiltonian in
the recent paper [101]. However we need a more explicit construction of the time
continuous resolving operators U t : Ψ 7→ Ψt for the equation (3.17). To obtain this
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we note that the this equation apart from the boundary condition coincides with
the free evolution equation given by the Hamiltonian −P up to the free unitary
transformation e−iEt/ℏ in the initial space h. This implies that apart from the
boundary the evolution U t coincides with e−iEt/ℏ ⊗ T−t such that the interaction
evolution U (t) = TtU
t, where Tt is the shift extended trivially onto the component
h of H = G0] ⊗ h⊗ G0, is adapted in the sense
U (t)
(
Φ0] ⊗ ψ ⊗ ϕ
t]
0 ⊗ Φt
)
= Φ0] ⊗ ψ (t)⊗ Φt,
where ψ (t) = W
t]
0
(
ψ ⊗ f
t]
0
)
∈ h⊗ G
t]
0 for all ψ ∈ h and f
t]
0 ∈ F
t]
0 . Here we use the
tensor product decomposition G0 = F
t]
0 ⊗Gt, where F
t]
0 is Fock space generated by
the products f
t]
0 (υ) = ⊗r∈υf (r) with finite υ ⊂ [0, t) and f (r) ∈ g (we use the
representation of H as the Hilbert space G0] ⊗ h⊗G0 for the two sided string on R
with the measured system inserted at the origin s = 0, and the notations G0 = G+ ,
G0] = G− , identifying s = +r with z = |s| for all r > 0, and s = −r with z = − |s|
including r = 0). Moreover, in this interaction picture U (t) is decomposable,
[U (t)Ψ] (ω) = U (t, ω)Ψ (ω) , U (t, ω) = I0] ⊗W
t]
0
(
ω
t]
0
)
⊗ It
as decomposable is each W
t]
0 into the unitary operators W
t]
0 (υ) in h⊗F
t]
0 (υ) with
F
t]
0 (υ) = ⊗
|υ|
n=1gn for any finite υ ⊂ [0, t). The dynamical invariance U
−tBU t ∈ B
of the algebraB = B (h)⊗A for any positive t > 0 under the Heisenberg transforma-
tions of the operatorsB ∈ B induced by U t = T−tU (t) simply follows from the right
shift invariance TtBT−t ⊆ B of this algebra and U (t, ω)
†
B (ω)U (t, ω) = B (ω) for
each ω due to unitarity of W
t]
0 (υ) and the simplicity of the local algebras of future
B
t]
0 (υ) = B (h)⊗A
⊗|υ|
+ corresponding to A+ = B (g).
And finally we can find the nondemolition processes N tk, k = 1, . . . ,m which
count the spontaneous disintegrations of the unstable system to one of the mea-
sured products k = 1, . . . ,m, and with N t0 corresponding to the unobserved jumps.
These are given on the space G− as the sums of the orthoprojectors |k〉〈k| ∈ g
corresponding to the arriving particles at the times rn ∈ υ− up to the time t :
N tk (υ−, υ+) = I⊗
nt(υ−)∑
n=1
I
n−1]
0 ⊗ (|k〉〈k| ⊗ I+)⊗ In.(3.19)
Due to commutativity of this compatible family with all operators B ⊗ I of the
unstable system, the Heisenberg processes Nk (t) = U
−tN tkU
t satisfies the nonde-
molition causality condition. The independent increment quantum nondemolition
process with zero initial expectations corresponding to ytk = m
t
k in the standard
jump-decoherence equation (3.11) then is given by
Y tk = ν
−1/2
(
N tk − νt
)
= Xtk − λt,
where Xtk = λ
−1/2N tk with the coupling constant λ = ν
1/2. Hence the quantum
jumps, decoherence and spontaneous localization are simply derived from this dy-
namical model as the results of inference, or quantum filtering without the projec-
tion postulate by simple conditioning. The statistical equivalence of the nondemo-
lition countings N tk in the Schro¨dinger picture Ψ
t = U t (ψ ⊗ Φ◦) of this continuous
unitary evolution model with fixed initial ground state Φ◦ = Φ◦−⊗Φ
◦
+ and the sto-
chastic quantum reduction model based on the spontaneous jump equation (3.12)
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for an unstable system corresponding to R = 0 and C†C ≤ I was proved in the
interaction representation picture in [97, 85].
Note that before the interaction the probability to measure any of these products
is zero in the initial states Φ◦ (υ−, υ+) = ⊗φ
◦
n as all φ
◦
n = |0〉 ⊗ |0〉. The maximal
decreasing orthoprojector
Et (υ−, υ+) = I⊗ E1 (0)⊗ . . .⊗ Ent(υ−) (0)⊗ Int(υ−), En = |0〉〈0| ⊗ I+,
which is orthogonal to all product countings N tk, k = 1, . . . ,m, is called the survival
process for the unstable system.
Thus, the quantum jumps problem has been solved as the time-continuous quan-
tum boundary-value problem formulated as
Given a reduction family V (t, ω) = V
(
t,m
t]
0
)
, t ∈ R+ of isometries on h into
h⊗ L2µ resolving the quantum jump equation (3.12) with respect to the input prob-
ability measure µ = Pm for the standard Poisson noises m
t
k find a triple (G,A,Φ)
consisting of a Hilbert space G = G− ⊗ G+ embedding the Poisson Hilbert space L2µ
by an isometry into G+, an algebra A = A− ⊗A+ on G with an Abelian subalgebra
A− generated by a compatible continuous family Y
0]
−∞ = {Y
s
k , k = 1, . . . , d, s ≤ 0}
of observables (beables) on G−, and a state-vector Φ◦ = Φ◦− ⊗ Φ
◦
+ ∈ G such that
there exist a time continuous unitary group U t on H =h⊗G inducing a semigroup
of endomorphisms B ∋ B 7→ U−tBU t ∈ B on the product algebra B =B (h) ⊗ A,
with
πt (gˆ−t ⊗ B) : = (I⊗ Φ
◦)
†
U−t
(
B⊗ g−t
(
Y
0]
−t
))
U t (I⊗ Φ◦)
=
∫
g
(
y
t]
0
)
V
(
t, y
t]
0
)†
BV
(
t, y
t]
0
)
dPm ≡ M
[
gV (t)† BV (t)
]
for any B ∈ B (h) and any operator gˆ−t = gˆ−t
(
Y
0]
−t
)
∈ C represented as the
shifted functional gˆ−t
(
y
0]
−t
)
= g
(
y
t]
0
)
of Y
−0]
−t = {Y
s
· : s ∈ (−t, 0]} on G by any
measurable functional g of y
t]
0 = {y
r
· : r ∈ (0, t]} with arbitrary t > 0.
Note that despite strong continuity of the unitary group evolutions Tt and U
t,
the interaction evolution U (t, ω) is time-discontinuous for each ω. It is defined as
U (t) = I0] ⊗W (t) for any positive t by the stochastic evolution W (t) = W
t]
0 ⊗ It
resolving the Schro¨dinger unitary jump equation [97, 85]
dΨ0 (t, υ) +
i
~
(E⊗ I) Ψ0 (t, υ) dt = (S − I)t (υ)Ψ0 (t, υ) dn
t (υ)(3.20)
on H0 = h ⊗ G0 as Ψ0 (t, υ) = W (t, υ)Ψ0. Here Lt (υ) = Lnt(υ) ⊗ It is the
adapted generator L = S − I which is applied only to the system and the n-
th particle with the number n = nt (υ) on the right semistring as the operator
Ln = T
n]†
0
(
I
n−1]
0 ⊗ L0
)
T
n]
0 obtained from L0 = TLT
† by the transposition oper-
ator T (ψ ⊗ χ) = χ ⊗ ψ generating T
n]
0
(
ψ ⊗ χ
n]
0
)
= χ
n]
0 ⊗ ψ on h ⊗ g
n]
0 by the
recurrency
T
n]
0 =
(
I
n−1]
0 ⊗ T
)(
T
n−1]
0 ⊗ I
)
, T
0]
0 = I.
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The operator W
t]
0 can be explicitly found from the equivalent stochastic integral
equation
W
t]
0 (υ) =
(
e−iEt/~ ⊗ I
t]
0
)
+
∑
r∈υ∩{0,t)
(
eiE(r−t)/~ ⊗ I
t]
0
)
(S− I)nr
(
W
r]
0 ⊗ I
t]
r
)
with W
0]
0 = I. Indeed, the solution to this integral equation can be written for each
υ in terms of the finite chronological product of unitary operators as in the discrete
time case iterating the following recurrency equation
W
t]
0 (υ) = e
−iEt/~S (tn)
(
W
tn]
0 (υ)⊗ I
)
, W
0]
0 (υ) = I,
where S (tn) = e
iEtn/~Sne
−iEtn/~ with n = nt (υ). From this we can also obtain the
corresponding explicit formula [97, 85]
V (t, υ·) = e
−iEt/~Ckn (tn) (V (tn, υ)⊗ I) , V (υ·) = I,
resolving the reduced stochastic equation (3.12) as ψ (t) = V (t)ψ for R = O and
any sequence υ· of pairs (rn, kn) with increasing {rn}, where n = nt (υ·) is the
maximal number in {rn} ∩ [0, t).
3.3. Continuous Trajectories and State Diffusion.
Quantum mechanics itself, whatever its interpretation, does not account
for the transition from ‘possible to the actual’ - Heisenberg.
Schro¨dinger believed that all quantum problems including the interpretation of
measurement should be formulated in continuous time in the form of differential
equations. He thought that the measurement problem would have been resolved if
quantum mechanics had been made consistent with relativity theory and the time
had been treated appropriately. However Einstein and Heisenberg did not believe
this, each for his own reasons.
Although Schro¨dinger did not succeed to find the ‘true Schro¨dinger equation’ to
formulate the boundary value problem for such transitions, the analysis of the phe-
nomenological stochastic models for quantum spontaneous jumps in the unstable
systems proves that Schro¨dinger was right. However Heisenberg was also right as
in order to make an account for these transitions by filtering the actual past events
simply as it is done in classical statistics, the corresponding ultrarelativistic Dirac
type boundary value problem (3.17), (3.18) must be supplemented by future-past
superselection rule for the total algebra as it follows from the nondemolition causal-
ity principle [2]. This principle cannot be formulated in quantum mechanics as it
involves infinitely many degrees of freedom, and it has not been formulated even in
the orthodox quantum field theory.
Here we shall deal with quantum noise models which allow to formulate the
most general stochastic decoherence equation which was derived in [116]. We shall
start with a simple quantum noise model and show that it allows to prove the
‘true Heisenberg principle’ in the form of an uncertaincy relation for measurement
errors and dynamical perturbations. The discovery of quantum thermal noise and
its white-noise approximations lead to a profound revolution not only in mod-
ern physics but also in contemporary mathematics comparable with the discovery
of differential calculus by Newton (for a feature exposition of this, accessible for
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physicists, see [76], the complete theory, which was mainly developed in the 80’s
[4, 77, 78, 79], is sketched in the Appendix 2)
3.3.1. The true Heisenberg principle. The first time continuous solution of the
quantum measurement problem [4] was motivated by analogy with the classical
stochastic filtering problem which obtains the prediction of future for an unobserv-
able dynamical process x (t) by time-continuous measuring of another, observable
process y (t). Such problems were first considered by Wiener and Kolmogorov who
found the solutions in the form of a causal spectral filter for a liner estimate xˆ (t)
of x (t) which is optimal only in the stationary Gaussian case. The complete so-
lution of this problem was obtained by Stratonovich [88] in 1958 who derived a
stochastic filtering equation giving the posterior expectations xˆ (t) of x (t) in the
arbitrary Markovian pair (x, y). This was really a break through in the statistics of
stochastic processes which soon found many applications, in particular for solving
the problems of stochastic control under incomplete information (it is possible that
this was one of the reasons why the Russians were so successful in launching the
rockets to the Moon and other planets of the Solar system in 60s).
If X (t) is an unobservable Heisenberg process, or vector of such processesXk (t),
k = 1, . . . , d which might have even no prior trajectories as the Heisenberg coordi-
nate processes of a quantum particle say, and Y (t) is an actual observable quantum
processes, i.e. a sort of Bell’s beable describing the vector trajectory y (t) of the
particle in a cloud chamber say, why don’t we find the posterior trajectories by
deriving and solving a filtering equation for the posterior expectations xˆ (t) of X (t)
or any other function of X (t), defining the posterior trajectories x
(
t, y
t]
0
)
in the
same way as we do it in the classical case? If we had a dynamical model in which
such beables existed as a nondemolition process, we could solve this problem simply
by conditioning as the statistical inference problem, predicting the future knowing
a history, i.e. a particular trajectory y (r) up to the time t. This problem was
first considered and solved by finding a nontrivial quantum stochastic model for
the Markovian Gaussian pair (X,Y ). It corresponds to a quantum open linear sys-
tem with linear output channel, in particular for a quantum oscillator matched to
a quantum transmission line [4, 5]. By studying this example, the nondemolition
condition
[Xk (s) , Y (r)] = 0, [Y (s) , Y (r)] = 0 ∀r ≤ s
was first found, and this allowed the solution in the form of the causal equation for
x
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= 〈X (t)〉
y
t]
0
.
Let us describe this exact dynamical model of the causal nondemolition measure-
ment first in terms of quantum white noise for a quantum nonrelativistic particle
of mass m which is conservative if not observed, in a potential field φ. But we shall
assume that this particle is under a time continuous indirect observation which
is realized by measuring of its Heisenberg position operators Qk (t) with additive
random errors ek (t) :
Y k (t) = Qk (t) + ek (t) , k = 1, . . . , d.
We take the simplest statistical model for the error process e (t), the white noise
model (the worst, completely chaotic error), assuming that it is a classical Gaussian
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white noise given by the first momenta〈
ek (t)
〉
= 0,
〈
ek (s) el (r)
〉
= σ2eδ (s− r) δ
k
l .
The components of measurement vector-process Y (t) should be commutative, sat-
isfying the causal nondemolition condition with respect to the noncommutative
process Q (t) (and any other Heisenberg operator-process of the particle), this can
be achieved by perturbing the particle Newton-Erenfest equation:
m
d2
dt2
Q (t) +∇φ (Q (t)) = f (t) .
Here f (t) is vector-process of Langevin forces fk perturbing the dynamics due to
the measurement, which are also assumed to be independent classical white noises
〈fk (t)〉 = 0, 〈fk (s) fl (r)〉 = σ
2
fδ (s− r) δ
k
l .
In classical measurement and filtering theory the white noises e (t) , f (t) are usually
considered independent, and the intensities σ2e and σ
2
f can be arbitrary, even zeros,
corresponding to the ideal case of the direct unperturbing observation of the par-
ticle trajectory Q (t). However in quantum theory corresponding to the standard
commutation relations
Q (0) = Q,
d
dt
Q (0) =
1
m
P,
[
Qk,Pl
]
= i~δkl I
the particle trajectories do not exist such that the measurement error e (t) and
perturbation force f (t) should satisfy a sort of uncertainty relation. This “true
Heisenberg principle” had never been mathematically proved before the discovery
[4] of quantum causality in the form of nondemolition condition of commutativity
of Q (s), as well as any other process, the momentum P (t) = mQ˙ (t) say, with all
Y (r) for r ≤ s. As we showed first in the linear case [4, 5], and later even in the
most general case [86], these conditions are fulfilled if and only if e (t) and f (t)
satisfy the canonical commutation relations[
ek (r) , el (s)
]
= 0,
[
ek (r) , fl (s)
]
=
~
i
δ (r − s) δkl , [fk (r) , fl (s)] = 0.
From this it follows, in a similar way as it was done in the Sec. 3.1, that the pair
(e, f) satisfy the uncertainty relation σeσf ≥ ~/2. This inequality constitutes the
precise formulation of the true Heisenberg principle for the square roots σe and σf
of the intensities of error e and perturbation f : they are inversely proportional with
the same coefficient of proportionality, ~/2, as for the pair (Q,P). Note that the
canonical pair (e, f) called quantum white noise cannot be considered classically,
despite the fact that each process e and f separately can. This is why we need
a quantum-field representation for the pair (e, f), and the corresponding quantum
stochastic calculus. Thus, a generalized matrix mechanics for the treatment of
quantum open systems under continuous nondemolition observation and the true
Heisenberg principle was discovered 20 years ago only after the invention of quantum
white noise in [4]. The nondemolition commutativity of Y (t) with respect to the
Heisenberg operators of the open quantum system was later rediscovered for the
output of quantum stochastic fields in [78].
Let us outline the exact quantum stochastic model [7, 86] for a quantum parti-
cle of mass m in a potential φ under indirect observation of the positions Qk by
measuring Yk. We define the output process as a quantum stochastic Heisenberg
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transformation Y tk = W (t)
†
(I⊗ yˆtk)W (t) for a time-continuous quantum stochas-
tic unitary evolution W (t) in a similar way as we did in the discrete case, see the
Appendix 2. It has been shown in [7, 86] that W (t) is the resolving family for
an appropriate quantum stochastic Schro¨dinger equation (See the equation (3.23)
below). It induces the following quantum stochastic Heisenberg output equation
dY tk = 2λQ
k (t) dt+ dwˆtk ≡ Xk (t) dt+ dwˆ
t
k,(3.21)
where λ is a coupling constant, or a diagonal matrix λ =
[
λkδ
i
k
]
defining different ac-
curacies of an indirect measurement it time of Qk. HereX (t) = W (t)
†
(X⊗ I0)W (t)
are the system Heisenberg operators for Xk = 2 (λQ)
k, I0 is the identity operator
in the Fock space F0, and wˆtk ≡ y
t
k, k = 1, . . . , d are the standard independent
Wiener processes wtk represented as the operators wˆ
t
k = A
k
− (t)+A
+
k (t) on the Fock
vacuum vector δ∅ ∈ F0 such that wtk ≃ wˆ
t
kδo (See the notations and more about
the quantum stochastic calculus in Fock space in the Appendix 3). This model
coincides with the signal plus noise model given above if
eˆk (t) =
1
2
(
a+k + a
k
−
)
(t) =
1
2λk
dwtk
dt
,
where a+k (t) , a
k
− (t) are the canonical bosonic creation and annihilation field oper-
ators, [
a+k (s) , a
+
l (t)
]
= 0,
[
ak− (s) , a
+
l (t)
]
= δkl δ (t− s) ,
[
ak− (s) , a
l
− (t)
]
= 0,
defined as the generalized derivatives of the standard quantum Brownian motions
A+k (t) and A
k
− (t) in Fock space F0. It was proved in [7, 86] that Y
t
k is a commu-
tative nondemolition process with respect to the system Heisenberg coordinate and
momentum P (t) = W (t)
†
(P⊗ I)W (t) processes if they are perturbed by inde-
pendent Langevin forces fk (t) of intensity τ
2
k = (λk~)
2
, the generalized derivatives
of f tk ≃ fˆ
t
kδ∅ times λk, where fˆ
t
k = i~
(
Ak− −A
+
k
)
(t):
dPk (t) + φ
′
k (Q (t)) dt = λkdfˆ
t
k, Pk (t) = m
d
dt
Qk (t) .(3.22)
Note that the quantum error operators wˆtk commute, but they do not commute with
the perturbing quantum force operators fˆ tk in Fock space due to the multiplication
table
(dwˆk)
2
= Idt, dfˆkdwˆl = i~Iδ
k
l dt, dwˆkdfˆl = −i~Iδ
κ
l dt,
(
dfˆk
)2
= ~2Idt.
This corresponds to the canonical commutation relations for the renormalized
derivatives wˆk (t) and fˆl (t), so that the true Heisenberg principle is fulfilled at
the boundary σkτk = ~/2. Thus our quantum stochastic model of nondemolition
observation is the minimal perturbation model for the given accuracy λ of the
continual indirect measurement of the position operators Q (t) (the perturbation
vanishes when λ = 0).
3.3.2. Quantum state diffusion and filtering. Let us introduce the quantum sto-
chastic wave equation for the unitary transformation Ψ0 (t) = W (t) Ψ0 inducing
Heisenberg dynamics which is decrepid by the quantum Langevin equation (3.22)
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with white noise perturbation in terms. This equation is well understood in terms
of the generalized derivatives
fˆk (t) = λk
~
i
(
a+k − a
k
−
)
(t) = λk
dfˆ tk
dt
of the standard quantum Brownian motions A+k (t) and A
k
− (t) defined by the com-
mutation relations[
A+k (s) , A
+
l (t)
]
= 0,
[
Ak− (s) , A
+
l (t)
]
= (t ∧ s) δkl ,
[
Ak− (s) , A
l
− (t)
]
= 0
in Fock space F0 (t∧ s = min {s, t}) The corresponding quantum stochastic differ-
ential equation for the probability amplitude in h⊗F0 is a particular case
L−†k = −L
k
+, L
k
+ = (λQ)
k ≡ Lk
of the general quantum diffusion wave equation
dΨ0 (t) + (K⊗ I)Ψ0 (t) dt =
(
Lk+ ⊗ dA
+
k + L
−
k ⊗ dA
k
−
)
(t)Ψ0 (t)(3.23)
which describes the unitary evolution in h⊗F0 if K =
i
~
H− 12L
−
k L
k
+, where H
† = H
is the evolution Hamiltonian for the system in h. Using the quantum Itoˆ formula,
see the Appendix 3, it was proven in [7, 86] that it is equivalent to the Langevin
equation
dX (t) =
(
f
(
XL+ L†X
)
+ L†XL−K†X −XK
)
(t) dt
+
(
fX + L†X −XL
)
(t) dA− +
(
fX +XL− L†X
)
(t) dA+(3.24)
for any quantum stochastic Heisenberg process
X (t, f) =W (t)
†
(
X⊗ exp
[∫ t
0
(
fk (r) dwˆrk −
1
2
f (r)
2
dr
)])
W (t) ,
where fk (t) are a test function for the output process wtk and
K (t) = W (t)
†
(K⊗ I)W (t) , Lk (t) = W (t)†
(
Lk ⊗ I
)
W (t) .
The Langevin equation (3.22) for the system coordinateX (t) =W (t)
†
(Q⊗ I)W (t)
and for the output processes Y (t, f) corresponding to X = I follow straightforward
in the case L = λQ, H = P2/2m+ φ (Q).
In the next section we shall show that this unitary evolution is the interaction
picture for a unitary group evolution U t corresponding to a Dirac type bound-
ary value problem for a generalized Schro¨dinger equation in an extended product
Hilbert space h ⊗ G. Here we prove that the quantum stochastic evolution (3.23)
in h⊗F0 coincides with the quantum state diffusion in h if it is considered only for
the initial product states ψ ⊗ δ∅ with δ∅ being the Fock vacuum state vector in
F0,.
Quantum state diffusion is a nonlinear, nonunitary, irreversible stochastic form
of quantum mechanics with trajectories put forward by Gisin and Percival [40, 41]
in the early 90’s as a new, primary quantum theory which includes the diffusive
reduction process into the wave equation for pure quantum states. It has been
criticized, quite rightly, as an incomplete theory which does not satisfy the linear
superposition principle for the waves, and for not explaining the origin of irreversible
dissipativity which is build into the equation ‘by hands’. In fact the ‘primary’
equation had been derived even earlier as the posterior state diffusion equation for
pure states ψω = ψ (ω) / ‖ψ (ω)‖ from the linear unitary quantum diffusion equation
(3.23) by the following method as a particular type of the general quantum filtering
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equation in [7, 89, 94]. Here we shall show only how to derive the corresponding
stochastic linear decoherence equation {3.11) for ψ (t, w) = V (t, w)ψ when all the
independent increment processes ytk are of the diffusive type y
t
k = w
t
k:
dψ (t, ω) + Kψ (t, ω) dt = Lkψ (t, ω) dwtk, ψ (0) = ψ.(3.25)
Note that the resolving stochastic propagator V (t, ω) for this equation defines the
isometries
V (t)
†
V (t) =
∫
V (t, ω)
†
V (t, ω) dµ = 1
of the system Hilbert space h into the Wiener Hilbert space L2µ of square integrable
functionals of the diffusive trajectories ω = {w (t)} with respect to the standard
Gaussian measure µ = Pw if K + K
† = L†L.
Let us represent these Wiener processes in the equation by operators wˆtk =
A+k + A
k
− on the Fock space vacuum δ∅ using the unitary equivalence w
t
k ≃ wˆ
t
kδ∅
in the notation explained in the Appendix 3. Then the corresponding operator
equation
dψˆ (t) + Kψˆ (t) dt =
(
LkdA+k + L
†
kdA
k
−
)
ψˆ (t) , ψˆ (0) = ψ ⊗ δ∅, ψ ∈ h,
with L†k = λQ
k = Lk, coincides with the quantum diffusion Schro¨dinger equation
(3.23), where Lk+ = L
k,L−k = −Lk on the same initial product-states Ψ0 (0) =
ψ ⊗ δ∅. Indeed, as it was noted in [86], due to the adaptedness
ψˆ (t) = ψˆ
t
⊗ δ∅, Ψ0 (t) = Ψ
t
0 ⊗ δ∅
both right had sides of these equations coincide on future vacuum δ∅ if ψˆ
t
= Ψt0 as
Lkdwˆtkψˆ (t) =
(
LkdA+k + L
†
kdA
k
−
)(
ψˆ
t
⊗ δ∅
)
= Lkψˆ
t
⊗ dA+k δ∅
i
~
Lkdfˆ tkΨ0 (t) =
(
LkdA+k − LkdA
k
−
) (
Ψt0 ⊗ δ∅
)
= LkΨt0 ⊗ dA
+
k δ∅
(the annihilation processes Ak− are zero on the vacuum δ∅). By virtue of the
coincidence of the initial data ψˆ
0
= ψ = Ψt0 this proves that ψˆ (t) = Ψ0 (t) for all
t > 0. Note that the quantum stochastic evolutions ψˆ (t) and Ψ0 (t), when extended
on the whole space h⊗G0, are described by the different propagators V (t)andW (t)
as ψˆ (t) = V (t) ψˆ, Ψ0 (t) = W (t)Ψ0. The first one is unbounded and even not well
defined on the whole space h⊗G, while the second one is unitary, resolving another
stochastic differential equation
dψ0 (t) +
(
i
~
H+
1
2
Qkλ2kQ
k
)
ψ0 (t) dt =
i
~
λQkψ0 (t) df
t
k, ψ0 (0) = ψ.(3.26)
by the unitary propagator W (t, f) = W (t) (I⊗ δ∅) for each f in h as the stochastic
function ψ0 (t, f) = W(t, f)ψ on another classical probability space.
Thus the stochastic decoherence equation
dψ (t) +
(
i
~
H+
1
2
Qkλ2kQ
k
)
ψ (t) dt = λkQ
kψ (t) dwtk, ψ (0) = ψ.
for the continuous observation of the position of a quantum particle with H =
1
2mP
2 + φ (Q) was derived for the unitary quantum stochastic evolution as an ex-
ample of the general decoherence equation (3.11) which was obtained in this way
in [7]. It was explicitly solved in [7, 89, 94] for the case of linear and quadratic
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potentials φ, and it was shown that this solution coincides with the optimal quan-
tum linear filtering solution obtained earlier in [4, 5] if the initial wave packet is
Gaussian.
The nonlinear stochastic posterior equation for this particular case was derived
independently by Diosi [8] and (as an example) in [7, 89]. It has the following form
dψw (t) +
(
i
~
H+
1
2
Q˜k (t)λ2kQ˜
k (t)
)
ψw (t) dt = λkQ˜
k (t)ψw (t) dw˜
t
k,
where Q˜ (t) = Q − qˆ (t) with qˆk (t) defined as the multiplication operators by the
components qk (t, w) = ψ†w (t)Q
k (t)ψw (t) of the posterior expectation (statistical
prediction) of the coordinate Q, and
dw˜tk = dw
t
k − 2λk qˆ
k (t) dt = dytk − xˆk (t) dt, xˆk (t) = 2 (λqˆ)
k
(t) .
Note that the innovating output processes w˜tk are also standard Wiener processes
with respect to the output probability measure dµ˜ = limPr (t, dω), but not with
respect to the Wiener probability measure µ = Pr (0, dω) for the input noise wtk.
Let us give the explicit solution of this stochastic wave equation for the free
particle (φ = 0) in one dimension and the stationary Gaussian initial wave packet
which was found in [7, 89, 94]. One can show [95, 96] that the nondemolition
observation of such particle is described by filtering of quantum noise which results
in the continual collapse of any wave packet to the Gaussian stationary one centered
at the posterior expectation q (t, w) with finite dispersion ‖(qˆ (t)−Q)ψω (t)‖
2 →
2λ (~/m)
1/2
. This center can be found from the linear Newton equation
d2
dt2
z (t) + 2κ
d
dt
z (t) + 2κ2z (t) = −g (t) ,
for the deviation process z (t) = q (t) − x (t), where x (t) is an expected trajectory
of the output process (3.21) with z (0) = q0 − x (0), z′ (0) = v0 − x′ (0). Here
κ = λ (~/m)
1/2
is the decay rate which is also the frequency of effective oscillations,
q0 = 〈xˆ〉, v0 = 〈pˆ/m〉 are the initial expectations and g (t) = x′′ (t) is the effective
gravitation for the particle in the moving framework of x (t). The following figure
illustrate the continuous collapse z (t)→ 0 of the posterior trajectory q (t) towards
a linear trajectory x (t) .
The posterior position expectation q (t) in the absence of effective gravitation,
x′′ (t) = 0, for the linear trajectory x (t) = ut − q collapses to the expected input
trajectory x (t) with the rate κ = λ (~/m)
1/2
, remaining not collapsed, q0 (t) = v0t
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in the framework where q0 = 0, only in the classical limit ~/m → 0 or absence of
observation λ = 0. This is the graph of
q0 (t) = v0t, q (t) = ut+ e
−κt
(
q cosκt+
(
q + κ−1 (v0 − u)
)
sinκt
)
− q
obtained as q (t) = x (t)+z (t) by explicit solving of the second order linear equation
for z (t).
3.3.3. The dynamical boundary-value realization. Finally, let us set up an explic-
itly solvable microscopic problem underlying all quantum diffusion and more general
quantum noise Langevin models. We shall see that all such models exactly corre-
spond to Dirac type boundary value problems for a Poisson flow of independent
quantum particles interacting with the quantum system under the observation at
the boundary r = 0 of the half line R+ in an additional dimension, exactly as it was
done for the quantum jumps in (3.11). One can think that the coordinate r > 0 of
this extra dimension is a physical realization of localizable time, at least it is so for
any free evolution Hamiltonian ε (p) > 0 of the incoming quantum particles in the
ultrarelativistic limit 〈p〉 → −∞ such that the average velocity in an initial state
is a finite constant, c = 〈ε′ (p)〉 → 1 say. Thus we are going to solve the problem
of quantum trajectories, individual decoherence, state diffusion, or permanent re-
duction problem as the following time continuous quantum measurement problem
which we already formulated and solved in the Sec. 5.3 for the time discrete case:
Given a reduction family V (t, ω) = V
(
t, w
t]
0
)
, t ∈ R+ of isometries on h into
h⊗ L2µ resolving the state diffusion equation (3.25) with respect to the input prob-
ability measure µ = Pw for the standard Wiener noises w
t
k, find a triple (G,A,Φ)
consisting of a Hilbert space G = G− ⊗ G+ embedding the Wiener Hilbert space L2µ
by an isometry into G+, an algebra A = A− ⊗A+ on G with an Abelian subalgebra
A− generated by a compatible continuous family Y
0]
−∞ = {Y
s
k , k = 1, . . . , d, s ≤ 0}
of observables on G−, and a state-vector Φ◦ = Φ◦− ⊗ Φ
◦
+ ∈ G such that there exist
a time continuous unitary group U t on H =h ⊗ G inducing a semigroup of endo-
morphisms B ∋ B 7→ U−tBU t ∈ B on the product algebra B =B (h)⊗ A, with
πt (gˆ−t ⊗ B) : = (I⊗ Φ
◦)
†
U−t
(
B⊗ g−t
(
Y
0]
−t
))
U t (I⊗ Φ◦)
=
∫
g
(
w
t]
0
)
V
(
t, w
t]
0
)†
BV
(
t, w
t]
0
)
dPw ≡ M
[
gV (t)
†
BV (t)
]
for any B ∈ B (h) and any operator gˆ−t = gˆ−t
(
Y
0]
−t
)
∈ C represented as the
shifted functional gˆ−t
(
y
0]
−t
)
= g
(
y
t]
0
)
of Y
−0]
−t = {Y
s
· : s ∈ (−t, 0]} on G by any
measurable functional g of y
t]
0 = {y
r
· : r ∈ (0, t]} with arbitrary t > 0.
We have already dilated the state diffusion equation (3.25) to a quantum stochas-
tic unitary evolution W (t) resolving the quantum stochastic Schro¨dinger equation
(3.23) on the system Hilbert h tensored the Fock spaceF0 such thatW (t) (I⊗ δ∅) =
V (t), where δ∅ ∈ F0 is the Fock vacuum vector. In fact the state diffusion equa-
tion was first derived [7, 89] in this way from even more general quantum stochastic
unitary evolution which satisfy the equation
(I⊗ δ∅)
†
W (t)
†
(
B⊗ g
(
wˆ
t]
0
))
W (t) (I⊗ δ∅) = M
[
gV (t)
†
BV (t)
]
.
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Indeed, this equation is satisfied for the model (3.23) as one can easily check for
g
(
w
t]
0
)
= exp
[∫ t
0
(
fk (r) dwrk −
1
2
f (r)
2
dr
)]
given by a test vector function f by conditioning the Langevin equation (3.24) with
respect to the vacuum vector δ∅:
(I⊗ δ∅)
† (
dX +
(
K†X +XK − L†XL−
(
XL+ L†X
)
f
)
dt
)
(I⊗ δ∅) = 0.
Obviously this equation coincides with the conditional expectation
M
[
dB (t) +
(
K†B (t) +B (t)K− L†B (t) L−
(
B (t)L+ L†B (t)
)
f (t)
)
dt
]
= 0
for the stochastic process B (t) = V (t)
†
gXV (t) which satisfies the stochastic Itoˆ
equation
dB + gV †
(
K†X+XK− L†XL−
(
XL+ L†X
)
f
)
V dt = gV †
(
L†X+XL + X
)
V dwt.
This however doesn’t give yet the complete solution of the quantum measurement
problem as formulated above because the algebra B0 generated by B⊗ I and the
Langevin forces fˆ tk does not contain the measurement processes wˆ
t
k which do not
commute with fˆ tk, and the unitary family W (t) does not form unitary group but
only cocycle
TtW (s)T−tW (t) =W (s+ t) , ∀s, t > 0
with respect to the isometric but not unitary right shift semigroup Tt in F0.
Let Tt be the one parametric continuous unitary shift group on F0]⊗F0 extend-
ing the defining from F0. It describes the free evolution by right shifts Φt (ω) =
Φ (ω − t) in Fock space over the whole line R (Here and below we use the notations
from the Sec. 6.3). Then one can easily find the unitary group
U t = T−t
(
I0 ⊗ I⊗W (t)
)
Tt
on F0⊗h⊗F0] inducing the quantum stochastic evolution as the interaction repre-
sentation U (t) = TtU
t on the Hilbert space h⊗G0. In fact this evolution corresponds
to an unphysical coordinate discontinuity problem at the origin s = 0 which is not
invariant under the reflection of time t 7→ −t. Instead, we shall formulate the uni-
tary equivalent boundary value problem in the Poisson space G = G− ⊗G+ for two
semi-infinite strings on R+, one is the living place for the quantum noise generated
by a Poisson flow of incoming waves of quantum particles of the intensity ν > 0,
and the other one is for the outgoing classical particles carrying the information
after a unitary interaction with the measured quantum system at the origin r = 0.
The probability amplitudes Φ ∈ G are represented by the G⊗ = g⊗− ⊗ g
⊗
+-valued
functions Φ (υ−, υ+) of two infinite sequences υ± = {±r1,±r2, . . . } ⊂ R+ of the
coordinates of the particles in the increasing order r1 < r2 < . . . such that
‖Φ‖2 =
∫∫
‖Φ (υ−, υ+)‖
2
Pν (dυ−)Pν (dυ+) <∞
with respect to the product of two copies of the Poisson probability measure Pν
defined by the constant intensity ν > 0 on R+. Here g
⊗ is the infinite tensor
product of g = Cd obtained by the completion of the linear span of χ1 ⊗ χ2 ⊗ . . .
with almost all multipliers χn = ϕ given by a unit vector ϕ ∈ C
d such that the
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infinite product ‖Φ (υ)‖ =
∏
r∈υ ‖f (r)‖ for Φ (υ) = ⊗r∈υf (r) with f (rn) = χn is
well defined as it has all but finite number of multipliers ‖χn‖ equal 1. The unitary
transformation ̥ 7→ Φ from Fock space F ∋ ̥ to the corresponding Poisson one G
can be written as
Φ = lim
t→∞
eϕ
iA+
i
(t)e−ϕkA
k
−
(t)ν−
1
2A
i
i
(t)
̥ ≡ Iν (ϕ)̥,
where ϕk = νϕ¯
k for the Poisson intensity ν > 0 and the unit vector ϕ =
(
ϕi
)
defined by the initial probability amplitude ϕ ∈ g for the auxiliary particles to be
in a state k = 1, . . . , d. Here Aκι (t) are the QS integrators defined in Appedix 3, and
the limit is taken on the dense subspace ∪t>0F
t]
0 of vacuum-adapted Fock functions
̥t ∈ F0 and extended then onto F0 by easily proved isometry ‖̥t‖ = ‖Φt‖ for
Φt = Iν (ϕ)̥t.
The free evolution in G is the same as in the Section 6.3,
TtΦ (υ−, υ+) = Φ
(
υt−, υ
t
+
)
,
where υt± = ± [([(−υ−) ∪ (+υ+)]− t) ∩ R±]. It is given by the second quantization
(3.16) of the Dirac Hamiltonian in one dimension on R+.
In order to formulate the boundary value problem in the space H = h ⊗ G
corresponding to the quantum stochastic equations of the diffusive type (3.23) let
us introduce the notation
Φ
(
0k ⊔ υ±
)
= lim
rց0
(〈k| ⊗ I1 ⊗ I2 . . . )Φ (±r,±r1,±r2, . . . ) ,
where 〈k| = d−1/2
(
δk1 , . . . , δ
k
l
)
acts as the unit bra-vector evaluating the k-th
projection of the state vector Φ (±r ⊔ υ±) with r < r1 < r2 < . . . corresponding to
the nearest to the boundary r = 0 particle in one of the strings on R+.
The unitary group evolution U t corresponding to the scattering interaction at the
boundary with the continuously measured system which has its own free evolution
described by the energy operator E = E† can be obtained by resolving the following
generalized Schro¨dinger equation
∂
∂t
Ψt (υ−, υ+)−
i
~
PΨt (t, υ−, υ+) = G
−
k Ψ
t
(
υ−, 0
k ⊔ υ+
)
+G−+Ψ
t (υ−, υ+)
(3.27)
with the Dirac zero current boundary condition at the origin r = 0
Ψt
(
0i ⊔ υ−, υ+
)
= Gi+Ψ
t (υ−, υ+) + G
i
kΨ
t
(
υ−, 0
k ⊔ υ+
)
, ∀t > 0, υ± > 0.
(3.28)
Here G =
[
Gik
]
is unitary, G−1 = G†, like the scattering operator S in the simpler
quantum jump boundary value problem (3.18), and the other system operators Gκι ,
with ι = −, i and κ = k,+ for any i, k = 1, . . . , d are chosen as
G− + νG†+G = O, G
−
+ +
ν
2
G†+G+ +
i
~
E = O.(3.29)
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Note that these conditions can be written as pseudo-unitarity of the following tri-
angular block-matrix
 I G− G−+O G G+
O O I
−1 =
 O O IO νI O
I O O
−1  I G− G−+O G G+
O O I
†  O O IO νI O
1 O O
 .
As it was proved in [79, 83] this is necessary (and sufficient at if all operators
are bounded) condition for the unitarity W (t)
−1
= W (t)
†
of the cocycle solution
resolving the quantum stochastic differential equation
dΨ0 (t) = (G
ι
κ − δ
ι
κI)Ψ0 (t) dA
κ
ι , Ψ0 (0) = Ψ0
in the Hilbert space H0 = h⊗G0 where G0 is identified with the space G+ = G⊗⊗L2µ
for the Poisson measure µ = Pν with the intensity ν on R+. This is the general form
for the quantum stochastic equation (3.23) where dA+− = dt in the Poisson space see
the Appendix 3 for more detail explanations of these notations. Our recent results
partially published in [99, 100, 101] prove that this quantum stochastic evolution
extended as the identity I− also on the component G− for the scattered particles,
is nothing but the interaction representation U t = T−t (I− ⊗W (t)) for the unitary
group U t resolving our boundary value problem in h⊗G⊗ times the Poisson space
L2µ..Thus the pseudounitarity condition (3.29) is necessary (and sufficient if the
operators Gικ are bounded) for the self-adjointness of the Dirac type boundary
value problem (3.27), (3.28).
The generators Gικ of this boundary value problem define the generators S
ι
κ
of the corresponding quantum stochastic equation in Fock space by the following
transformation
Si+ = ν
1/2
(
Gi+ +G
i
kϕ
k − ϕi
)
, S−k = ν
−1/2
(
G−k + ϕiG
i
k − ϕk
)
S−+ = G
−
+ + ϕiG
i
+ +G
−
k ϕ
k + ϕi
(
Gik − δ
i
kI
)
ϕk, Sik = G
i
k,(3.30)
induced by the canonical transformation Iν (ϕ).
The quantum state diffusion equation (3.25) for the continuous measurement
of the coordinates Qk corresponds to the particular case (3.22)of the quantum
stochastic differential equation in Fock space, with
Si+ = ν
1/2Gi+, S
−
k = ν
−1/2G−k
S−+ = G
−
+ + ϕiG
i
+ +G
−
k ϕ
k, Sik = δ
i
kI,
and Gi+ = Q
i, G−k = νQ
k such that all coupling constants λk = ν
1/2. are equal to
the square root of the flow intensity ν. The operators Gi+ = ϕ
iQi and G−k = Qkϕk
corresponding to the different couplings λk can also be obtained from the purely
jump model in the central limit ν 7→ ∞ as it was done in [85]. In this case
Si+ = ν
1/2 (G− I)ik ϕ
k → −iλϕiQi,
with ϕk = iλk/λ.
And finally, we have to find the operator processes Y sk , s ≤ 0 on the Hilbert
space G− which reproduce the standard Wiener noises wtk in the state diffusion
when our dynamical model is conditioned (filtered) with respect their nondemolition
measurement. As the candidates let us consider the field coordinate processes
X−tk = A
+
k (−t, 0] +A
k
−(−t, 0] = T−t
(
A+k (0, t] +A
k
−(0, t]
)
Tt
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which are given by the creation and annihilation processes A+ (t) and A− (t) shifted
from G+. In our Poisson space model of G they have not zero expectations
Φ†X−tk Φ = Φ
†
(
A+k (0, t] +A
k
−(0, t]
)
Φ = 2ν1/2t
in the ground state Φ = Iν (ϕ) δ∅ corresponding to the vacuum vector δ∅ in the
Fock space. This state is given as the infinite tensor product Φ◦ = ϕ⊗− ⊗ ϕ
⊗
+ of all
equal probability amplitudes ϕ− = ϕ = ϕ+ in g = C
d for each sequence υ− and
υ+. Hence the independent increment processes Y
t
k = TtY
−t
k T−t corresponding to
the standard Wiener noises wtk represented in Fock spaces as wˆ
t
k = A
+
k (t) +A
k
− (t)
are the compensated processes Y −tk = X
−t
k − 2ν
1/2t. This unitary equivalence of
Y tk and wˆ
t
k under the Fock-Poisson transformation Iν (ϕ), and the deduction given
above of the quantum state diffusion from the quantum stochastic signal plus noise
model (3.21) for continuous observation in Fock space, completes the solution of
the quantum measurement model in its rigorous formulation.
4. Conclusion: A quantum message from the future
Although the conventional formulation of quantum mechanics and quantum field
theory is inadequate for the temporal treatment of modern experiments with the
individual quantum system in real time, it has been shown that the latest devel-
opments in quantum probability, stochastics and in quantum information theory
made it possible to reconcile the dynamical and statistical aspects of its interpre-
tation. All such phenomena as quantum events, causality, decoherence, quantum
jumps, trajectories and state diffusions which do not exist in usual quantum me-
chanical formalism but they do exist in the modern experimental quantum physics,
can be interpreted in the modern mathematical framework of quantum stochastic
processes in terms of the results of the generalized quantum measurements. The
problem of quantum measurement which has been always the greatest problem of
interpretation of the mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics, is unsolvable
in the orthodox formulation of quantum theory. However it has been recently re-
solved in a more general framework of the algebraic theory of quantum systems
which admits the superselection rules for the admissible sets of observables defining
the physical systems. The new superselection rule, which we call quantum causality,
or nondemolition principle, can be formulated in short as a the following resolution
of the corpuscular-wave dualism: the past is classical (encoded into the trajectories
of the particles), and the future is quantum (encoded into the propensity waves for
these particles). This principle does not apply, it simply does not exist in the usual
quantum theory with finite degrees of freedom. And there are no events, jumps and
trajectories and other physics in this theory if it is not supplemented with the ad-
ditional phenomenological interface rules such as projection postulate, permanent
reduction or a spontaneous localization theory. This is why it is not applicable for
our description of the open quantum world from inside of this world as we were a
part of this world, but only for the external description of the whole of a closed
physical system as we were outside of this world. However the external description
doesn’t allow to have a look inside the quantum system as any flow of information
from the quantum world which can be obtained only by performing a measurement,
will require an external measurement apparatus, and it will inevitable open the sys-
tem. This is why there is no solution of quantum measurement and all paradoxes
of quantum theory in the conventional, external description.
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As we demonstrated in the Section 5 on the simplest quantum measurement
model for the Schro¨dinger’s cat, this new superselection rule of quantum causality
explains the entanglement and decoherence and derives the projection “postulate”
in purely dynamical terms of quantum mechanics of infinitely extended system
supplemented with the conventional rules for the statistical inference (statistical
prediction by usual conditioning) from the classical information theory and statis-
tics. This provides a solution of the instantaneous quantum measurement problem
in its orthodox formulation. The realistic measurements however are not instan-
taneous but have a duration, and physically are performed even in the continuous
time.
Recent dynamical models of the phenomenological theories for quantum jumps
and spontaneous localizations, although they all pretend to have a primary value,
extend in fact the instantaneous projection postulate to a certain, counting class
of the continuous in time measurements. The time which appears in these theories
is not the time at which the experimentalist decides to make a measurement on
the system, but the time which the system does something for the experimenter
to be observed. What it actually does and why, remains unexplained mystery
in these theories. As was shown Section 6, there is no need in supplementing
the usual quantum mechanics with any of such mysterious quantum spontaneous
localization principles even if they are formulated in continuous time. They all
have been derived from the time continuous unitary evolution for a generalized
Dirac type Schro¨dinger equation, and ‘that something’ what the system does to
be spontaneously observed, is simply caused by a singular scattering interaction at
the boundary of our Hamiltonian model. The quantum causality principle provides
a time continuous nondemolition counting measurement in the extended system
which enables to obtain ‘these stupid quantum jumps’ simply by time continuous
conditioning called quantum jump filtering.
And even the continuous diffusive trajectories of quantum state diffusion models
have been derived from the usual Hilbert space unitary evolution corresponding to
the Dirac type boundary value problem for a Schro¨dinger infinite particles equation
with a singular scattering interaction. As it is shown in the Section 7, our causality
principle admits to select a continuous diffusive classical process in the quantum
extended world which satisfies the nondemolition condition with respect to all fu-
ture of the measured system. And this allows to obtain the continuous trajectories
for quantum state diffusion by simple filtering of quantum noise exactly as it was
done in the classical statistical nonlinear filtering and prediction theory. In fact, the
quantum state diffusion was first derived over 20 years ago in the result of solving
of a similar quantum prediction problem by filtering the quantum white noise in
a quantum stochastic Langevin model for the continuous observation and optimal
quantum feedback control. Thus the “primary” stochastic nonlinear irreversible
quantum state diffusion occurs to be the secondary, as it should be, to the deter-
ministic linear unitary reversible evolution, but in an extended system containing
an infinite number of auxiliary particles. And this is quantum causality who de-
fines the arrow of time by selecting what part of the reversible world is related
to the classical past and what is related to the quantum future. And this makes
the unitary group evolution irreversible in terms of the injective semigroup of the
Heisenberg transformations allowing the decoherence and the increase of entropy
in a purely dynamical way without any sort of reservoir averaging.
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Our mathematical formulation of the extended quantum mechanics equipped
with the quantum causality to allow events and trajectories in the theory, is just
as continuous as Schro¨dinger could have wished. However it doesn’t exclude the
jumps which only appear in the singular interaction picture, are there as a part
of the theory but not only of its interpretation. Although Schro¨dinger himself
didn’t believe in quantum jumps, he tried several times, although unsuccessfully, a
possibility to obtain the continuous reduction from a generalized, relativistic, “true
Schro¨dinger”. He envisaged that ‘if one introduces two symmetric systems of waves,
which are traveling in opposite directions; one of them presumably has something to
do with the known (or supposed to be known) state of the system at a later point in
time’ [102], then it would be possible to derive the ‘verdammte Quantenspringerei’
for the opposite wave as a solution of the future-past boundary value problem. This
desire coincides with the “transactional” attempt of interpretation of quantum
mechanics suggested in [103] on the basis that the relativistic wave equation yields
in the nonrelativistic limit two Schro¨dinger type equations, one of which is the
time reversed version of the usual equation: ‘The state vector ψ of the quantum
mechanical formalism is a real physical wave with spatial extension and it is identical
with the initial “offer wave” of the transaction. The particle (photon, electron,
etc.) and the collapsed state vector are identical with the completed transaction.’
There was no proof of this conjecture, and now we know that it is not even possible
to derive the quantum state diffusions, spontaneous jumps and single reductions
from such models involving only a finite particle state vectors ψ (t) satisfying the
conventional Schro¨dinger equation.
Our new approach based on the exactly solvable boundary value problems for
infinite particle states described in this paper, resolves this problem formulated by
Schro¨dinger. And thus it resolves the old problem of interpretation of the quantum
theory, together with its famous paradoxes in a constructive way by giving exact
nontrivial models for allowing the mathematical analysis of quantum observation
processes determining the phenomenological coupling constants and the reality un-
derlying these paradoxes. Conceptually it is based upon a new idea of quantum
causality called the nondemolition principle [2] which divides the world into the
classical past, forming the consistent histories, and the quantum future, the state
of which is predictable for each such history. The nondemolition principle defines
what is actual in the reality and what is only possible, what are the events and
what are just the questions, and selects from the possible observables the actual
ones as the candidates for Bell’s beables. It was unknown to Bell who wrote that
“There is nothing in the mathematics to tell what is ‘system’ and what is ‘appara-
tus’, · · · ”, in [1], p.174). The mathematics of quantum open systems and quantum
stochastics defines the extended system by the product of the commutative algebra
of the output trajectories, the measured system, and the noncommutative algebra
of the input quantum waves. All output processes in the apparatus are the beables
which “live” in the center of the algebra, and all other observables which are not
in the system algebra, are the input quantum noises of the measurement appara-
tus whose quantum states are represented by the offer waves. These are the only
possible conditions when the posterior states exist as the results of inference (filter-
ing and prediction) of future quantum states upon the measurement results of the
classical past as beables. The act of measurement transforms quantum propensities
into classical realities. As Lawrence Bragg, another Nobel prize winner, once said,
everything in the future is a wave, everything in the past is a particle.
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5. Appendices
5.1. On Bell’s “Proof” that von Neumann’s Proof was in Error. To “dis-
prove” the von Neumann’s theorem on the nonexistence of hidden variables in
quantum mechanics Bell [64] argued that the dispersion-free states specified by a
hidden parameter λ should be additive only for commuting pairs from the space
L of all Hermitian operators on the system Hilbert space h. One can assume even
less, that the corresponding probability function E 7→ 〈E〉λ should be additive with
respect to only orthogonal decompositions in the subset P (h) of all Hermitian pro-
jectors E, as only orthogonal events are simultaneously verifiable by measuring an
observable L ∈ L. In the case of finite-dimensional Hilbert space h it is equivalent
to the Bell’s assumption, but we shall reformulate his only counterexample it terms
of the propositions, or events E ∈ P (h) in order to dismiss his argument that this
example ‘is not dealing with logical propositions, but with measurements involving,
for example, differently oriented magnets’ (p.6 in [1]).
Bell’s hidden dispersion-free states were designed to reproduce the regular quantum-
mechanical states of two-dimensional space h = C2. The regular pure quantum
states are described by one-dimensional projectors
ρ =
1
2
(I + σ (r)) ≡ P (r) , σ (r) = xσx + yσy + zσz
given by the points r = xex + yey + zez on the unit sphere S ⊂ R3 and Pauli
matrices σ. Bell assigned the simultaneously definite values
sλ (e) = ±1 ≡ 〈σ (e)〉λ , e ∈ S
±
λ (r)
to spin operators σ (e) describing the spin projections in the directions e ∈ S, which
is specified by a split of S into a positive S+λ (r) and negative S
−
λ (r) parts depending
on the polarization r and a parameter λ. Due to
σ (−e) = −σ (e) , σ (e)2 = I
and 〈I〉λ = 1, the values ±1 of sλ (e) can be taken as dispersion-free expectations
〈σ (e)〉λ of the projections σ (e) if sλ (−e) = −sλ (e). The latter is achieved by a
reflection-symmetric partition
S−λ = −S
+
λ , S
−
λ ∪ S
+
λ = S, S
−
λ ∩ S
+
λ = ∅
of the unit sphere S for each r and λ. Obviously there are plenty of such partitions,
and any will do, but Bell took a special family
S±λ (r) =
[
S± (r) \Sλ (±r)
]
∪
[
S∓ (r) \S−λ (±r)
]
,
where S± are south and north hemispheres of the standard reflection-symmetric
partition with r pointing north. Although this particular choice is not better than
any other one, he parametrized
Sλ (r) = {e ∈ S : e · r < 2λ}
by λ ∈
[
− 12 ,
1
2
]
in such a way that∫ 1/2
−1/2
sλ (e) dλ = Pr
{
λ : S+λ (r) ∋ e
}
− Pr
{
λ : S−λ (r) ∋ e
}
= e · r.
Note that in his formula r = ez , but it can be extended also to the case |r| ≤ 1
of not completely polarized quantum states ρ defining the quantum-mechanical
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expectations 〈σ (e)〉 and quantum probabilities Pr {P (e) = 1} of the propositions
E = P (e) as the linear and affine forms in the unit ball of all such r:
Trσ (e) ρ = e · r, TrP (e) ρ =
1
2
(1 + e · r) .
Each λ assigns the zero-one probabilities 〈P (±e)〉λ = χ
±
λ
(e) given by the char-
acteristic functions χ±λ of S
±
λ simultaneously for all quantum events P (±e), the
eigen-projectors of σ (e) corresponding to the eigenvalues ±1:
P (±e) =
1
2
(I ± σ (e)) 7→ χ±λ (e) =
1
2
(1± sλ (e)) .
The additivity of the probability function E 7→ 〈E〉λ in P (h) = {O, P (S) , I} at
each λ follows from 〈O〉λ = 0:
〈O〉λ + 〈I〉λ = 1 = 〈O+ I〉λ ,
as O + I = I, and from χ+λ (−e) = χ
−
λ (e):
〈P (e)〉λ + 〈P (−e)〉λ = 1 = 〈P (e) + P (−e)〉λ ,
as P (e) + P (−e) = I.
Thus a classical hidden variable theory reproducing the affine quantum proba-
bilities P (e) = 〈P (e)〉 as the uniform mean value
M 〈P (e)〉· =
∫ 1/2
−1/2
1
2
(1 + sλ (e)) dλ =
1
2
(1 + e · r) = TrP (e) ρ
of the classical yes-no observables χ+· (e) = 〈P (e)〉· was constructed by Bell.
First let us note that it does not contradict to the von Neumann theorem even if
the latter is strengthened by the restriction of the additivity only to the orthogonal
projectors E ∈ P (h). The constructed dispersion-free expectation function L 7→
〈L〉λ is not physically continuous on L because the value 〈L〉λ = sλ (l) is one of the
eigenvalues ±1 for each λ, and it covers both values when the directional vector
l rotates continuously over the three-dimensional sphere. A function l 7→ 〈σ (l)〉λ
on the continuous manifold (sphere) with discontinuous values can be continuous
only if it is constant, but this is ruled out by the impossibility to reproduce the
expectations 〈σ (l)〉 = l · r, which are linear in l, by averaging the function λ 7→
〈σ (l)〉λ, constant in l, over the λ. Measurements of the projections of spin on
the physically close directions should be described by close expected values in any
physical state specified by λ, otherwise it cannot have physical meaning!
Indeed, apart from partial additivity (the sums are defined in P (h) only for the
orthogonal pairs from P (h)), the von Neumann theorem restricted to P (h) ⊂ L
should also inherit the physical continuity, induced by ultra-strong topology in
L. In the finite dimensional case it is just ordinary continuity in the projective
topology h, and in the case dim h = 2 it is the continuity on the projective space
S of all one-dimensional projectors P (e), e ∈ S. It is obvious that the zero-one
probability function E 7→ 〈E〉λ constructed by Bell is not physically continuous on
the restricted set: the characteristic function χ+λ (e) = 〈P (e)〉λ of the half-sphere
S+λ (r) is discontinuous in e on the whole sphere S for any λ and r. Measurements of
the spin projections in the physically close directions en → e should be described
by close probabilities 〈P (en)〉λ → 〈P (e)〉λ in any physical state specified by λ,
otherwise the state cannot have physical meaning!
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The continuity argument might be considered to be as purely mathematical,
but in fact it is not: even in classical probability theory with a discrete phase
space the pure states defined by Dirac δ-measure, are uniformly continuous, as
any positive probability measure is on the space of classical observables defined
by bounded measurable functions on any continuous phase space. In quantum
theory an expectation defined as a linear positive functional on L is also uniformly
continuous, hence the von Neumann assumption of physical (ultra-weak) continuity
is only a restriction in the infinite-dimensional case. Even if the state is defined
only on P (h) ⊂ L as a probability function which is additive only on the orthogonal
projectors, the uniform continuity follows from its positivity in the case of dim h ≥ 3.
This follows from the Gleason’s theorem [65] with implication that Bell’s dispersion-
free states could exist only if the Hilberet space of our whole universe had the
dimensionality not more than two.
In fact, Gleason obtained more than this: He proved that the case dim h = 2
is the only exceptional one when a probability function on P (h) (which should
be countably additive in the case dim h = ∞) may not be induced by a density
operator ρ, and thus cannot be extended to a linear expectation on the operator
space L. The irregular states cannot be extended by linearity on the algebra of all
(not just Hermitian) operators in h = C2 even if they are continuous.
To rule out even this exceptional case form the Gleason’s theorem we note that
an irregular state E 7→ 〈E〉 on P
(
C2
)
cannot be composed with any state of
an additional quantum system even if the latter is given by a regular probability
function 〈F 〉 = TrFσ on a set P (f) of ortho-projectors of another Hilbert space.
There is no additive probability function on the set P
(
C2 ⊗ f
)
of all verifiable events
for the compound quantum system described by a nontrivial Hilbert space f such
that
〈E〉 = 〈E ⊗ I〉 , 〈I⊗ F 〉 = TrFσ,
where σ = Pϕ is the density operator of wave function ϕ ∈ f. Indeed, if it could
be possible for some f with dim f > 1, it would be possible for f = C2. By virtue
of Gleason’s theorem any probability function which is additive for orthogonal pro-
jectors on C2⊗C2 = C4 is regular on E
(
C4
)
, given by a density operator ˆ̺. Hence
〈E〉 = Tr (I⊗ E) ˆ̺ = TrEρ
i.e. the state on P
(
C2
)
is also regular, with the density operator in h = C2 given
by the partial trace
ρ = Tr [ˆ̺|h] = Trfˆ̺.
In order to obtain an additive product-state on P
(
C2 ⊗ f
)
satisfying
〈E ⊗ F 〉 = 〈E〉TrFPϕ, E ∈ P
(
C
2
)
, F ∈ P (f)
for a finite-dimensional f = Cn with n > 1 it is necessary to define the state as an
expectation on the whole unit ball B
(
C2
)
of the algebraB = B
(
C2
)
of all (not just
Hermitian) operators in C2. Indeed, any one-dimensional Hermitian projector in
C2⊗Cn = C2n can be described as an n×n-matrix E =
[
AjA
†
i
]
with 2× 2-entries
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Aj ∈ B
(
C2
)
, j = 1, . . . , n satisfying the normalization condition
n∑
j=1
A†jAj = P (e) =
1
2
(I + σ (e))
for some e ∈ S. These entries have the form
A = αP (e) + aQ (e⊥) , Q (e⊥) =
1
2
σ (e⊥) ,
where e⊥ is an orthogonal complex vector such that
ie⊥×e = e⊥ e¯⊥ · e⊥ = 2, ie¯⊥ × e⊥ = 2e,
and
∑(∣∣α2j ∣∣+ ∣∣a2j ∣∣) = 1 corresponding to TrE = 1. The matrix elements
AjA
†
i = αjα¯iP (e) + aj a¯iP (−e) + αj a¯iQ (e¯⊥) + ajα¯iQ (e⊥)
for these orthoprojectors in C2n are any matrices from the unit ball B
(
C2
)
, not
just Hermitian orthoprojectors. By virtue of Gleason’s theorem the product-state
of such events E must be defined by the additive probability
〈E〉 =
n∑
i,j=1
ϕj̺
(
AjA
†
ι
)
ϕi = ̺ (B) ,
where B = A (ϕ)A (ϕ)† = βI + σ (b) is given by α (ϕ) = ϕjαj , a (ϕ) = ϕ
jaj for
ϕ ∈ Cn with the components ϕj = ϕ¯j , and ̺ (B) = TrBρ is the linear expectation
̺ (B) =
1
2
(
β+ (1 + r1) + β− (1− r1) + b⊥r¯⊥ + b¯⊥r⊥
)
= β + b · r
with r1 = e · r, r⊥ = e⊥·r, β+ = |α (ϕ)|
2, β− = |a (ϕ)|
2, b⊥ = α (ϕ) a (ϕ). It these
terms we can formulate the definition of a regular state without assuming a priori
the linearity and even continuity conditions also for the case h = C2.
Thus we proved that in order to formulate the quantum composition principle
for a physical system described by a Hilbert space h we need the quantum state to
be defined on the unite ball B (h) rather than just on the set P (h) of the orthopro-
jectors in h. The following definition obviously rules out the Bell’s hidden variable
states even in the case h = C2 as unphysical.
A complex-valued map B 7→ ̺ (B) on the unit ball B (h) normalized as ̺ (I) = 1
is called state for a quantum system described by the Hilbert space h (including the
case dim h = 2) if it is positive on all Hermitian projective matrices E =
[
AjA
†
k
]
with entries Aj ∈ B (h) in the sense∑
j
A†jAj = P ∈ P (h)⇒ ̺ (E) =
[
̺
(
AjA
†
k
)]
≥ 0,
of positive-definiteness of the matrices ̺ (E) with the complex entries
[
̺
(
AjA
†
k
)]
.
It is called a regular state if
̺ (E ⊗ Pϕ) = ̺ (E)Pϕ
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for any one-dimensional projector Pϕ =
[
ϕjϕ
†
i
]
, and if it is countably-additive with
respect to the orthogonal decompositions E =
∑
E (k):
∑
j
Aj (i)
†
Aj (k) = 0, ∀i 6= k ⇒ ̺
(∑
k
Aj (k)Aj (k)
†
)
=
∑
k
̺
(
Aj (k)Ai (k)
†
)
.
It obvious that the state thus defined can be uniquely extended to a regular
product-state on P (h⊗ Cn) by∑
j,k
ϕ¯j̺
(
AjA
†
i
)
ϕi ≥ 0, ∀ϕj ∈ C,
∑∣∣ϕj∣∣ = 1,
which proves that it is continuous and is given by a density operator: ̺ (B) =
TrBρ. Thus the composition principle rules out the existence of the hidden variable
representation for the quantum systems.
In conclusion we note that the Bells example in fact doesn’t prove the existence
of hidden variables from any reasonable probabilistic point of view even in this
exceptional case h = C2. Indeed, his mean M over λ cannot be considered as the
conditional averaging of a classical partially hidden world with respect to the quan-
tum observable part. If this were so, not only the mean values of the classical hidden
variables but also their momenta would reproduce the regular quantum expecta-
tions as linear functionals of ρ. Bell’s model however gives nonlinear expectations
with respect to the states ρ even if it is restricted to the smallest commutative
algebra generated by the characteristic functions {χ+· (e) : e ∈ S} of the subsets{
λ : S+λ (r) ∋ e
}
. One can see this by the uniform averaging of the commutative
products χ+λ (e)χ
+
λ (f): such mean values ( i.e. the second order moments) are
affine with respect to r only for colinear e and f ∈ S.
5.2. Quantum Markov Chains and Stochastic Recurrences. Let h, go be
Hilbert spaces, V be an isometry h 7→ go ⊗ h, V†V = I, and A and B be von
Neumann algebras respectively on g and h and there exists a normal representation
ι of the commutant B′ = {B′ : [B′,B] = 0, ∀B ∈ B} into the commutant of A ⊗ B
which is intertwined by this isometry:
ι (B′)V = VB′ ∀B′ ∈ B′.(5.1)
The pair (V, ι) defines the standard representation of a B-transitional probability
map
π (A,B) = V† (A⊗ B)V ∈ B ∀A ∈ Ao,B ∈ B(5.2)
with an output algebra A. The transitional maps with the output A = B on the
Hilbert space copy g = h were introduced by Accardi [106] for the case B = B (h)
(in this simple case one can take A = B (g⊗ h) and ι (αI) = αI ⊗ I on the one-
dimensional algebra B′ = CI). Note that the intertwining commutant condition
(5.1) which was established for any conditional state in [105] is nontrivial if only B
is smaller than the whole operator algebra B (h). Every normal completely positive
unital map κ : A → B can be extended to a B-transitional probability map in the
standard representation of A such that κ (A) = V† (I⊗A)V [105].
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We shall say that the B-transitional map π is given in a stochastic representation
if
π (A,B) = F† (τ (A⊗ B))F ∈ B ∀A ∈ A,B ∈ B,(5.3)
where F is an isometry h → f ⊗ h from f ⊗ B in the sense FB′ = (I⊗ B′) F for all
B′ ∈ B′, and τ is a normal, not necessarily unital representation of A in the algebra
B (f)⊗B. Every normal completely positive unital map κ : A → B has a stochastic
representation ( [104], p. 61) with F = T†V and τ (A) = T†AT given by a partial
isometry T : f⊗ h→ g⊗ h. such that
T (I⊗ B′)T† = ι (B′) , ∀B′ ∈ B′(5.4)
The representations (5.2) and (5.3) are called respectively stochastic and standard
if g = h⊗ k = f and
(B′ ⊗Ao ⊗ B)T = T (B⊗Ao ⊗ B
′) , ∀Ao ∈ Ao,B
′ ∈ B′.
such thatA = I⊗Ao and ι (B′) = B′⊗I (e.g. T is tensor transposition T (ϕ⊗ χ⊗ ψ) =
ψ ⊗ χ ⊗ϕ). Every normal completely positive unital map π has a standard sto-
chastic representation if it is dominated by a normal faithful state (or weight) on
Ao⊗B in the sense of [109]. If g = L2µ and B is commutative, the diagonal algebra
B = D (h) ≃ L∞µ on the space h = L
2
µ of square-integrable function ψ (y) say, the
conditional probability in the standard stochastic representation is described by the
transposition V = Tovˆ of the operator
(vˆψ) (y, x) = v (y, x)ψ (y) ,
∫
|ν (y, x)|2 dµx = 1
from L2µ into L
2
µ⊗g, the multiplication by a measurable function v with normalized
vector values v (y) ∈ g, ‖v (y)‖ = 1 for almost all y:
(Vψ) (x, y) = (Tovˆψ) (x, y) = (vˆψ) (x, y) = v (x, y)ψ (x) , ∀ψ ∈ L
2
µ.
The conditional probability amplitude v defines the usual conditional probability
with the density |v (x, y)|2 for the transitions y0 = x 7→ y with respect to a given
measure µ, and only such conditional probabilities which are absolutely continuous
have standard stochastic representation.
Every conditional probability map defines a quantum B-Markov chain
π
(
t,A1, . . . ,At,B
)
= V†
(
A1 ⊗ · · ·
(
V†
(
At ⊗ B
)
V
)
. . .
)
V, t ∈ N(5.5)
with an output algebra Ao ⊆ B (g) over an operator algebra B ⊆ B (h). Quantum
Markov chains with an output were introduced in [3] as effectively described by the
quantum recurrency equation
π
(
t,A
t]
0 ,B
)
= V (t)
† (
A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗At ⊗ B
)
V (t) = π
(
t− 1,A
t−1]
0 ,V
†
(
At ⊗ B
)
V
)
.
(see also an earlier definition in [106] for the simple standard case B = B (h)).
Here A
t]
0 =
(
A1, . . . ,At
)
is a sequence of indexed elements At ∈ Ao and V (t) =
VtV (t− 1) with V (0) = I is the isometry h → g
t]
0 ⊗ h, where g
t]
0 = ⊗0<r≤tgs is
the tensor product of the copies of go.. This isometry is given by the recurrency
equation
V (t) = VtV (t− 1) , V (0) = I(5.6)
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defined by Vt = I
t
0 ⊗ V, where I
t
0 = ⊗0<r<tIr with all Is = Io is the identity in
gt0 = ⊗0<r<tgr. In particular, if there is no output, Ao = C corresponding to
g = C, the operator V is an isometry h → h which is often unitary, V† = V−1, as
it is always in the case of finite dimensional h. The usual, Heisenberg dynamics
π (t,B) = V−tBVt induced by the unitary V in h over the algebra B = B (h) doesn’t
admit a nontrivial output Ao 6= C. Note that Markov chains over the maximal
commutative algebras A = C = B on g = L2µ = h, given as the standard stochastic
representation by V = vˆ, are equivalent to the classical Markov chains described by
the conditional probability densities p (y|x) = |v (y|x)|2 with the standard classical
output Ao = C ≃ L∞µ .
Now we shall prove that every Markov chain with an output A and arbitrary
B can be induced by a Heisenberg dynamics on the infinite tensor product algebra
B = A0] ⊗B ⊗A0 embedding all tensor powers A⊗to into the output algebra A
0] =
⊗s≤0As as Is ⊗A
⊗t
0 by As = C⊕Ao, s ≤ 0. This induction can be achieved by a
unitary semigroup U t for all t ∈ N as
π
(
t,A
t]
0 ,B
)
=
(
Φ0] ⊗ I⊗ Φ◦0
)†
U−t
(
It ⊗A1 ⊗ . . .⊗At ⊗ B⊗ I0
)
U t
(
Φ0] ⊗ I⊗ Φ◦0
)
,
(5.7)
where Φ◦0 = ⊗s>0χ
◦
s is the input vacuum-vector given by the infinite tensor product
of the copies of a unit vector χ◦ ∈ f, and Φ0] is arbitrary (normalized) in the output
Hilbert space G0] = ⊗s≤0gs with all gs = g, . In the case of commutative A = D (g)
this construction will provide the dynamical solution to the quantum measurement
problem as stated in the Section 5. We shall give an explicit, canonical construction
of this dilation. Other constructions are also possible and known in the simple
case B = B (h) at least for finite-dimensional h [107, 108]. In general we need an
extension of the spaces g and f, and this is why we denote them here as go and fo.
For simplicity we shall also assume that the stochastic and standard representations
are intertwined by a unitary operator T called transposition and denoted also as
To.
First, let us consider the canonical unitary dilation of the stochastic isometry V
intertwining the algebras ι (B′) and B′. It is uniquely defined on h⊕ (h⊗ fo) up to
a unitary transformation e−iE/~ ∈ B by
U =
[
O V‡
V G
]
, G =
(
Io ⊗ e
−iE/~
)
To −Ve
iE/~V‡,(5.8)
where V‡ = V∗† and V∗ = T†o
(
I⊗ eiE/~
)
VeiE/~. Here for the notational conve-
nience U is represented as an operator on h ⊗ f into g ⊗ h with f = C⊕fo and
g = C⊕go which is done by the “transposition” To : h ⊗ fo → go ⊗ h intertwin-
ing the algebra and B ⊗ Io and Io ⊗ B as in the standard stochastic case, where
fo = k⊗ h and go = h⊗ k:. The unitarity U−1 = U† of the operator U follows from
T†T = I⊕ (I⊗ Io) = I⊗ I,
U†U =
[
O V†
V∗ G†
] [
O V‡
V G
]
=
[
V†V V†G
G†V V∗V‡ +G†G
]
=
[
I O
O I⊗ Io
]
and the selfadjointness of S = eiE/~T†U. Moreover, as it follows straightforward
from the construction of U,(
B′ ⊕ ι−1 (B′)
)
U = U(B′ ⊕ (B′ ⊗ Io)) = U (B
′ ⊗ I) ∀B′ ∈ B′
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on h⊗ f, where I = 1⊕ Io is the identity on f. This implies U† (A⊗ B)U ∈ (B′ ⊗ I)
′
i.e. U† (A0 ⊗ B)U ⊆ B ⊗A1 in the sense
U† (A⊗ B)U ∈ B ⊗A1, ∀A ∈ A0,B ∈ B,
where A0 = C⊕Ao and A1 = B (f). One can always obtain such U as U = TW
from its stochastic representation W ∈ B ⊗ B (f) as commuting with all B′ ⊗ I by
the “transposition” T = I⊕ To of h⊗ f onto g⊗ h.
Second, we construct the local auxiliary spaces g
t]
r as the Hilbert tensor products
⊗r<z≤tgz of the copies gz = f for z > 0 and gz = g for z ≤ 0 indexed by z ∈ Z,
and define the Hilbert spaces of the past output Gt], and its future Gt as the state-
vector spaces of semifinite discrete strings generated by the infinite tensor products
Φt] = ⊗z≤tχz, Φt = ⊗z>tχz with all but finite number of χz ∈ gz equal to the
initial states χ◦z, the copies of χ
◦ = 1⊕ 0 in g or in f. Denoting by Az the copies of
A1 = B (f) if z > 0, and the copies of A0 = C⊕Ao if z ≤ 0 on the corresponding
spaces gz, we construct the local algebras A
t]
r = ⊗r<z≤tAz on g
t]
r , and the past
(output) At] and the future (input) At algebras generated respectively on Gt] and
on Gt by the operators It ⊗ A ⊗ I
t]
s for all s < t, and by Ist ⊗ A ⊗ Is for all s > t,
where A ∈ As, I
t]
r = ⊗r<s≤tIs, It = I
t−1]
−∞ , and It = ⊗s>tIs is the identity operator
in Gt. The Hilbert space G = G0] ⊗ G0, the von Neumann algebra A = A0] ⊗ A0,
and the product vector Φ = ⊗χ◦s ≡ Φ
◦, which is an eigen-vector for any operator
As = I
s ⊗A⊗ Is with s < 0 in G, stand as candidates for the triple (G,A,Φ).
Third, we define the unitary evolution on the product space H = G0]⊗h⊗G0 by
U : · · ·χ−1 ⊗ χ0 ⊗ ψ ⊗ χ1 ⊗ · · · 7→ · · ·χ0 ⊗U(ψ ⊗ χ1)⊗ χ2 · · · ,(5.9)
incorporating the shift in the right and left strings. They are connected by the
conservative boundary condition U : h⊗ g1 → g0 ⊗ h given by the unitary dilation
(3.4). We have obviously
(〈. . . , y−1, y| ⊗ I⊗ 〈x1, . . . |)U
(
Φ0 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0, 0, . . . 〉
)
= 〈. . . , y−1|Φ
0V (y) δx10 · · ·
in any orthonormal basis {|x〉} of f and {|y〉} of g which contain the vector |0〉 =
χ◦. Thus the extended unitary operator U still reproduces the isometry V =∑
y 6=0 |y〉V (y), and
π (A,B) =
(
Φ0] ⊗ I⊗ Φ◦0
)†
U
(
I0 ⊗A⊗ B⊗ I0
)
U t
(
Φ0] ⊗ I⊗ Φ◦0
)
= V† (A⊗ B)V
for all A ∈ Ao and B ∈ B, where Φ◦0 = |0, . . . 〉 is the vacuum vector (the infinite
tensor power of vector |0〉 ∈ f ) and Φ0] is arbitrary state-vector in G0].
Fourth, we prove the dynamical invariance U †BU ⊆ B of the algebra B =
A0] ⊗ B ⊗ A0. This follows straightforward from the definition of U as
U † (· · ·A0 ⊗ B⊗A1 ⊗A2 · · · )U = · · ·A−1 ⊗U
† (A0 ⊗ B)U⊗A1 · · · ∈ B
due to U† (A⊗ B)U ∈ B1 for all A ∈ A0, B ∈ B where B1 = B ⊗A1. However
this algebra is not invariant under the inverse transformation as A0 ⊂ A, B0 =
A0 ⊗ B ⊂ A1 ⊗ B, and if U (B⊗A)U† /∈ B0 for some A ∈ B (g) and B ∈ B, then
U (· · ·A−1 ⊗A0 ⊗ B⊗A1 · · · )U
† = · · ·A0 ⊗U(B⊗A1)U
† ⊗A2 · · · /∈ B.
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And fifth, we prove that the power semigroup U t, t ∈ N of the constructed
unitary operator induces the whole quantum Markov chain. We shall do this using
the Schro¨dinger recurrency equation Ψt = UΨt−1 with the initial condition Ψ0 =
Φ0] ⊗ ψ ⊗ Φ◦0 for Ψ
t = U tΨ0 representing it as T−tΨ(t), where T−t = T
t
−1 is the
right shift defined by the unitary operator
T−1 : · · ·χ0 ⊗ ψ ⊗ χ1 ⊗ χ2 · · · 7→ · · ·χ−1 ⊗ T
† (χ0 ⊗ ψ)⊗ χ1 · · · .
The interaction representation evolution Ψ (t) = U (t)Ψ0 is obviously adapted in
the sense U (t) = I0] ⊗W
t]
0 ⊗ It, where W
t]
0 is a unitary operator in h⊗ G
t]
0 . It can
be found from the recurrency equation
W
t]
0 = Wt
(
W
t−1]
0 ⊗ I
)
, W
0]
0 = I
as the chronological product W
t]
0 = Wt (Wt−1 ⊗ I) · · ·
(
W1 ⊗ I
t]
1
)
generated by
Wt = T
t]†
0
(
It0 ⊗U
) (
T
t−1]
0 ⊗ I
)
= T
t]†
0
(
It0 ⊗W0
)
T
t]
0 ,
Here T
t]
0 is the transposition of h and gt which can also be obtained by the recurrency
T
t]
0 =
(
I
t−1]
0 ⊗ T
)(
T
t−1]
0 ⊗ I
)
, T
0]
0 = I
and W0 = TWT
† = UT† is the initial scattering operator obtained by transposing
W = W1 onto g⊗ h such that Wt is applied only to the system at s = 0 and point
of the string at s = t by transposing the system from the boundary s = 0 to t.
Thus for the given initial condition Ψ (0) = Ψ0 in the interaction picture we have
Ψ (t) = Φ0] ⊗ Ψ0 (t), where Ψ0 (t) = ψ (t) ⊗ Φ
◦
t and ψ (t) = W
t]
0
(
ψ ⊗ Φ
t]
0
)
. This
Ψ0 (t) = W (t)Ψ0 with W (t) = W
t]
0 ⊗ It is the solution to the quantum stochastic
recurrency equation
Ψ0 (t) = WtΨ0 (t− 1) , Ψ0 (0) = ψ ⊗ Φ
◦
0(5.10)
given by the quantum stochastic unitary generator Wt = Wt ⊗ It in H0 = h⊗ G0.
Now we can derive the quantum filtering recurrency equation
ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= V (yt)ψ
(
t− 1, y
t−1]
0
)
, ψ (0) = ψ
for ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
=
(
I⊗ 〈y
t]
0 |
)
ψ (t) from the equation
ψ (t) = Wt (ψ (t− 1)⊗ χ
◦) , ψ (0) = ψ
for ψ (t) = W
t]
0 ψ
t]
0 , where ψ
t]
0 = ψ⊗χ
◦
1⊗ . . .⊗χ
◦
t , and {|y〉} is an orthonormal basis
of g with |0〉 = χ◦ = 1⊕ 0. Indeed,
ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
=
(
I⊗ 〈y
t]
0 |
)
(Wt ⊗ I)ψ (t− 1) = (I⊗ 〈yt|)Vψ
(
t− 1, y
t−1]
0
)
,
where we took into account that ψ (t− 1) = W
t−1]
0 Ψ
t−1]
0 ⊗ |0〉 ⊗ Φ
◦
t and denoted
V (y)ψ = (I⊗ 〈y|)Wt (ψ ⊗ |0〉) = (I⊗ 〈y|)Vψ.
This proves the filtering equation in the abstract form ψ (t) = Vψ (t− 1) which has
the solution ψ
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= V
(
t, y
t]
0
)
ψ corresponding to ψ (0) = ψ, with
V
(
t, y
t]
0
)
= V
(
yt
)
· · ·V
(
y1
)
=
(
〈y
t]
0 | ⊗ I
)
V (t) .
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Moreover, if A
t]
0 =
(
A1, . . . ,At
)
is any sequence of the operators Ar ∈ Ao, then
obviously
π
(
t,A
t]
0 ,B
)
= (I⊗ 〈0, . . . , 0|)W
t]†
0
(
B⊗A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗At
)
Wt] (I⊗ |0, . . . , 0〉)
= U−t
(
I−t] ⊗A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗At ⊗ B⊗ I0
)
U t ∈ B, ∀B ∈ B.
This gives a dynamical endomorphic realization of any quantum Markov chain π (t)
induced by a unitary semigroup U t.
Note that we also proved that any stochastic B-Markov chain has a quantum
stochastic realizationW (t) = W
t]
0 ⊗It given by a unitary generator W in h⊗g which
belongs to B⊗B (g) as commuting with B′⊗I. It is simply the interaction evolution
induced on H0 = h⊗ G0 by U (t) = I
0 ⊗W (t) for the positive t ∈ N. It defines an
adapted quantum stochastic cocycle of authomorphisms ω (t, B0) = W (t)
†
B0W (t)
on the algebra B0 = B ⊗ A0 as a family of “system B plus noise A0” adapted
representations
ω
(
t,B⊗A
t]
0 ⊗At
)
= W
t]†
0
(
B⊗A
t]
0
)
W
t]
0 ⊗At ∀At ∈ B (Gt)
of this algebra, where A
t]
0 ∈ B
(
g
t]
0
)
. Their compositions ϑt = ω (t) ◦ τ−t with the
right shifts τ−t (B−t) = Tt
(
It ⊗B[−t
)
T−t of B−t ∈ B−t into B0 obviously extends
to the semigroup of injective endomorphisms
U−t
(
A−t] ⊗A
0]
−t ⊗ B⊗A0
)
U t = A0] ⊗U
t]†
0
(
A
0]
−t ⊗ B
)
U
t]
0 ⊗At
on the algebra B, where U
t]
0 = T
t]
0W
t]
0 are given by the same recurrency as T
t]
0 but
with the generator U instead of T. This semigroup in general is not invertible on
B if A0 is smaller then A1 (the shifts τ t are not invertible in this case) despite the
invertibility of the interaction evolution described by the authomorphisms ω (t).
5.3. Symbolic Quantum Calculus and Stochastic Differential Equations.
In order to formulate the differential nondemolition causality condition and to derive
a filtering equation for the posterior states in the time-continuous case we need
quantum stochastic calculus.
The classical differential calculus for the infinitesimal increments
dx = x (t+ dt)− x (t)
became generally accepted only after Newton gave a simple algebraic rule (dt)2 = 0
for the formal computations of the differentials dx for smooth trajectories t 7→ x (t).
In the complex plane C of phase space it can be represented by a one-dimensional
algebra α = Cdt of the elements a = αdt with involution a
⋆ = α¯dt. Here
dt =
[
0 1
0 0
]
=
1
2
(σx + iσy)
for dt is the nilpotent matrix, which can be regarded as Hermitian d⋆t = dt with
respect to the Minkowski metrics (z|z) = 2Re z−z¯+ in C2.
This formal rule was generalized to non-smooth paths early in the last century
in order to include the calculus of forward differentials dw ≃ (dt)1/2 for continuous
diffusions wt which have no derivative at any t, and the forward differentials dn ∈
{0, 1} for left continuous counting trajectories nt which have zero derivative for
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almost all t (except the points of discontinuity where dn = 1). The first is usually
done by adding the rules
(dw)
2
= dt, dwdt = 0 = dtdw
in formal computations of continuous trajectories having the first order forward
differentials dx = αdt + βdw with the diffusive part given by the increments of
standard Brownian paths w. The second can be done by adding the rules
(dn)
2
= dn, dndt = 0 = dtdn
in formal computations of left continuous and smooth for almost all t trajectories
having the forward differentials dx = αdt + γdm with jumping part given by the
increments of standard compensated Poisson paths mt = nt − t. These rules were
developed by Itoˆ [110] into the form of a stochastic calculus.
The linear span of dt and dw forms the Wiener-Itoˆ algebra b = Cdt + Cdw,
while the linear span of dt and dn forms the Poisson-Itoˆ algebra c = Cdt + Cdm,
with the second order nilpotent dw = d
⋆
w and the idempotent dm = d
⋆
m. They are
represented together with dt by the triangular Hermitian matrices
dt =
 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 , dw =
 0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 , dm=
 0 1 00 1 1
0 0 0
 ,
on the Minkowski space C3 with respect to the inner Minkowski product (z|z) =
z−z
− + z◦z
◦ + z+z
+, where zµ = z¯−µ, − (−, ◦,+) = (+, ◦,−).
Although both algebras b and c are commutative, the matrix algebra a generated
by b and c on C3 is not:
dwdm =
 0 1 10 0 0
0 0 0
 6=
 0 0 10 0 1
0 0 0
 = dmdw.
The four-dimensional ⋆-algebra a = Cdt +Cd− +Cd
+ + Cd of triangular matrices
with the canonical basis
d− =
 0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , d+=
 0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0
 , d =
 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 ,
given by the algebraic combinations
d− = dwdm − dt, d
+ = dmdw − dt, d = dm − dw
is the canonical representation of the differential ⋆-algebra for one-dimensional vac-
uum noise in the unified quantum stochastic calculus [79, 83]. It realizes the HP
(Hudson-Parthasarathy) table [77]
dA−dA
+ = dt, dA−dA = dA−, dAdA
+ = dA+, (dA)
2
= dA,
with zero products for all other pairs, for the multiplication of the canonical count-
ing dA = λ (d), creation dA+ = λ (d+), annihilation dA− = λ (d−), and preserva-
tion dt = λ (dt) quantum stochastic integrators in Fock space over L
2 (R+). As was
proved recently in [111], any generalized Itoˆ algebra describing a quantum noise
can be represented in the canonical way as a ⋆-subalgebra of a quantum vacuum
algebra
dAκµdA
ν
ι = δ
κ
ι dA
ν
µ, ι, µ ∈ {−, 1, . . . , d} ; κ, ν ∈ {1, . . . , d,+} ,
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in the Fock space with several degrees of freedom d, where dA+− = dt and d is re-
stricted by the doubled dimensionality of quantum noise (could be infinite), similar
to the representation of every semi-classical system with a given state as a subsys-
tem of quantum system with a pure state. Note that in this quantum Itoˆ product
formula δικ = 0 if ι = + or κ = − as δ
ι
κ 6= 0 only when ι = κ.
The quantum Itoˆ product gives an explicit form
dψψ† + ψdψ† + dψdψ† =
(
αικψ
† + ψα⋆ικ + α
ι
ja
⋆j
κ
)ι
κ
dAκι
of the term dψdψ† for the adjoint quantum stochastic differentials
dψ = αικdA
κ
ι , dψ
† = α⋆ικ dA
κ
ι ,
for evaluation of the product differential
d
(
ψψ†
)
= (ψ + dψ) (ψ + dψ)
† − ψψ†.
Here α⋆ι−κ = α
κ†
−ι is the quantum Itoˆ involution with respect to the switch − (−,+) =
(+,−), − (1, . . . , d) = (1, . . . , d), introduced in [79], and the Einstein summation
is always understood over κ = 1, . . . , d,+; ι = −, 1, . . . , d and k = 1, . . . , d. This
is the universal Itoˆ product formula which lies in the heart of the general quantum
stochastic calculus [79, 83] unifying the Itoˆ classical stochastic calculi with respect
to the Wiener and Poisson noises and the quantum differential calculi [77, 78] based
on the particular types of quantum Itoˆ algebras for the vacuum or finite temperature
noises. It was also extended to the form of quantum functional Itoˆ formula and
even for the quantum nonadapted case in [112, 113].
Every stationary classical (real or complex) process xt, t > 0 with x0 = 0 and
independent increments xt+∆ − xt has mean values M [xt] = λt. The compensated
process yt = xt − λt, which is called noise, has an operator representation xˆt in
Fock space F0 the Hilbert space L2 (R+) in the form of the integral with respect
to basic processes A+j , A
j
−, A
i
k such that ̥ = f (xˆ) δ∅ ≃ f (x) in terms of the L
2
µ –
Fock isomorphism f ←→ ̥ of the chaos expansions
f (x) =
∞∑
n=0
∫
· · ·
∫
0<r1<...<rn
̥ (r1, . . . rn) dy
r1 · · · dyrn ≡
∫
̥ (υ) dyυ
of the stochastic functionals f ∈ L2µ having the finite second moments M
[
|f |2
]
=
‖̥‖2 and the Fock vectors ̥ ∈ F0. The expectations of the Fock operators f (xˆ)
given by the iterated stochastic integrals f coincides on the vacuum state-vector
δ∅ ∈ F0 with their expectation given by the probability measure µ:
M [f (x)] = 〈δ∅|f (xˆ) δ∅〉 = ̥ (∅) .
If its differential increments dxt form a two dimensional Itoˆ algebra, xˆt can be
represented in the form of a commutative combination of the three basic quantum
stochastic increments A = A00, A− = A
0
−, A
+ = A+0 . The Itoˆ formula for the process
xt given by the quantum stochastic differential
dxˆt = αdA+ α−dA− + α+dA
+dψ + α−+dt
can be obtained from the HP product [77]
dxˆtdxˆt† = αα†dA+ α−α†dA− + αα
−†dA+ + α−α−†dt.
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The noises ytk = x
t
k − λkt with stationary independent increments are called
standard if they have the standard variance M
[
(xt)
2
]
= t. In this case
yˆtk =
(
A+k +A
k
− + εkA
k
k
)
(t) = εkm
t
k + (1− εk)w
t
k,
where εk ≥ 0 is defined by the equation (dx
t
k)
2
− dt = εdxtk. Such, and indeed
higher dimensional, quantum noises for continual measurements in quantum optics
were considered in [114, 115].
The general form of a quantum stochastic decoherence equation, based on the
canonical representation of the arbitrary Itoˆ algebra for a quantum noise in the
vacuum of d degrees of freedom, can be written as
dψˆ (t) = (Sικ − δ
ι
κI) dA
κ
ι ψˆ (t) , ψˆ (0) = ψ ⊗ δ∅, ψ ∈ h.
Here Lικ are the operators in the system Hilbert space h ∋ ψ with S
⋆−
κ S
κ
+ = 0 for
the mean square normalization
ψˆ (t)
†
ψˆ (t) = M
[
ψ (t, ·)† ψ (t, ·)
]
= ψ†ψ
with respect to the vacuum of Fock space of the quantum noise, where the Einstein
summation is understood over all κ = −, 1, . . . , d,+ with the agreement
S−− = I = S
+
+, S
j
− = O = S
+
j , j = 1, . . . , d
and δικ = 1 for all coinciding ι, κ ∈ {−, 1, . . . , d,+} such that L
ι
κ = S
ι
κ − δ
ι
κI = 0
whenever ι = + or κ = −. In the notations Sj+ = L
j, S−+ = −K, S
−
j = −Kj,
j = 1, . . . , d the decoherence wave equation takes the standard form [97, 117]
dψˆ (t) +
(
Kdt+KjdA
j
−
)
ψˆ (t) =
(
LjdA+j +
(
Sik − δ
i
kI
)
dAki
)
ψˆ (t) ,
where A+j (t) , A
j
− (t) , A
k
i (t) are the canonical creation, annihilation and exchange
processes respectively in Fock space, and the normalization condition is written as
LkL
k = K+K† with L†k = L
k (the Einstein summation is over i, j, k = 1, . . . , d).
Using the quantum Itoˆ formula one can obtain the corresponding equation for
the quantum stochastic density operator ˆ̺ = ψψ† which is the particular case
κ = −, 1, . . . , d,+ of the general quantum stochastic Master equation
dˆ̺ (t) =
(
Sιγ ˆ̺ (t) S
⋆γ
κ − ˆ̺ (t) δ
ι
κ
)
dAκι , ˆ̺ (0) = ρ,
where the summation over κ = −, k,+ is extended to infinite number of k = 1, 2, . . . .
This general form of the decoherence equation with L⋆−κ L
κ
+ = O corresponding to
the normalization condition 〈ˆ̺ (t)〉 = Trρ in the vacuum mean, was recently derived
in terms of quantum stochastic completely positive maps in [97, 117]. Denoting
L−κ = −Kκ, L
⋆ι
+ = −K
ι such that K†ι = K
ι, this can be written as
dˆ̺ (t) + Kκˆ̺ (t) dA
κ
− + ˆ̺ (t)K
ιdA+ι =
(
Ljκˆ̺ (t) L
⋆ι
j − ˆ̺ (t) δ
ι
κ
)
dAκι ,
or in the notation above, K+ = K,K
− = K†, Lk+ = L
k, L⋆−k = Lk, L
⋆i
k = L
k†
i as
dˆ̺ (t) +
(
Kˆ̺ (t) + ˆ̺ (t)K† − Lj ˆ̺ (t) Lj
)
dt =
(
Sjk ˆ̺ (t) S
†i
j − ˆ̺ (t) δ
i
k
)
dAki
+
(
Sjkˆ̺ (t) Lj −Kkˆ̺ (t)
)
dAk− +
(
Lj ˆ̺ (t) S†ij − ˆ̺ (t) K
i
)
dA+i ,
with K + K† = LjL
j , Lj = L†j , L
†i
k = L
k†
i for any number of j’s, and arbitrary
Kj = K†j , L
i
k, i, j, k = 1, . . . , d. This is the quantum stochastic generalization of
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the general form [118] for the non-stochastic (Lindblad) Master equation corre-
sponding to the case d = 0. In the case d > 0 with pseudo-unitary block-matrix
S= [Sικ]
ι=−,◦,+
ν=−,◦,+ in the sense S
⋆ = S−1, it gives the general form of quantum sto-
chastic Langevin equation corresponding to the HP unitary evolution for ψ (t) [77].
The nonlinear form of this decoherence equation for the exactly normalized den-
sity operator ρˆ (t) = ˆ̺ (t) /Trhˆ̺ (t) was obtained for different commutative Itoˆ al-
gebras in [13, 91, 83].
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